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ABSTRACT 


The synthesis and degradation of proteins were 

studied during aging of c u 1 tur e d hum an fib r 0b1 as ts . 

Equations were derived to - yield expressions for the rates of 

protein degradation, export, and synthesis during exponential 

growth and steady state from the approach to equilibrium 

method of radioactively labeling protein. Old cells (cells 

from normal donors at late ~assage, cells from old donors, or 

cells from subjects with the accelerated aging phenotypes of 

Hutchinson-Gilford (progeria) and Werner syndromes) have a 

reduced growth rate (0.3-1.33/hour) when cultured at low 

d e nsity compared to young cells (early-passage cells from 

normal donors) (2. 0-2. 5%/hour). Prior to the terminal 

passage in old cultures, this reduction in growth rate is 

related prim ar il y to an increased rate of protein degradation 

(0.96-1.33/hour in old cells compared to less than 0.553/hour 

in young eel ls). Early-passage cells achieve rapid growth in 

low density cultures by increasing the protein synthetic rate 

and decreasing the degradation rate. In high density 

cultures where the net growth rate was close to zero, the 

r a t e s o f d eg rad a t i o n and syn the s i s we r e s i m il a r i n yo u n g and 

old cells prior to their terminal passage (1.9-2.5%/hour). 

In 01 l cases the rat<-:! of protein export was small (less than 

0.53/hour) compared to the rate of protein synthesis. 
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Proteins synthesized by young· and old cells were 

analyzed by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and were 

found to be essentially identical in molecular weight and 

isoelectric points. Induction of synthesis of aberrant 

proteins by histidine starvation in the presence of 

histidinol did not reveal differences between early- and 

late-passage cells from young or old normal donors or from 

subjects with progeria or Werner Syndrome. Futh~rmore, there 

was no correlation between in vitro lifespan and the 

synthesis of aberrant protein. 

It is concluded that the increased degradation of 

proteins and the slow net growth of old cells and the reduced 

lifespan of cells from old normal donors and subjects with 

progeria or Werner Syndrome are not due to abnormal protein 

synthesis. This is contrary t6 the predictions of the error 

catastrophe theory of aging. 

The aberrant proteins synthesized during amino acid 

starvation are believed to result from amino acid 

substitution. Several observations reported here are 

consistent with this hypothesis: (i) No turnover of either 

native or substituted actins synthesized during histidine 

starv ation of cultured human cells was detected; (ii) Changes 

in the isoelectric points of native and substituted actins 

are predi~ted by analyses based on the presumed changes in 

their amino acid composition; (iii) Estimates of the protein 

synthetic error rate~ during normal protein synthesis can be 
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derived from a computer model of mRNA translation based on 

the proposed mechanism of mistranslation; these estimates are 

consis~ent under _a variety of starvation conditions and are 

close to other estimates obtained independently for the error 

fr e q ue n c y i n mamm a 1 i an c e 11 s . 

In both young and old cultur~d human fibroblasts the 

error frequency at the histidine codon was calculated to be 

1.1 ± 
-Lt

0.1 x .10 (mean+S.E.). Three lines of SV40-transformed 

human fibroblasts had error frequencies 2-5 fold greater than 

their untransformed counterparts. Studies with a variety of 

other human and non-human cell types did not support the 

conclusion that transformation in general increased the rat~ 

of mistranslation. The observation of increased error 

frequencies in SV40-transformed human cells may be restricted 

to this viral transformation. 

Th e c om put e r s i mu l at i o n s o f mRN A t r an s 1 at i o n ha v e 

provided a means of extrapolating error frequencies 

d eterm in ed during amino acid starvation to the error 

frequency during normal protein synthesis. This model is of 

great in _terest for its potential use as a method of rapidly 

quantifying protein synthetic error frequencies in cultured 

cells. 
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INTRODUCTION 

· 1 . 1 Purpose 

Aging is a fundament~l aspect of our life, and man's 

curiosity about this process dates to antiquity. Finding a 

"fountain of youth" is perhaps still the incentive of modern 

gerontologists, although another less ambitious goal is 

simply to define the mechanisms of aging with the hope of 

mitigating age related diseases. However, even though 

advances have been made, and new techniques and ideas have 

been deve~oped which a~e of general inter~st in biology, the 

basic cause of aging still eludes us. 

The. introduction below describes the model of aging used 

in the se studies and reviews the relevant areas of research. 

Because the scope of material is broad, certain areas receive 

only brief treatment. The theoretical and applied studies of 

rn is tr an s l at ion d u r in g arn in o a c id star v at ton are meant to be 

the focus of the thesis and will accordingly receive the most 

ern ph as is. 

1. 2 The Cel lul a r Model of Aging 

It has b ee n argued that longevity in various animal and 

plant species is not an essential characteristic of basic 

biochemical processes 1 but rather reflects the ability of the 

species to cope with predation, competition, fire, disease~ 

1 




2 · 


~nd to b~idge lengthy periods unfavourable to reproduction 

(Todd, ' 1978). The strong correlation between longevity and 

the possess ion of these characteristics suggests tnat 

evolution grants the appropriate lifespan to each species 

according to these qualifying components of its phenotype. 

The gerontologist is concerned with the mechanisms of 

aging within . a species (usually man), upon which evolution is . 

capable of acting to alter longevity. The most basic approach 

to the study of aging is at the level of the molecule. 

-~lthough radioisotopes can be thought of as "aging atoms" and 

the mutagenic effect of radioactive decay may play a role in 

aging, it appears that aging can proceed independent of 

radiation damage · (Hirsch, G.P., 1978; Morrow and Garner, 

1979). The study of "atomic aging" in this sense can yield no 

direct information on the fundamental process of biologi6al 

aging. However, it has not been possible to exclude all 

types of deleterious changes in macromolecules which 

accumulate with time from a causal relationship to aging of 

the individual. Althou~h damage to macromolecules may not 

prove to be the cause of biological aging (see section 

1. 2.-2), the mechanism of aging must ultimately be reducible 

to the molecular level. 

f\ [~ i n g i n rn u l t i c P. l l ul n r o r g an i s m s i s a corn pl ex pr o c e s s , 

and it may be extremely difficult or even impossible to 

d e t e c t i t s f u n d a rn en t a l tn o1 e c u l a r b a s i s w i t ho u t s i m u 1 t ·a n e o u s 1 y 

studying the interactions between the many cellular and organ 



3 

systems involved in the cooperative maintenance of life. For 

this reason, the in vitro model of cellular senescence 

(Hayflick and Moorhead, 1961; Hayflick, 1965) was welcomed by 

many gerontologists as an intermediate level of study. The 

cellular model of aging proposes that at least some critical 

somatic cells have a finite lifespan and the death of the 

organism results directly from the progressive loss of 

function in these essential cell populations. The basic 

premise of the in vitro model of cellular senescence is 

that the mechanisms conferring mortality to cultured cells 

are the same as those which lead to the loss of function in 

senescing populations of c_ells in vivo . It is not important 

that the cultured cell in vitro be of the same type as the 

critical cell in vivo . 

Historically, Swim and Parker (1957) first observed that 

there was a lirnit~d ability to propagate cells from a variety 

of human tissues in vitro . Their studies were extended by 

Hayflick and Moorhead (1961) who showed that the limited 

lifespan in vitro of human fibroblasts was not due to 

depletion of an essential nutrient or accu~ulation of toxic 

substances in the medium, but apparently reflected a limited 

potential of the cell to divide. Hayflick (1965) formulated 

these observatioris into the in vitro model of cellular 

senescence. 

Hayflick' s model in practice; therefore, is the study of 

changes in cellular function during the culture lifespan of 
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normal cells, from early passage through late passage. 

Howe~er, cells from old donors and subjects with genetically 

determined disorders of accelerated aging (such as progeria 

(Hutchinson-Gilford) or Werner Syndromes tend to have 

reduced lifespans in vitro (figure 1-1) (see Goldstein, 

1978). Thus typical analysis of a cellular property for 

age-related changes in the in vitro model of senescence will 

include comparisons of cells from young and old normal donors 

and from subjects with features of accelerated aging in 

addition to comparisons at early and late passage. 

In the past fifteen years, a great deal of evidence has 

accumulated supporting the in vitro model of cellular 

senescence (for reviews see Daniel, 1977; Hayflick, 1977; 

Goldstein, 1978; .Schneider, 1978). The premise of this model 

which has been most frequently questioned is not that 

cellular senescence is causative to organismic death 

(although this has not been definitely shown), but rathe.r 

that the limited capacity of cultured cells to replicate 

represents true cellular senescence~ This proliferative 

limit does not appear to be an artifact of culture conditions 

(Hayflick, 1965; Dell'Orco et al., 1973; Goldstein and 

3inGal, 1974; Harley and Goldstein, 1978; Harley and 

Goldst etn, 1980), but it has alternatively been suggested 

that it may be a form of "terminal differentiation". 

However, this concept is still compatible with · the in 

vitro model of cellular senescence as discussed below 

(~ection 1.2.2.2). 
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GROWTH OF CELLS vs PASSAGE: 


EFFECT OF DONOR AGE AND GENOTYPE 
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Figure 1-1 

The in vitro model of cellular senescence. 
The growth of human cells in cultute is a 
function of both passage (mean population 
doublings) and the donor age and genotype. 
This schematic depicts the observed decline in 
the relative growth potential of cells as a 
function of passage and the reduced lifespan 
of cells from old normal and progeric donors. 
These observations provide support for the ih 
vitro model of cellular senescence, whiCh 
postulates that the loss of growth capacity in 
a critical cell mass in vivo is responsible 
for organismic death,and the limited lifespan 
of fibroblasts in vitro is analogous to in 
vivo senescence. 
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An ironclad defense against criticism~ of this model . 

cannot be constructed (see Morrow and Garner, 1979). Which 

mod e 1 i s " be st" f o r a g in g res e a r 6h w i 11 no t b e known u n t i 1 

some breakthrough indicates special promise in some area of 

study. Unfortunately most of the advance to date has been 

simply to deftne the probiem (Comfort, 1978). Although many 

theories have been proposed, most have done little to . advance 

our knowledge, partly because th~y do not suggest practical 

experiments on the basis of which the theory can be refuted 

(Popper, 1965). An exception to this statement is Orgel's 

·	e r r o r c at a st r o p he the o r y ( 0 r g e 1 , 196 3 ) wh i c h i s v er y t e st ab 1 e 

( s ~ e sec t i o n 1 • 2 . 2 . 2 ( b ) ) . Th i s the or y h a s b e en ex am in e d 

indirectly in cultured cell- and whole-animal models of aging 

perhaps more than any other theory, and there is much 

indirect evidence both for artd against it. Experiments which 

directly te~t the error catastrophe theory of aging in 

cultured cells are discussed in section 3.1. 

The short discussion of theories below indicates other 

activity · in aging research and illustrates the variety of 

approaches at the molecular level. It is not meant to be a 

comprehensive review of theories of aging. Treatises which 

de~l with aging at a specific cellular or tissue level, such 

as immunological . and hormonal theories of aging are not 

discusserl since . the primary consideration here is basic 

. molecular mechanisms; which cell or organ system these 

mechani sms might . affect most and how they influence the 

phenotypic expression of aging a~e reviewed elsewhere (for 
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ex am pl e , .s e e Fi n c h , 19 7 7 ; Ma k i nod an , 19 7 7 ) • 

1.2.1 Aging and Transformation in . Cultured Cells 

The mortal cell strains of Hayflick (1965) retained an 

essentially normal (diploid) karyotype throughout their 

lifespan. Two other important characteristics of these cells 

were their requirement for solid surfaces on which to grow, 

and their inability to form tumors in animals. Hayflick 

distinguished these cells from immortal 

cell lines (transformed cells) which were unstable in 

karyotype, grew in relaxed culture conditions (for example in . 

suspension or on agar), and many of which could cause tumors 

in appropriate recipients. 

For aging research, the most interesting feature of 

transformed · cells is their immortality. But in addition to 

these abnormal cells, germ cells and unicellular organisms 

are also apparently capable of unlimited proliferation and 

aging theories must be able to account for their immortality. 

Although many plants or their cells ·may be immortal, this 

discussion is restricted to animal cells, since these are 

most relevant to our understanding of human aging. Research 

on plant differentiation and "aging" of certain plant tissues 

however, may provide clues to the mechanisms of animal cell 

senescence · cwoolhouse, 1974). Not all cells taken from normal 

somatic tissues are mortal in vitro . In fact, cells from 

many no n - hum an an i mal so u r c e s u n d erg o a '' c r i s i s" in w h i c h 

most cells apparently senesce but a few immortal ones survive 
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to establish a perrnanent line (see Littlefield, 1976;. 

Hayflick, 1978). Such spontaneous transformation has never 

been observed in normal c€lls fro~ humans. Although studies 

have not been as extensive with other sources of tissue, 

cells from several non-human species also appear to undergo a 

senescent decline in vitro without spontaneous 

tra~sformation: chick embryo fibroblasts (Lima and 

Macieira-Coelho, 1972}, heart tissue from the kangaroo rat 

(Simons, 1970), bovine lung (Lithner and Ponten, 1966) and 

skin fibroblasts from Galapagos tortoise (Goldstein, 1974). 

But immortality and the transformed phenotype can be 

achieved in all cells tested so far with either viral or 

c.hemi.cal agents (see Littlefield, 1976). Thus aging and 

transformation of cultured cells are intimately linked, and 

studies of these two phenomena may be simply different 

approaches to the same fundamental question: what dictates 

the fate of a cell? 

1.2.2 Theories of Aging and Transformation 

Sin c e 1 i f e span s w i thin the an i.m a 1 kingdom v a r y o v er 

several orders of magnitude, it is clear that there is a 

genetic influence on the aging rate (for reviews, see Sacher, 

1978; Todd, 1978). However, it is not clear whether there is 

an intrinsic biological clock which determines lifespan or 

whether it is the interplay between extrinsic factors (the 

env·ironment) and the physical-chemical makeup of an otherwise 

immortal cell (figure 1-2). If we could place the cell or 
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Figure 1-2 

Theories of Aging. Extrinsic theories 
postulate that environmental damage to either 
genetic or nongenetic material is sufficient 
and necessary for senescence. Intrinsic 
theories do not involve environmental damage 
in th~ mechanism of aging; a genetic clock or 
intrinsic errors in , the cellular apparatus 
result in time dependent loss of function. 
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or g ani sm could be put in an environment in which it did not 

s e nesce, then the aging mechanism would be of the extrinsic 

type. 

1.2.2.1 Extrinsic Mechr.inisms of Aging 

(a) Mutational Theory 

Since al 1 environments contain mutagenic agents, 

including cosmic rays, trace levels of radioactive atoms and 

certain natural chemical compounds, it is possible that the 

inevitable senescence of metazoan organisms is a result of 

accumulated damage to somatic cells by these agents. Support 

for this theory comes from studies which showed that ionizing 

radiation accelerated certain aspects of the aging process in 

experimental animals (Prasad, 1974). Furthermore, the 

ability to activate or inactivate mutagenic compounds in the 

environment may influence the lifespan of the organism. 

Schwartz and Moore (1977) found an inverse correlation 

between the binding to DNA of 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene, 

a known mutagen, ·and species lifespan. The correlation was 

hi g hly significant with cells from six species ranging from 

r n t (lifespan 3.5 years) to man (lifespan 110 years). 

Ho we v er, th e se studie s may be coincidental. Th e s i mil a r . 

effects of radiation damag e and natural aging do not 

n e c e s s a r i1y i mply similar causes, and it remains to be seen 

whether the findings of Schwartz and Moore (1977) extend to 

other spe cies a nd mutagens. 
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Attempts .to achieve the perfect environment for cells or 

cirganisms have not resulted in a substantial increase in the 

lifespan (Upton, 1977). However, it is possible that 

ltfespan is regulated by a background mutagenic level which 

cannot be altered (eg. cosmic radiation), · or by mutagenic 

agents arising from within the cell itself (in which 'case the 

mutational theory of aging becomes an intrinsic theory 

( sec t i o n .1 • 2 • 2 • 2 ) ) • 

(b) Theories of ·Environmental Damage to Nongenetic Material 

In this category are theories which propose that age 

related changes to extracellular or intracellular 

macromolecules (other than DNA) are the direct cause of 

cellular or organismic death (Kohn, 1971; Zs.-Nagy, 1978). 

For ex .ample, cross linking of collagen from free radical or 

oxidative attack or the natural action of lysyl-oxidase on 

susceptible lysine residues causes in time the connecti~e 

tissue of old individuals to become inflexible (for . review, 

see Balazs, 1977). This could hamper tissue and organ 

function and possibly provid'e a barrier to the diffusion of 

nutrients. Although this might explain many aspects of the 

aging phenotype (Kohn, 1971), such theories cannot readily 

account for the senescence of cultuted cells after a critical 

· number of divisions (Harley and Goldstein, 1978). 
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1. 2 .2. 2 Intrinsic Theori~s 

Intrinsic theories of aging assume that cells senesce as 

result of their inherent genotype, regardless of 

deleterious . effects from the environment. Such theories are · 

subdivid~d according to whethet the progressive, time 

dependent change (the "clock") occurs within the DNA itself, 

or within some nongenetic component. Theories belonging to 

the former class are often termed "programmed death" or 

· "terminal differentiation" theories. Theories belonging to 

the latter class have often be~n mistaken for extrinsic 

theories but might · be more appropriately classified as 

" in tr i n s i c - er r o r " th e o r i e s : t h e pr o g r e s s i v e 1 o s s ·o f fun c t i o n 

is associated with a phenotypic "defect", but its source is 

genetic. 

(a) Terminal Differentiation 

The loss of proliferative capacity in cultured cells has 

been t ~ rmed terminal differentiation (Hayflick, 1973; Martin, 

1974; Holliday et al., 1977; Engelhardt et al., 1979; Bell et 

a 1 . , 19 7 ·g ; Ko n t e rm an n a n d Ba yr e u t h e r , 19 7 9 ) N o g r o s s c ha n g e s 

in aging eel ls could be shown to account for their . sudden 

loss of replicative capacity, and once nonmitotic, these 

cells remained viable for extended periods of time. These 

observations are consistent with the playing out of a 

genetic program which simply limits replicative lifespan. 

But if in fact the finite lifespan of cultured c-ells is 
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an ex omple of classical differentiation, this does not weaken 

its use as a m6del ·of aging. If function depends on the 

presence of healthy cells, then senescence (the diminution or 

loss of certain functions with age) · could be the result of 

an increasing fraction of terminally differentiated cells. 

There have been several proposals of mechanisms for 

programmed senescence (for review, see Holliday, 1975). Only 

two theories of terminal differentiation which have recently 

attracted attention are discussed below. 

( i) Commitment Theory 

Kirkwood and Holliday (1975a) and Holliday et al. (1977) 

have . proposed a commitment theory to explain the finite 

1 ifespan in culture of human diploid fibroblasts. In brief, 

they assert that all cells initially belong to a class of 

uncommitted dr immortal cells. At each div·ision a fraction 

of these cells enters the committed or mortal class which 

after an additional number of divisions ceases to divide. As 

the culture expands, the uncommitted population accounts for 

a diminishing fraction of the total. Since this fraction is 
-6

8bout 10 after 43 generations (about passage 20) (Holliday 

et al. 1 1977), there is a good chance of losing the 

uncbmmitt ed population by generation 43 if the number of 

ce lls r e t a in ed a t eac h subcultiv a tion is not gre a tly in 

excess of 106 . The authors conclude that the finite 

repli c ative life sp a n of human fibroblasts is an artifact 

c re ated by c arr yin g a r e 1 at iv e1 y s tn a11 number o f c e 11 s i n 
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cultur e . However, on the basis of changes in the fraction of 


nondividing ce lls with pass age, it has been ~rgued that the 


commitment theory of cellular aging is untenable as proposed, 


and that even if the theory were correct in principle, the 


finite lifesp~n of human fib .roblasts would still reflect the 


· age-dependent decline of cellular function in vivo (Harley 


and Go 1 d stein , 1 9 8 0 ) . 

(ii) Marginotomy 

Olovnikov ( 1971) conjectured that since DNA polymerase 

cannot replic a te the ends of linear duplex DNA (see Watson, 

1972 ) , somatic cells may experience a progressive loss of 

marginal DNA at each generation, . a process he termed 

"rnarginotomy". Once "buffer" telogenes are exhausted, lethal 

deletions are made, or possibly further replication is halted 

by th~ lack of some essential component provided by the 

tel o g en es · ( for ex am p1 e , in it i at ion s i t e s) . 

Olovnikov suggested that highly repetitious DNA found in 

all euk a ryoti c or _gani sms (Britten and Kohne, 1968) may play 

the role of telogenes. Evidence consistent with this theory 

wa s found by Shmookler Reis and Goldstein (1979), who showed 

that human fibr obla s t s apparently lose a fraction of certain 

populations of repetitious DNA during their in vitro 

lifesp;rn. However, loss of repetitious DNA in vitro may be 

accounted for by other mechanisms including unequal 

recombination, if recombinahts with a reduced repetitious DNA 

content h av e a se lective advantage (Harley et al., 1979b). 
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Me ch a nisms to overcome marginotomy allowing indefinite 

growth potential in germ cells, unicellular organisms, 

transformed cells, viruses and other small replicating 

systems are discussed in detail by Olovnikov in a subsequent 

paper (1973). 

(b) Intrinsic-error Theories 

A basic premise of all theories of cellular aging is 

that each zygote commences life with a "clean" or 

"clean- as-can- be" set of mac romol ec ul es and cellular 

constituents. In intrinsic-error theories of . aging, the 

progressive loss of cellular function is part of the 

intrinsic nature of the cellular apparatus, as dictated by 

the geno t ype. This loss of function is independent of 

deleterious e ffec·ts from the environment (cf. section 

· 1.2. 2 .1). 

( i) Waste - Product Theory 

The waste-product theory of aging (Strehler, 1962; 

Hirsch, H., 1978) assumes that certain products of normal 

me tabolism are injurious to cell function when they reach a 

critical concentration. Since the medium of senescent cells 

was s ho wn tb c ont a in no toxic subst a nces (Hayflick and 

Moo r he ad, 1961; Ha yflick, 1965), the waste product is 

necessa rily intt ac ellular. A well studied candidate for this 

sub s t a nce i s lipofu s cin (Schneider and Nandy, 1977), but no 

direct evidence is available to show its noxious effect on 
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ce lls. 

(ii) Error Catastrophe Theory 

Orgel (1963) argued that since it is impossible for any 

real system to operate with perfect fidelity, errors in 

self-replicating systems could become autocatalytic, 

ultimately leading to loss of function. This theory is 

a pp e al in g f o r i t s r e 1 e v an c e to a g in g and it s t e st.ab il it y . 

Hence it has become famous as "Orgel' s Error Catastrophe 

Th eory .of Aging" even though Orgel made it clear that he was 

not proposing a mechanism of aging per se (Orgel, 1963). 

Orgel restricted his discussion of error catastrophe to 

the protein synthetic apparatus, but it could also be applied 

to DNA or RNA replicating systems. In brief, Oriel first 

proposed that the initial error content p would be increased 

at each generation by an amount linearly ·proportional to the 

humber of ·errors present at the previous ge~eration: 

dp/dt = kp 

The solution t o this equation is 

p = Poekt 

which shows that the error content increases exponentially 

for all positive values of k (i.e. all allowable values of 

positiv e f eedb ac k). 

Org e 1 ( 19 7 0 ) 1ate r co r r e c t e d th i s o r i g in a 1 tr e a t m en t b y 

extending the form of dp/dt to include all forms of linear 

dependence on p: 
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d p/ d t = R + ( k-1 ) p 

In a · discrete system where p. denotes the error lev~l at 

generation n and the error content of the first generation is 

the residual R, the solution to this equation is 

2 . ~1)
pi = ( + k + k + • . • + k R 1 

n 

Values of k greater than 1 lead to increasing error levels as 

before, but now values of k less than 1 lead to a steady 

state error frequency of R/(1-k). Orgel warned that 

arguments· concerning the value of k are subtle and k may not 

be greater than 1 under all circumstances. In essence, this 

modificatidn allows for the possibility that the synthetic 

efficiency of e rror-containing proteins may not be as great 

as that of normal proteins. A mathematical analysis of the 

c e 11 u1 a r pa r am et e r s a ff e c t in g k h a s b e en g iv en b y Ho f fm an n 

( 197.4 ) , · m o d i f i e d · b y Ki r kwo o d and Ho 11 id a y ( 1 9 7 5b ) , a n a t he 

evidence keenly debated by Burrans and Kurtz (1977), Gallant 

and Palmer (1978), and Kurtz (1979). 

Escape from the error catastrophe was discussed by 

Orgel, but not in t e rms of cellular transformation. Normal 

cells may achieve very long or ·indefinite lifespans by rapid 

d eg radation of aberrant protein or by genetic selection of 

proteins which give either particularly low error fr~quencies 

o r a r e i nac tiv a t ed by a ny amino acid substitution. However, 

Or g e1 . be lei v ed that such molecular mechanisms were 

inadequate. He proposed instead selection at the cellular 

1 ev el . Hollid a y (1975), on the other hand, proposed that 

transfo rmation might affect parameters 1 ead ing to 
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stabili za tion of error rates, thus preventing the putative 

catastrophe and establishing immortality at an error 

frequency above that of young cells. In any event, if 

error-containing proteins are the cause of cell death, 

terminal cells should have a greater abundance of aberrant 

protein and/or higher error freqDencies than either young 

cells or transformed cells. Direct experimental testing of 

this · prediction has not been done because of difficulties in 

obtaining quantitative estimates of the error frequency 

during normal protein synthesis. Although direct measurements 

of . error frequencies in proteins of animal cells by analysis 

of sequence and composition were made in 1963 (Loftfield, 

1963) and refined in 1972 (Loftfield and Vanderjadt, 1972), 

this technique has not been applied to the study of aging. A 

great deal of indirect evidence supporting the catastrophe 

theory has maintained interest in the hypothesis to this 

d at.e. Lewis and Holliday (1970) found evidence in certain 

am in o a c y 1 - tRNA synthetase mutants of 

senescence was associated with an increased synthesis of 

defective protein. Holliday and Tarrant (1972) showed that 

cultured cells accumulate heat-labile enzymes during the 

final sta g es o f their 1 ifespan . In fact , numerous ex amp1 es o f 

age-related changes in activity or heat lability of enzymes 

has been found both in vitro and in vivo (see Hayflick, 

1977). Insedts and mammals fed nontbxic doses of amino acid 

analogs accumulate aberrant protein and experience shortened 

lifespans (Harrison and Holliday, 1967; Holliday and Stevens, 
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1 97 8) • And proteins from terminal-pass~ge cells in 

~itro appear to be degraded at elevated rates (Bradley et 

al., 1975). 

However, for each item supporting the error catastrophe 

· theory, there is. at least one parallel, contrary example. 

Thus, many proteins do not lose activity with age (see 

Hayflick, 1977) and for those that do, alternative 

explanations are readily available (Duncan et al, 1977; 

Gershon, 1979; . Rothstein, 1979); amino acid analogs do not 

always shorten in vitro or in vivo lifespan (Ryan et al., 

1974; Shmoo kler Reis, 1976); late-passage cells fully s_upport 

viral replication (Holland et al., 1973) and these viruses 

are not heat labile (Csullog, 1976.); induction of high level 

errors in E. co l i does not lead to error catastrophe (Gallant 

and Palmer, 1979a); several tissues from old· mice do not 

incorporate increased amounts of amino acid analogs (Hirs_ch 

et al, 19;78); cell-free ·preparations of the protein synthetic 

apparatus from old liver (Kurtz, 1975) or late-passage human 

cells (Wojtyk and Goldstein, submitted) do not show elevated 

error frequencies in translating synthetic mRNA. And not all 

studies have shown incre.ased degradation of cellular proteins 

i.n old cells (s ee for example, Prasanna and Lane, 1979). 

However, none of these studies directly tests whether 

amino ac id substitution is naturally elevated in late-passage 

cells or in cells f~om old donors. In section 3. 1 the first 

m c (l s u r ~rn c n t .s · o f t h i s Id nrl are d es c r i b eel . The r es u l t s do not 

s up por t th e erro r ca t as troph e the o ry o f ag ing. 
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1. 3 Protein Turnov e r: Synthesis ~nd Degradation 

1 • 3 . 1 Me· c ha n i s m s o f Pr o t e i n Syn the s i s 

Like all polymer reactions involving linear condensation 

of monomers, sy0thesis of proteins can be considered in three 

steps: initiation, elongation, and termination. However, 

unlike most polymer reactions, protein synthesis is a highly 

ordered process involving complex interactions between 

precursors, template, and the synthetic apparatus . .During 

the synthesis of a typical protein, there are about 300 to 

400 elongation processes between each i~itiation ~nd 

termination. Consequently, . except for special cases, 

considerations of fidelity require a more detailed analysis 

of elongation. The Bhort review below outlines the present 

knowledge of protein synthesis in eukaryotic cells, with 

additional information on elongation borrowed from the 

prokaryotic systems. For mo.re thorough reviews and 

refer e ii c es for most o f what is s imp 1 y stated in th i s section , 

see Safer and Anderson, 1978; Kozak, 1978; and Sprinzl and 

Cramer, 1979. 

1.3. l.1 Initiation 

Initiation is the assembly of ribosomes, mRNA and 

initiator met-tRN Ai by various fac ·tors into a competent sos 
in.itiation complex (figure 1-3 a) . Newly released 40S 

ribosomal subunits bind eIF-3 to form native 40S ribosomal 

subunits 40Sn, which in turn binds met-tRNAi through the 
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to 111cdiatc facror rclca~c prilH 'tn HOS initi;1tion co111plc'x f<1r111atio11. A \table a~\ociatin11 of elF-5 with 


the Mct · tl{N/\ 1:40S,,: 111RNA co111pk .x ha \ 1101 hcc11 <>h~crvcd . Indirect cv1dr11t'C for a11 c11 :. 2 rerycli11.v, 


rncchani\lll bdnrc rdorrn;1tin11 of rhc lernary C<>1nplcx liy 1elca\cd cll-' -2 has hcc11 obtained (\cc Sccrion 

V.F 3). 

Figure 1-3 

Steps in protein synthesis. Figures1-3a 
(initiation) and 1-3b (elongation) are taken 
directly from Safer and Anderson (1978). 
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CGA 

~ 
/\la 

---{GOP 
OH 

AAA 

~ 

E F-2·GTP ___.___..) 
Polypeptide elongation. Following initia1ion factor release a11d SOS initiation 

comrlcx (ormatin11, EJ."-1 bind s to the ROS rib~ornal couple and in the presence of GTP binds 

the a111inoacyl - tl~NA speci fi ed by the triplet codon of rnKNJ\. Upon hydrolysis of GTP, tran

speptidatin11 occ111 .~. ;111d the gr(1wi11g 11a ~ce nl chain is elnll~'.;1tcJ liy one a111i110 acid . Bi11ding 
of a s table [F -2:liTI' cut npkx n1ediatc s IL'ka sc nf tltt: i1m:ha1gt:d tRNA tro111 thL' I' site, trans 

locati o n of tlte rep!id yl tRNA fro111 the J\ si te to the P ~ite, a11d exchange of EF-1 -bound 

GDP with ll'f I' to co111plt:1c tltt: c lo11ga1io11 cyclc. 
19 


In thi s ~cl1e111e, El-- I r l·t11ai11 ~ a ~~ociated with the BOS ribos o inal co11plc until termination . '
 
In an altern;ile med1;l1li sm, binding of an EF- l :ami11oacyl -1RNA:()TP tcrnary \.'.on1plex, re 


lcasc. and rl'a c ti' at inn a11;ilugo11 s to the prokaryotic EF -Tu -Ts cycle"" is thought tu u<.:<.:llr . 


Figure 1-J~ Elongat i on 
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free 
BOS 

ribosomal 
particle 

RF 
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GTP 

completed protein 
RF 

GDP 
/:+ Pi 

+ mRNA + tRNA 

Figu r e 1-3c Termination 

Ali g nment of a termination codon in the A site allows 
binding of release factor (RF) and GTP. This stimulates 
hydrolysis of the peptidyl~tRNA ·ester bond, presumably 
by peptidyltransferase, and comcomitant hydrolysis of 
GTP. Release of the completed protein and other 
components liberates the ribosome couple, which after 
di ssoc i a tion, ca n r e initiate on mRNA (Figure 1-3a). 
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t e r n rH' Y, c om p Lcx e IF - 2 • GT P . m e t ~ t RN Ai • Th e pr e i n i t i a t i o n 

complex GTP.met-tRNAi.40Sn (still containing eIF-2 and eIF-3) 

then binds the initiator sequence of an mRNA in an 

energy-dependent series of steps. Factors eIF-4A, eIF-4B and 

ATP are required in this process. The final step in . the 

formation of the SOS initiation complex is the binding of a 

60S ribosomal subunit to the GTP.met-tRNAi.40Sn.mRNA 

preinitiation complex. This step requires eIF-5 and at some 

time prior to or just after the 60S binding, the other 

iriitiation factors are released. 

The sequence of bases on the 5' si~e of the message's 

initiation codon .and the 5 '-m7G(5 ')pppN "cap" are important 

for bindin g of eukaryotic mRNA to the preinitiation complex. 

_A cap binding protein and other specific factors associated 

with the 40S ribosomal subunit may be involved in recognition 

and · binding bf the proper initiation sequence. It has been 

· suggested that the ATP hydrolyzed in this step may be 

required for translocation of the bound complex to align the 

met-tRNAi anticodon with the start codon. 

1.3. l.2 Elongation 

· Elongation is the sequential addition of amino acids to 

the nascent polyp e ptide chain (Figure 1-3b). Elongation 

factor EF~1 binds non-initiator aminoacyl-tRNA in the 

presence of GTP to the A site of SOS ribosomal-(mRNA) 

couples, and upon hydrolysis of GTP an amide bond is formed 

between the -carboxyl group of met-tRNAi or peptidyl-tRNA in 
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th e P-site and ·the free -amino group of the aminoacyl-tRNA 

in the A-site. Deacylated tRNA is released from the P site 

·before a second factor EF-2, also requiring GTP hydrolysis, 

mediates translocation of the new peptidyl-tRNA and 

associated mRNA codon from the A site to the P site. 

In E.coli , EF-Tu is roughly analogous to eukaryotic 

EF-1. It has been shown that the presence of an aminoacyl 

residue on the tRNA is an absolute requirement for formation 

· of the ternary EF-Tu.GTP.aa-tRNA complex; uncharged tRNA, 

fMet-tRNAf, and N-acetylaminoacyl-tRNA are no-t substrates. 

Although EF-Tu recognizes both 2'- and 3'-aminoacyl 

derivatives of charged tRNA, the binding constant for the 2' 

isomer is somewhat smaller. It is thought that since 2'

isomers are required in the elongation process, once the 

tetnary complex is formed, EF-Tu catalyzes conversion of all 

3 '-isomers to 2 '-isomers (Sprinzl and Cramer, 1979). 

Extensive work with "nonisomerizable"-tRNA and tRNA 

fragments in studies of binding of ternary corn pl ex es to 

competent ribosomes and subsequent peptidyl transfer has 

provided evidence for the following scheme: 

( i) EF-Tu .GTP accepts either 2 '- or 3 '-arninoacyl-tRNA 

species, but after binding, EF-Tu.GTP.2'-aminoacyl-tRNA is 

f o rm ed ex c 1 us iv e1 y a n d th i s com p 1 ex b ind s to the r i b o so m e A 

site. In the 2' position, the o<-amino g_roup of the amino acid 

.oiety is held away from the active ribosomal 

peptidyltransferase center by EF-Tu. No amide bond can be 
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form ed in this configuration of the aminoacyl-tRNA. 

(ii) If the tRNA-mRNA interaction occurring at the other end 

of the molecule is cognate, hydrolysis of EF-Tu-bound GTP 

takes place. If the interaction is · noncognate, the entire 

EF-Tu .GTP-aminoacyl-tRNA complex falls off the ribosome (most 

of the time, .see· section 1.4.2.2). 

(iii) After GTP hydrolysis, EF-Tu.GDP release occurs and the 

aminoacyl residue moves to the 3' position by transacylation. 

In the 3' position, ribosomal proteins hold the -amino group 

of the aminoacyl-tRNA in the reactive ribosomal 

peptidyltransferase center and formation of a new peptide 

bond is allowed. Accompanying GTP hydrolysis the new 

3'-peptidyl-tRNA in the A-site is translocated, with its 

codon, to the P site which is vacated by the deacylated tRNA. 

According ;to this model, the function of EF-Tu on the 

ribosome in holding the aminoacyl-tRNA in the 2' position is 

to provide sufficient time for codon-anticodon r~cognition 

before irreversible peptide bond formation occurs. EF-Tu 

thus plays . a critical role in the fid .elity of translocation. 

In the P site, the function of the 2'-hydroxyl is not 

clear, although it is required for peptidyl transfer. It may 

· be involyed in activation of the peptidyl-ester bond, 

interaction with the ribosome, or in accepting the peptidyl 

chain as an intermediate step in transfer to the A site 

aminoacyl-tRNJ\. 
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1.3.1~3 Termination 

Release of completed · peptides from peptidyl-tRNA on the 

P site of the ribosome at the · last sense codon is achieved 

after recognition of the terminator codon (UAA, UAG or UGA) 

in th e . A s i t e b y r e 1 ea s e fa c to r RF ( Fi g u r e 1 - 3c ) . Th e f i r st . 

step in the recognition process is binding of RF and GTP to 

the termination codon-A site region. RF and peptidyl 

transferase then interact, with concomitant hydrolysis of 

GTP, to hydrolyze the ester bond of the peptidyl-tRNA. RF is 

then dissociated from the ribosome. The ribosomal couple 

transiently dissociates into free subunits upon subsequent 

release from the mRNA. Nonenzymatic reassociation of the 

subunits to non-functional 80S couples is favored, but the 

stoichiometric binding of eIF-3 to 40S units prevents 

nonspeci .fic binrling of the 60S subunit and initiates the 

sequence of events leading to formation of another initiation 

complex. 

1.3.2 Models of Protein Synthesis 

Various models of protein synthesis have been devised to 

answer specifi~ questions. Vassart et al. (1971) developed a 

computer program to simulate translational control of protein 

synthesis at the level of initiation, elongation or 

termination. They analyzed in particular the effects of 

initiation frequency and overall elongation rate .on polysome 

profiles and the rate of protein synthesis. Within the 

limitations of their assumptions, they concluded that 

' 
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e nh a nced initi a tion results in a shift of polysome profiles 

. towards heavier polysomes and an increased synthetic rate, 

with only . a slight increase in transit time. Reduced· 

initiation has the opposite effects. Increased rates of 

elongation cause a shift of polysomes to lighter aggregates, 

a transi€nt increase in protein synthetic rate (unless 

elongation is limiting) and a possible queue at the 3' end of 

the message. Reduced elongation .rates will cause the 

ribosome number on mRNA to increase, synthetic rate to 

decrease, transit time to increase, and a homogeneous 

d i st r i b u t i o n o f r i b o so rn e s o n mRN A . Th e s e e ff e c ts a r e a11 

fairly intuitive. 

Lodish (1974) used the model of MacDonald and Gibbs () 

to derive analytical expressions for the synthesis of protein 

as a function of factors which affect initiation. His 

theoretical results were in accord with known changes in the 

relative rates ofc<'- and (3-globin synthesis in the presence of 

initiation inhibitors where preferential inhibition of mRNAs 

with ' low rate constants for initiation were observed. 

Ne ither Va ssart nor Lodish however allowed the rate of 

elong ation to vary along the mess age. Evidence suggesting 

slight variations in the elongation rate of ribosomes, 

possibly resul .ting from mRNA secondary structure, has been · 

provided by analysis of length distributions of nascent 

polypeptides (N a ug hton and Dintzis, 1962; Nishimura, . 1972; 

Proze1 and . Morris, 1974;). However, other data have failed to 
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resolve any such variations (Winslow and Ingram, 1966; Hunt 

et al., 1968; _Hunt et al., 1969; Luppis et al., 1972). It 

would appear that during normal protein synthesis, the rate 

of ribosome movement along the mRNA is relatively uniform. 

Nev er the 1 es s ·' He i j n e et a 1 . ( 19 7 8 ) an a 1 y zed s i rn u 1 at ion s o f 

protein synthesis to determine which characteristics best 

dis~inguish between models that propose a constant rather 

than a variable elongation rate. 

Ames and Hartman (1963) proposed that mRNA translation 

could be regulated .by availability of certain tRNAs: 

elongation would be slowed at codons for which the 

corresponding aminoacyl-tRNAs were limiting. Sm i t h ( 1 9 7 5 ) 

provided evidence that the availability of all tRNAs except 

the leucine tRNA species in reticulocytes follows their usage 

in globin mRNA translation. He suggested that leucyl-tRNA 

might be limiting and provides a rate limiting step for 

control of globin translatibn. Evidence for such control is 

not available and Litt (1976) has questioned Smith's data 

po in ting out that meas u rem en ts of absolute tRNA 

concentrations are difficult. However the effects of tRNA 

restriction on inhibition of protein synthesis are well 

documented in cell-free systems. Holmes et al., (1978) showed 

that in extracts of · E.coli , restriction of leucine tRNA 

apparently blocked ribosomal movement at leucine corlons in 

MS2-RNA. 

Starvation of cells for a single amino acid may have a 
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similAr effect on protein syn.thesis in vivo as restriction 

of tRNA in vitro since the amount of the · corresponding · 

aminoacyl-tRNA is reduced in both instances. However it is 

important to distinguish between the effects due to absence 

of charged tRNA in preventing rihosome movement at the 

relevant codon and effects · of uncharged tRNA on other 

translational parameters. For example, uncharged ·tRNA may 

play a role in regulation of protein synthesis at the level 

of initiation (Allen et al., 1969; Vaughan and Hansen, 1973; 

Stanners et al., 197 8; Lofgren and Thompson, 1979). The 

effects of amino acid starvation on initiation and elongation 

rates in intact cells and its implications for mistranslation 

are discussed in greater detail in sections 1.5 and 3.2. 

1.3.3 Protein Degradation 

Extensive reviews of the literature on protein 

degradation are given by Goldberg and Die~ (1974), Goldberg 

and ·st. John (1976), Fox ( 1976), and Ballard ( 1977). 

Assertions made in this section without specific references 

can be found in these rev-iews. There have been many 

d i ffer enc e s found between various cell types in the 

regulation and mechanisms of protein degradation, and a 

comprehensive review of the literature is not possible here. 

Within the aging field there are also conflicting results. 

This section will only provid~ a superficial iritroduction to 

studies of proteolysis in cultured cells. 
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Deg~ad~tion can occur by the action of neutral proteases 

in the cytoplasm or by acid optimum proteases in lysozymes. 

Overall rates of protein degradation are influenced by the 

nutritional status of the cell, such as amino acid 

concentration, freshness of serum, and presence of certain 

hormones. Some cells exhibit dependence of degradation rates 

on stages of growth (ie. quiescent vs exponential growth) 

while others do not (see Baxter and Stanners, 1978). Viral 

transformation of some cells but not others affects 

degradation and its regulation (see Ballard, 1977; and 

Bradley 1977). Finally, the physical properties of 

individual proteins influence their susceptibility to 

proteolytic .attack. There is a correlation between size and 

isoelectric point of proteins and thei~ degr~dative rate (.see 

Dice et al, 1979) and many · studies have shown that 

error-containing proteins are degraded at enhanced .rates (see 

Ballard, 1977). 

Bradley et al. (1975) first showed that terminal-passage 

WI38 fibroblasts accumulate proteins which are more 

susceptible to proteolytic attack; late-passage cultures 

which still had at least one population doubling · remaining 

before death did not show this effect. Later, they indicated 

th~t short-lived - proteins were turned over at a greater r~te 

in late-passage cultures (Bradley et al., 1976). Furthermore, 

late-passage WI38 cells did not degrade canavanine-containing 

proteins as efficiently as early~passage cells. 
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Dean and Riley ( 1978) found that late-passage MRC5 

fibroblasts degraded normal and canavanine-containing 

proteins as efficiently as · early- passage MRC5 fibroblasts. 

Their results · were consistent with the observations of 

Shakespeare and Buchanan on early- · and late-passage MRC5 

( 1976). In cultures of chick embryo fibroblasts, Kaftory et 

al. ( 1978), found that slow growing late-passage cells had 

reduced synthetic and degr:adative rates compared to 

early-pass~ge eel.ls, but were not impaired in their ab .ility 

to degrade abnormal puromycin peptides. Interestingly, in one 

study of aging in an intact organism (a nematode) the rate of 

total protein degradation declined progressively during aging 

( Pra sa nn a a nd La ne , 1979). 

Pa r t o f t he reaso n f o r the discr e pan c ies in resu~ts from 

different laboratories may reside in the different 

experimental protocols used. Reutilization of amino acid from 

protein de g rad a tion prior to equilibration with the external 

pool in either pulse - chase or approach to equilibrium methods 

of measurin g deg rad a tion causes an overestimation of the 

prot e in ha lf-lives. To minimize reutilization excess 

unlabeled amino acid is routinely used during the chase of 

labeled prot e ins. Howe ver, since degradation is sensitive to 

amin o acid conce ntr at i o n, this may a ff e ct the turnover of 

protein. For s ho rt pul se -ch a se expe rim ents, the . acid-soluble 

pool of radioac tiv e mat e rial in th e cell is as large or 

1 a r g er t ha n the a c id - i n s o 1ub1 e po o 1 . I t i s i m po s s i b 1 e to 
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I< n n w <: x ,-1c t l y h o ~" rn u c h .1 f t h :i L po o l r c pr c .s c n t s am i n o a c id fr om 

the merlium or amino ·acid fro1n protein degradation. Extensive 

rinsing with cold or warm medium could adversely affect 

protein degradation. The method of labeling protein to 

equilibrium to obtain overall turnover rates overcomes some 

of these difficulties ( BradlE;y et al., 1976). In chapter 2, 

I report studies on protein turnover in young and old cells 

using this method. 
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1.4 Mistranslation 

Errots in information flow from generation to generation 

can occur during the replicative or synthetic phase of the 

major macromolecules (DNA, RNA, protein) or during their 

post-synthetic lifetime. Mistranslation rel.ates only to 

errors in synthesizing protein from an mRNA templ~te. We 

a s sum e th a t the mRN A cont a in s a " pro per " cod in g seq uenc e : i t 

ne~d not be the correct transcript of the DNA, but it must · 

contain a sequence of 3n nucleotides (n, a whole number) 

between an initiation and termination sequence. Errors in 

· translating this mRNA into the unique polypeptide which it 

specifies are of two major types: synthetase errors and 

ribosomal errors. 
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1.4.1 Synthetase Errors 

1.4.1.1 Nature of Synthetase Errors 

Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (amino acid:tRNA ligases) 

could conceivably make four types of errors (.figure 1-4). 

Error Amino Ac id Synthetase tRNA Product 

Type 


(none) x Sx tRNA-X X-tRNA-X 

1 x Sz tRNA-X X-tRNA-X 

2 y Sx tRNA-X Y-tRNA-X 

3 x Sx tRNA-Y X-tRNA-Y 

4 y Sx tRNA-Z Y-tRNA...;z 


Figure 1-4 


Types of Am in o a c y 1- t RN A Synthetase Errors 


Errors of type and 4 require · a double recognition 

error . and may be extremely infrequent; they are included for 

com pl etene ss only. No d ir ec t evidence exists for 

misacylation in vivo (but see 1.4.1.3 below). However both 

amino acid- and tRNA-recognition errors have been observed in 

vitro . Fo r ex am p1 e , 1 e u c y 1- t RN A s y n theta s e w i 11 a c y 1 ate 

valine to tRNA-leu and phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase .will 

acylate phenylalanine to tRNA-val. While examples of amino 

acid-recognition errors are numerous in both homologous and 

heterologous systems ( in tr a- and inter-species, 

respectively), instances of tRNA-recognition erro~s are 

mainly confined to heterologous systems (Loft field, 1972). 
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LoftfieJd could cite only one case of a synthetase ligating 

its cognate amino acid · to a noncognate but homologous tRNA: 

formation of valyl-tRNAile (Arca et al., 1967). One other 

example which has appeared in the literature is the formation 

of ile-tRNA-phe E.coli by i sol euc yl-tHNA 

synthetase ~coli (Yarus, 1972). Since it appears that the 

overall tRNA shape is involved in recognition (see Loftfield, 

1972), one could argue that the synthetase ha~ more 

sp~cificity for its cognate tRNA than its cognate amino acid. 

However, another explanatio·n for the low frequency of 

tRNA-recognition errors is available. A comparison of the 

Km ..., for amino acids and tRNAs indicates that the synthetases' C' 

will be complexed to their cognate tRNA most of the time 

(Jacobson, 1968). Therefore, under physiological conditions 

synthetases rn ay not have the opportunity to acylate 

noncognate tRNAs: not only do they have a lower affinity for 

the noncognate tRNA, they must also compete with the correct 

syn thetase. It is for this reason that measures of 

synthetase fidelity in isolated systems may not be indicative 

of misacylation in vivo . Parallel · charging of tRNAs by 

their respective synthetases will lower the frequency of 

misacylation well below that observed in assays in vitro . 

Fur the nn or e , t he · b ind i n g to the s y n the t a s e o f t he cog n a t e 

tRNA has been shown to increase the fidelity of the 

subsequent binding of the amino · acid (Loftfield and Eigner, 

1965). 
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N ~ vertheless, noncognate amino acids are plentiful and 

if amino acid shares charge and shape properties with the 

cognate amino acid, it may bind to the 

synthetase-cognate-tRNA complex and lead to misac·ylation (for 

review, see Loft field, 1972). Therefore the contribution of 

synthetase errors to mistranslation of mRNA wil1 chiefly be a 

function of the ability of the synthetase to distinguish one 

amino acid from another in charging its cognate tRNA. It is 

noteworthy that Savageau and Freter ( 1979b) analyzed the 

energy cost and efficiency of proo·freading aminoacylation and 

found that net error rates due to faulty tRNA recognition are 

much less frequent than the net error rate due to certain 

cases of faulty amino acid recognition. These arguments will 

become crucial to a consideration of misacylation during 

am in o a c id star v at ion · ( sections 1 . 5 . 3 and 3 . 1 , 3 . 2 ) . 

The amino acid moiety of the aminoacyl-tRNA plays no 

role in codon-anticodon r~cognition (Chapeville et al., 

1962). Indeed, this lack of an effect first observed by 

chemically reducing cys-tRNA-cys to ala-tRNA-cys has been 

extended to tRNA chimeras as unlikely as phe-tRNA-val 

produced in heterologous systems ( J a c ob so n , 19 66 ) . Ho we v er , 

there is probably a nonspecific recognition of the ligated 

amino acid on the 3'-end of the tRNA by the ribosome since 

u n c ha r g e d tRNA a pp a r en t l y d o e s no t b ind , o r ·b ind s v er y 

poorly, to ribosomes (Gordon, 1967; Skoultchi et al., 1968, 

Sprinzl and Cramer, 1979; but also see section 1.5.1). 
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1.4.1.2 Mechanism of Aminoacylation and Proofreading 

Some controversy exists about . the overall mechanism by 

which a synthetase ligates the amino acid to its cognate 

tRNA. For . some synthetases it is clear that three discrete 

steps are possible in vitro 

AA + ATP + Enz ( 1 ) 

Enz.(AA~AMP) + tRNA ~ Enz.(AA-tRNA) +AMP (2) 

Enz.(AA-tRNA) Enz + AA-tRNA 

However, not all synthetases were found to react via an 

intermediate (Mi tr a and Smith, 1969). 

Furthermore, kinetic data on the reversible synthesis of ATP 

from Enz + AA-tRNA +AMP + PPj have indicated a dependence on 

pyrophosphate (Jakubowski et al., 1978). Since the first 

reaction is more rapid than the second in both directions 

these data are not consistent with the reaction taking place 

in discrete steps as outlined. Rather, the data suggest a 

concerted reaction where all four elements Enz, ATP, AA, tRNA 

are present simultaneously in a quaternary complex during 

normal aminoacylation · (Loft field, 1972, Jakubowski et al, 

1978). Other recent work indicates that two cations are also 

involved in this complex, for a total of six elements, which 

.therefore should be cal led senary (Lovgren et al., 1978). 

Even though the aminoacylation of tRNAs in vi~o may 

proceed through the senary complex, it is clear that an 

Enz.AA-AMP complex can form in vitro with many synthetases, 
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and ~h e di ssec t io n of the p8 thway into s teps has helped to 

id en t i f y t he r el at iv e i rn po r tan c e o f d i ff e r en t e v en ts i n the 

fidelity of tRNA charging. Thus, it was found that 

isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase and valyl-tRNA synthetase had low 

fidelity in this step, readily accepting noncognate amino 

acids. For these synthetases the high specificity of 

charging was shown to reside in the process of transferring 

the amino . acid to the tRNA (Norris and Berg, 1964). It was 

later suggested that an editing step occurr~d involving 

specific hydrolysis of misacylated tRNA (Yarus, 1972). 

Different schemes for the mechanism of proofreading have been 

proposed. "Kinetic proofreading" (Hopfield, 1974) involves 

differences in the kinetics of substrate binding and 

hydrolysis of ATP to drive a reaction in which noncognate 

amino acids are freed from · the tRNA at a greater rate than 

cognate amino acids. Cramer (see Sprinzl and Cramer, 1979) 

has argued that no .evidence exists for kinetic proofread·ing. 

In his scheme, the editing function of synthetases is 

mediated by a hydrolytic action of the nonaccepting hydroxyl . 

at the -N-C-C-A end of the tRNA: a process called "chemical 

proofreading". Evidence for the function of the nonaccepting 

hydroxyl is available from studies involving 2'- and 

3'-deoxy-deriv a tives of tRNAs (van der Haar, 1976; Fersht and 

Kaethn e r, 1976; Sprinzl and Cramer, 1979). 

Earlier, there was some question about the physiological 

s ( g n i f i c an c e o f s y n th e ta s e proo fr ea d in g ( see Bo nnet , 1 9 74 ) . 

However, Fersht a nd Dingwa11 · (1979a) explain the failure to 
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find , ,a rapid and specific deacylation of noncognate 

aminoacyl-tRNA . in some systems (i.e. · Bonnet, 1974) by the 

fact that in these studies, misacylated tRNAs were charged 

with substrates la~ger than the cognate amino acid were 

used. Such errors would normally be excluded by steric 

hindrance and thus, once they occur artificially in vitro , 

could be expected to resist hydrolytic editing. Presumably, 

proofreading evolved to limit errors of charging with 

substrates smaller than or isosteric with the correct amino 

acid. 

In any case, the extensive studies by Fersht and 

coworkers (for references see Fersht and Dingwall, 1979b) 

indi6ate that different synthetases use different mechanisms 

for achi e v in g high f id el it y . For ex amp1 e, in contrast to the 

low spec.ificity of the leucyl- and valyl-tRNA synthetases for 

their cognate amino acid, tyrosinyl-tRNA synthetase has an 

affinity for tyrosine ~oughly 108 times greater than for 

phenyl alanine (the most 1 ike1 y com pet ito r) . This 

discrimination ratio is presumably effected by the 

specificity of the tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase for the 

para-hydroxyl group of tyrosine. Similarly, cysteinyl-tRNA 

synthetase bind s cysteine pre_ferentially compared to smaller 

analogs such as serine and alanine, giving an error rate 

based on this molecular specificity of less than 10-8. 

Unless other synthetases mischarge tRNA-tyr or tRNA-cys, the 

need for a subsequent proofreading mechanism for these tRNAs 

i.s o b v i a t e d . Tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase is one of the few 



s yn thet,a s e s th a t wi 1-1 am in o a c y l ate e i the r the 2 ' - o r 


3~-hydroxyl of its tRNA. This observation is consistent with 


·the proposal that the tyrosyl- tRNA synthetase does not have 


an editing function since the non-accepting hydroxyl of the 


· tRNA is thought to be required for hydrolytic editing (Fersht 


and Dingwall., 1979a; Sprinzl and Cramer, 1979). 

Amino acid analogs such as o<-aminoisobutyric acid are 

incorporated into proteins in vivo at detectable levels when 

supplied as substrate (Hirsch et al., 1978). However, 

measurements of this type of error give information about 

natural amino acid substitutions only in proportion to what 

is known about the relative ability of the synthetase to 

discrimate between analogs and the natur·al amino acid during 

editing. 

Although most changes in the base composition of tRNAs 

have provok ed almost no change in the specificity o~ 

aminoacylation, some modifications of tRNA can increase the 

er r o r fr e q u e n c y o f c ha r g in g ( see Dav i e s , 19 6 9 ; Ch amber s , 

1971; Sprin ·zl and Cramer, 1979). There have been reports. of 

ag e-related alterations in tRNA methylation and isoacceptor 

pat t e rns Wh ic h mi g ht account for the reduced ability of 

synthetases to aminoacylate tRNAs . from old drosop~ila in 

vitro (see Hosbach and Kubli, 1978a, 1978b), but whether 

· these changes play a role in increasing misacylation has not 

been determined. In studies on the phenylalanyl tRNA 

synthet a s e , Goldstein and Varmuz a (1978) reported no 



signifi,cant d if_ferences in the Km and Vmax for phenylalanine 

o r AT P i n pr o g er i a c e 11 s o r 1 ate - pa s sag e c e 11 s com par ed t'o 

controls. 

1.4.1.3 Eiidence for Mi~acylation in vivo 

Previously Loftfield (1972) had shown that valine was 

incorporated into normally non-valine containing peptides of 
. ... if- -3 

r ab b it C( - g1 ob in in v iv o at a r ate o f 2 x .. 1 0 to 6 x 1 0 

This error was assumed to occur by replacement of isoleucine 

by · valine (figure 1-5). Not only is the isoleucine codon 

similar .to that of the valine codon, but the misacylation of 

tRNA-ile with the smaller substrate valine by the isoleucine 

syn thetase is readily observed in vitro (see Loftfield, 

1972). Furthermore, Savageau and Freter (1979b) have recently 

shown that proofreading of val-tRNA-ile occurs at a 

"high-cost, low accuracy" rate compared to other types of 

misacylation. 
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Figure 1-5 

Structure of Valine, Isoleucine and Threonine 
and their Codons 

H~N-CH-COOH H.2.N-CH-COOH H1 N-CH-COOH 
I I I 
CH CH CH 

/'-...I ""' I'"'
CH CH3 CH).. CH CH OH3 3 3I 

CH 3 

VALINE ISOLE.UCINE THREONINE 

GUU AUU ACU 
GUC AUC ACC 
GUA AUA ACA 
GUG AUG ACG 

It is therefore surprising that Loftfield and coworkers 

(Coons et al., 1979) have recently indicated by amino acid 

sequencing that the error is apparently replacement of a 

threonine residue with valine. Since the valine and 

threonine codons are not similar (figure 1-5), such an error 

probably occurs by infidelity of the threonyl-tRNA synthe.tase 

in synthesizing val-tRNA-thr. A tRNA-recognition error by 

valyl-tRNA synthetase may not be as likely (section 1.4. 1. 1). 

Other explanations for the substitution include a very 

low level expression of a globin gene which contains the 

observed replacement (valine-threonine), or a mutant cell 

ex pres s ing an 8ltered o<-globin gene. However, these 
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possibiiities are unlikely since a double mutation in the 

threonine codon is required to generate a valine codon 

(figure l-5). Although threonine has the polar hydroxyl group 

on its p-carbon in place of valine's second methyl group, 

valine and threonine are roughly isosteric and it is not 

unreasonable to suggest that the threonyl-tRNA synthetase 

could misacylate its tRNA with valine. The converse reaction, 

misactivation of threonine by valyl-tRNA synthetase to form 

thr-tRNA-val has been observed in vitro (Fersht and Kaethner, 

1976) . On the other hand, to invoke codon-anti6odon 

mispairing of any sort to explain aberrant valine 

incorporation, either a second po .sition error must occur; or 

in the first position, one of U, C or A has to be misread for 

G; all of these are unlikely ribosomal errors (see Weese, 

19 7 8 , an d sec t i o n 1 . 4 . 2 ) . F o r i n c o r po r a t i o n a t th r e o n in e 

sites, errors at both first and second positions are 

required~ No form of codon misreading at the third position, 

the most l .ikely site of ribosomal error, could geherate 

misincorporation of valine. Therefore~ valine substitution in 

protein synthesis may occur most frequently via synthet~se 

errors as suggested by Coons et al., (1979). 

It should also be mentioned that one cannot rule out the 

possibility in these studies that other peptide species may 

.have contaminated the presumed purified peptides from 

isolated globin, even though several chromatographic steps 

were employed. Indeed, some preparations had a relatively 

h i g h a pp a r en t s u b st i t u t i o n fr e q u enc y ( Coo n s e t a 1 . , 19 7 9 ) 
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wh l c h ,pr ob ab l y r e fl ect s d i ff i c u 1 t y i n ob ta i n in g e s s e n t i a 11 y 

100% purity of the relevant peptide. 

1.4.2 Ribosomal Errors 

Specificity of codon-anticodon base pairing in the 

absence of ribosomes depends solely on the differential 

ehergy of binding between cognate and noncognate tRNAs at the 

codon. This energy difference has been estimated at 1-2 kcal 

and could account for a factor of about . 10-2 in the error 

frequency of protein synthesis (Thompson and . Stone, 1977). 

Wobble in the third position of the triplet interaction 

reduces the specificity· of binding even further (Crick, 

· 1966). Since Loftfield (1963) estimated that at least a 

difference of 5 kcal between correct and incorrect 

interactions is required to account for a discrimination 

ratio of better than 3000: 1, it seems unlikely that 

codon-anticodon interactions alone can account for the 

fidelity of this step of translation. Nonenzymatic binding of 

tRNAs at the A site was sufficient to decipher the genetic 

code (Nirenberg and Leder, 1964), but to obtain error rates 

on · the order of 1a-4 -1a-5 , ribosomes must utilize specific 

factors and energy from ATP or GTP hydrolysis (Hopfield, 

1974; Jelene and Kurland, 1979). 

1. 4. 2. 1 Nature of Ribosomal Errors 

Most of the early work in dissecting codon-anticodon 

errors came from analysis of synthetic mRNA translation in 
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vitro using prokaryotic factors and ribosomes and suboptimal 

translation conditions (for reviews see Woese, 1967; Davies, 

1969; Gorini, 1974). It is important to recognize the 

· . limitations of these studies. Optimal translation in these 

systems is well b~low the synthetic rate in vivo . 

~ndoubtedly this results in part from a low frequency of 

initiation on mRNAs which lack proper initiation sequences 

and from disrupting and diluting the components of the 

synthetic apparatus. But these very factors might influence 

the nat u r e o f 2 r r or s . Thus , u n d er " optima1" con d it ion s for 

translation of poly(U) in vitro , incorporation of leucine 

is 1%, which is at least one or two orders of magnitude· above 

error frequen~ies determined in vivo . It is noteworthy that 

Jelene and Kurland (1979) recently showed that adjusting the 

concentration of nucleoside triphosphates had a drastic 

effect on the rate of mistranslation in vitro . They were 

able to achieve error frequencies on the order of 1/10000 in 

poly(U) directed synthesis of poly(phe). These data are 

consistent with the role of ATP hydrolysis in kinetic 

proofreading (Hopfield, 1974). 

An examination of the genetic code (Figure . 1-6) shows 

that third position errors can only be dete6ted in a limited 

number of cases; nearly five times as many substitutions are 

possible through first positio 'n misreading (Table 1-1). Thus 

it is di.fficult to compare the frequency of each type of 

-error. Original estimates may have been biased for first 

position errors simply because these were easiest to detect. 
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Stro~g mixed codon Weak mixed codon 
interactions · interactions 

uuu 
uuc 
u u t\ 
UUG 

c u·u 
cue 
CUA 
CU G 

AUU 
AUC 
~UA 
AUG 

,- ' .... 

GUU 
GUC 
GUA 
GUG 

Phe 

.. 
Leu 

Leu 

ILe 

Met 

Vol 

... 

u cu Ser 

. u cc· ... 
U C A 
UC G 

' l 

C C U 
cc c 
C C·A 

Pro 

CC G 

ACU Thr 

ACC 
/\ C A 
ACG ... 

G CU Alo 

G CC 
GCA 
G CG 

U AU Tyr UGU Cys 

UAC U G C 
UAA Och UGA Umb 

Ui\G Amb UGG Trp 

C A LJ · His .c G u Arg 

CAC c G c 
C A A Gln c GA 
CAG .C G G 

!lJft;lfi·WiQ:;tt;Uuiw · 

AAU Asn A G u Ser 

A·A C A G c 
AAA Lys A GA Arg 

AAG A G G 
i • I 

GAU Asp G G u Gly 

GAC G. G c 
GAA Glu G GA 
GAG G G G 

Figure1-6 

The genetic code. This figure is taken from Lagerkvist 
(1978, figure 1). The blocked~in codon sets are families 
i. · e · 8 r o u P s . o f f o u r c o d on s c:l i ff e r i n g on 1 y i n the wo b b 1 e b a s ~ 
and all coding for the same amino acid. The definitions of 
strong and weak mixed interactions are defined in section 
1 . LI • 2. 1 . . 

.- • - .., ~ - - - ·
~ ~ 
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_;· T A 8 LE 1- 1 

Amino Acid Substitutions Caused bi First and 
Third Position Misreading of the Genetic Code 

Cognate 
A. A. 

phe 
leu 
ile 
met 
val 
ser 

pro 
thr 
ala 
tyr 
his 
gln 
asn 
lys 
asp 
glu 
cys 
trp 
arg 

gl y 

Substituted A.A. Charge Changes 
Due to Misreading 

First Third 
Position Position First Third 

Error Error Position Po si ti on 

leu,ile,val leu 0 0 
phe, ile ,met, val 0 0 

phe,leu,val met 0 0 
leu,val il e 0 0 

ph e , 1e u , i 1 e , m et 0 0 
ser,arg,gly arg 
pro,thr,ala 1 1 
s er,thr,ala 0 0 
ser,pro,ala 0 0 
ser,pro,thr 0 0 
his,asn,asp (st p) 2 0 
tyr,asn,asp gln 3 1 

(stp) ,lys,gln his 2 1 
tyr,his,asp l ys 2 1 

( stp) ,gln ,glu asn 2 1 
tyr,his,asn glu 3 0 

( stp) ,gln ,lys asp 2 0 
ar g ,ser,gly ( stp), trp 0 0 

arg,gly (stp),cys 1 0 
cys,trp,ser 

( stp) ,gly ser 4 0 
(stp) ,cys,arg,ser 0 

-------------------------------------------------------
Total Number 6 1 1 3 23 5 
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In f u<?_t, analysis of rnnNA tr anslation dependent on exogenous 

tRNA indicates that for codon "farnil ies" (i.e. sets of four 

codons differing only in the third position and all coding 

for the same amino acid), "errors" in the third position may 

be natural. Thus, some species of valyl-tRNA fully support 

MS2-RNA translation even though this requires all four forms 

of the valine codon to be recognized by a single tRNA-val 

anticodon (Mitra, 1978). This phenomenon has been termed 

"two out ·of three" translation (Lagerkvist, 1978). 

Lagerkvist (1978) proposed that the strength of base 

pairiqg in the first two positions of the codon-anticodon 

in t er a c t i o n d i c ta t e s the pr ob ab il it y o f t wo o u t o f th r e e 

transl at ion. He argued that two out of three translation 

will be prevalent in codon families whe~e the effect is 

inconsequential, but must be avoided in non-family codon sets 

where the effect is amino acid substitution (Figure 1-6). 

Therefore, to be consisterit with the ·distribution of families 

in the code, the strength of codon-anticodon interactions 

must follow these rules: 

i) strong~st interactions involve two GC bonds 
in the nonwobble positions. 

ii) mixed interactions involve one GC bond (and 
hence 	 one AU bond ) in these · po sit ions . 

.Strong mixed interactions occ.ur when either 
the anticodon contains both purines or the G 
is in the middle position 'of the anticodon. 

(iii) 	 weak interactions involve no GC bonds in the 
nonwobble positions or one GC bond where the 
purines ar~ either not both in the anticodon 
or the G is n6t in the middle position of 
the a nticodon. 
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These rules are consistent with the fact that GC pairs 

are stronger than AU pairs ,(having three rather than two 

hydrogen bonds). But Lagerkvist did not propose a structural 

argument for the constraints on the position of the two 

purines in the nonwobble position of the anticodon fcir strong 

interactions. However, Romaniuk (1979) has shown that 

stacking interactions between bases on one strand are 

facilitated by the symmetric placement of purines in short 

oligonucleotide duplexes. Such interactions may be more 

important in stabilizing the exposed bases of the tRNA 

anticodon loop than in stabilizing the bases of the mRNA 

c o d on · and hen c e a c co u n t i n pa r t f o r Lag er kv is t ' s r u 1 es . 

Because of the nature of redundancy in the genetic code, 

errors in the third position do not have as great an effect 

on information flow as first or second position errors. 

Thus, one c.an argue that restraints on third position 

base-pairing are more relaxed and result in a higher 

prob ab il it y o f e r r o r . A s i m i l a r a r g um en t c an b e used to 

rationalize the wobble extensions of standard Watson-Crick 

base-pairing (Crick, 1966). 

A review of mistranslation at the level of the ribosome 

suggests the following general hierarchy of errors (see 

Woese, 1967): 

(a) 	 Third position errors are more frequent than 
first position errors, .and second position 
errors seldom, if ever occur during normal 
protein synthesis. 
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(b) 	 .f\ pyrim i dfo e Ls mor e likely' to b e mi s t a ke n for 
anoth e r pyrimidin e than is a purine fot 
another purine. 

(c) 	 A pyrimidine is more likely to be mistaken fdr 
a purine (resulting in a pyrimidine-pyrimidine 
base pair), than is a purine likely to be 
mistaken for a pyrimidine (which necessitates 
a purine-purine base pair). 

Refinements to these general rules exist, for example U 

is more likely to · be mistaken · for C than the reverse. 

However the basic rules outlined above allow an educated 

guess about the most likely errors in misreading a codon and 

provide some insight into the moleciular basis of ribosomal 

fidelity. 

1.4. 2 .2 Proofreading of the Codon-Anticodon Interaction 

Stab 1 e association of the ternary com pl ex 

aminoacyl-tRNA.GTP.EF-Tu with the A site of the bacterial 

r ibo·som e. involves specific anticodon-codon interactions 

(section 1.3.3.2). If the interaction is cognate, GTP is 

hydrolysed, EF-Tu dissociates, and the aminoacyl-tRNA 

assumes a configuration that allows peptidyl transfer from 

th e p site. In most cases, if the codon-anticodon 

interaction i s noncognate, the ternary complex dissociates 

without GTP hydrolysis. But what if the interaction is 

"almost cog nat e " so that discrimination at · the substrate 

level fails? Thompson and Stone (1977) have shown that with 

poly(U)-coded ribosomes pr ec harg ed with 

N-acetylphenylalanyl-tRNA-phe in the P site, .leucine- and 
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isoleucine- containing ternary complexes stimulate GTP 

hydrolysis. The noncognate aminoacyl-tRNAs do not remain 

bound to the ribosome, nor do they lead to formation of 

appreciable fevels of . AcPhe-leu or AcPhe-ile dipeptides. 

Thompsoh and Stone (1977) conclude that a small fraction of 

the 1 e u  and i 1 e- t er n a r y c om p 1 ex es e s c ape s 'r e j e c t i o n b y the 

reverse of the binding· reaction but is rejected in a 

subse~uent GTP-dependent proofreading reaction. The 

anticodons of tRNA-leu and tRNA-ile differ from tRNA-phe 

anticodons in the 5' wobble position (leu) or 3' position 

(leu and il e) • Amino ac yl-t RN As which differed in other 

posit ions did not stimulate GTP hydrolysis in these 

experiments. Thus, substrate discrimination based on initial 

' binding can reject most noncognate tRNAs. 

Hopfield's (1974) proposal of kinetic proofreading is 

consistent with these data: the ternary complex passes 

through a high eriergy . intermediate with the rate constant for 

no n c ogn a t e am in o·a c y 1 - t RN A d i s so c i at i o n fr om the r i b o so rn e 

greater than that for cognate aminoacyl-tRNA. If GTP 

hydrolysis is coupled to the selection mechanism of 

codon-anticodon interactions, the energy difference in the 

pathwa y for standard and nonstandard pairing can 

theoretically be doubled, which could account for the 

fidelity of protein synthesis. However, the existence Df the 

high energy intermediate hBs not been shown and other methods 

of proof~eading are not ruled out by these observations 

(Thompson and Stone, 1977). 
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1.4.2.3 Involv~ment of P-Site Recogni~ion in Mistranslation 
- , 

Recent ex pe r i men t s indicate that noncognate 

peptidyl-tRNA binding in the P-site inhibits binding of the 

-...ugnate tRNA in the A-site (Luhrmann et al., 1979; Wurmbach 

. and Nierhaus ., 1979). Luh~mann's studies involved EF-Tu 

mediated binding of phe-tRNA-phe to the hexanucleotides 

AUGUUU, GUAUUU and UAUUUU in the presence of GTP, 70S 

r i b o so rn es and v a r i o us d eac y 1 ated t RN A . On 1 y the cognate 

~eacylated tRNAs, i.e. tRNAf-met, tRNA-val and tRNA-tyr, 

respectively, bound at the p site of the 

ribosome-hexanucleotide complex, stimulated binding of 

phe-tRNA~phe. If this phenomenon applies in vivo , it poses 

an important question: To what degree does noncognate 

peptidyl-tRNA, i.e. the product of codon-anticodon mispairing 

at the A-site of the previous elongation step, influence (a) 

elongation and (b) mistranslation at the new A-site? This 

matter is discussed in section 3.2.4. 

1.4.2.4 Are Eukaryotic Ribosomes More Faithful than 

Prokaryotic Ribosomes? 

All available data ·from in vitro assays of ribosomal 

fidelity indicate that animal ribosomes are more faithful and 

are less susceptible to error- inducing agents than 

prokaryotic ribosomes (for reviews see Weinstein et al, 1966; 

Burrans and Kurtz, 1977; and Kurtz, 1979). Burrans and Kurtz 

( 1 97 7 ) hav e used these data to caution against the 

extrapolation from certain cases of infidelity in E.coli to 
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involvement of errors in animal senescence. They concluded 

that animal ribosomes should not be expected to engage in an 

error catastrophe. 

Although the mass of in vitro data compells us to 

be1 iev e that the greater complexity of the eukaryotic 

r i b o som e a11 ows f o r inc r ea s e d f id e1 it y , t he ex tr a po 1 at i o n 

from in vitro to in vivo must also be ·viewed with caution . . 

There has been only one direct measurement of error frequency 

in prokaryotic cells (Edelmann and Gallant, 1977a) and this 

frequency was as low or lower than measurements of 

· mistranslation in eukaryotic cells (Lo ft field, 1963; 

Loftfield and Vanderjadt, 1972, Harley et al., 1980; sections 

3. 1 and 3. 2) • Edelmann and Gallant used cysteine 

incorporation into bacterial flagellin as a measure of 

mistranslation, but for several reasons, ~his error may not 

be representative of the fidelity of the bacterial ribosome 

(section 3.2.4). Nevertheless, until more experimental data 

are available on in vivo mistranslation in both prokaryotes · 

and eukaryotes, it remains undetermined whose ribosomes have 

the greater fidelity. It should be mentioned that 

mea sur em en ts of cell viability . and error rates during 

i nd uc t i o n o f r i b o so rn al am b i g u i t y w i th s t r e pt o rn y c i n i n E. c o 1 i 

indicated that these prokaryotic cells do not engage in error 

catastrophe (G8llant and Palmer, 1979). This observation is 

the fir st evidence for the alternative to the error 

catastrophe: a plateau at an elev ·ated error frequency (Orgel, 

197 o; s cc ti on 1 . 2. 2. 2. Cb) ) . 
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1. 11. 3 . Do Observed Err ors Reflect Infidelity of the 

Synthetase or the Ribosome? 

Unfortunately, in natural systems the relative 

con tr ibut ion of ribosomal and synthetase errors is still 

unknown. It may be that both are equally involved in 

mistranslation overall, but with different situations 

displaying a greater frequency of one type of error over the 

o the r . In fa c t ·, i f d u r in g e v o 1 u t ion o f the pr o t e in s yn the t i c 

a pp a r at us , s p e c i f i c i t y com pr om i s e d s p e e d ( Kur 1 and , 19 7 7 ) and 

infidelity was selected against, it is difficult to ·imagine 

how one type of error would b~come less likely than the 

another. Once the fidelity of aminoacylation reactions 

surpassed ribosomal f id e 1 i t y , f o r ex am p 1 e , t he r e wo u 1 d b e 

greater selective pressure on improving the specificity of 

the ribosome-tRNA-mRNA interaction than on further decreasing 

synthetase errors. A stable error frequency would be 

achieved when fidelity in both systems was about equal and 

any further improvement was of such small consequence as to 

be offset by the metabolic costs incurred. 

1.5 Amino Acid Starvation 

1. 5. 1 General Cellular Effects 

The effects of starvation for a single essential amino . 

a c id on c e 11 u 1 a r m e tab o 1 i s m a r e ex c e e d in g 1 y c om p 1 ex . Am in o 

acids are substrates in numerous p~thways of carbohydrate, 

lipid, protein, and nucleic acid metabolis~ (Lehninger, 
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1976), and these will all be directly affected by substrate 

limitation. Further secondary responses from disturbances in 

these pathways are likely to involve all aspects of cellular 

metabolism until the cell ultimately dies. However, amino 

acids are primarily utilized in growing cells for protein 

synthesis, and the effect of acute starvation for a single,
• 

essential amino acid should be most pronounced in this 

pathHay . . · 

Interestingly, in wild type bacteria the principle 

effect of amino acid starvation was observed to be a rapid 

inhibition of stable RNA. synthesis: the "stringent response" 

(for review, see Cashel and Gallant, 1974). Mutants 

displaying relaxed phenotypes (rel-) were shown genetically 

to have an altered, recessive allele at one of several loci, 

the relA locus being the most common. A wide variety of 

unrelated cellular activities were in fact affected by amino 

acid starvation i~ rel+ (stringent) bacteria but not in rel

bacteria. The pleiotypic effector of these activities was 

found t6 be one or another of two novel nucleotides termed · 

"magic I and II: guanosine 5'

diphosphate-2'-(3'~)diphosphate (ppGpp) or the analogous 

pen ta p ho s ph at e ( pp p Gp p ) ( s e e Cashel and Gallant, · 1974). 

Restiicting the activity of various tRNA synthetases, even in 

the ·presence of all amino acids, also produced ppGpp and the 

pleiotypic stringent response, but inhibition of protein 

synth_esis at the level of the ribosome did not. Thus, it was 

postulated that the synthesis of ppGpp was mediated by 
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uncharg~d tRNA. 

Pedersen et al. (1973) and Haseltine and Block (1973) 

demonstrated that uncharged tRNA binds in a codon-specific 

manner at the ribosomal A site to induce synthesis of magic 

spot. A stringent factor, the product of the relA gene, . 

enzymatically catalyzes synthesis of ppGpp or pppGpp from GDP 

or GTP and ATP (see Block and Haseltine, 1974). The 

mechanism by which uncharged tRNA and stringent factor 

interact and the possible relevance of ~uanosine tetra- or 

pentaphosphate synthesis to normal cellular metabolism is not 

clear. 

In stringent bacteria, obviously, amino acid starvation 

cannot be understood simply on the . basis of substrate 

limitation. However, in relaxed bacteria, which lack 

regulation by magic spot nucleotides, one might expect direct 

effects of amino . acid starvation on protein synthesis. 

O'Farrell (1978) has found this to be the case (see below and 

section 3.2.4). 

A phenomenon similar to the stringent response in 

bacteria has been sought in animal cells, but generally 

without success (see Pollard and Parker, 1977; Pollard et al, 

submitted). Stanners and Thompson (1974) did not find 

synthesis of ppGpp or pppGpp in CHO cells or in a temperature 

sensitive leucyl-tRNA synthetase mutant of CHO cells at 

either permissive or nonpermissive temperature. Pollard and 
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Parker U 977) found · that animal ribosomes are unable to 

· synthesize .the tetra- or pentaphosphate in vitro except in 

the presence · of bacterial stringent factor. Therefore the 

response of animal cells to amino acid starvation, like that 

of rel- bacteria, may occur chiefly through substrate 

limitation. This greatly simplifies analysis of the effects 

amino acid st.arvation has on translation and mistranslatio·n 

of mRNA (0 'Farrell, 1978, and sections 1. 5. 2, 1. 5. 3) and 

allows modeling of these processes to yield estimates of the 

error frequency during normal protein synthesis (sections 3.1 

and 3.2). 

1.5.2 Inhibition of Protein Synthesis 

The immediate precursor for protein synthesis is 

aminoacyl-tRNA, and during normal growth all tRNAs are nearly 

1 0 0 % char ged ( see Ye g i an and Stent , 19· 6 9 ; St an ner s and 

Thompson, 1974). Therefore, the arrest of protein synthesis 

upon amino acid starvation is most simply · explained by a 

depletion of charged tRNA. In fact, direct measurements of 

aminoacyl-tRNA during starvation in both bacteria and 

mammalian cells show that the relevant tRNA species (the ones 

corresponding to the missing amino acid) are reduced to low 

levels, while other irrelevant tRNAs remain 80-100% charged 

( Ye g i an and St e n t , 196 9 ; 'St an ner s and Thom pso n , 19 7 4 ) . If i t 

is assumed that the inhibition of protein synthesis is due to 

limitation of the relevant aminoacyl-tRNA then the relative 

concentration of these charged tRNAs should be much low€r 
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th~n the relati~e rate of protein synthesis: ihese tRNAs 

. . epresent only about · 1/20 of the total precursor pool 

(O'Farrell, 1978). Instead, it has been observed that the 

measured levels of charged relevant tRNAs are not reduc.ed 

below the relative rate of protein synthesis and in some 

cases are ·significantly greater (Martin et al., 1963; 

Ezekiel , 196 4 ; Ye g i an and Stent , 1 9 6 9 ; St a nn er s et a 1 . , 1978 ; 

Lo f g re n and Thom pso n , 1 9 7 9 ) . 

A simple model proposed by O'Farrell (1978) for the 

direct inhibition of protein synthesis during amino acid 

starvation will indicate the magnitude of the discrepancy 

between observed and expected levels of charged tRNA. 

Ass~ming that only the step time of . the ribosome at the 

relevant codon is affected by exhaustion of the relevant 

aminoacyl-tRNA, then the relative increase in the transit 

time of the ribosome is approximated by (19S + S')/20S where 

S is the notmal mean step time and S' is the step time at the 

relevant codon (O'Farrell, 1978). If this increase alone 

accounts for . inhibition of protein synthesis and the increasa 

in step time at the relevant codon i~ directly proportional 

to the reduction in the charged · level~ of the relevant tRNA, 

then a 10-fold reduction in the protein synthetic rate 

implies a 180-fold reduction in the level of charged, 

relevant tRNA. A small improvement in O'Farrell's model is 

made by taking into account the observed reduction in the 

numb~r of functioning ribosomes and the actual frequency of 

the amino acid in cellular protein (Harley et al., 1979a). 



However, · a major oversight in these analyses is the indirect 

effect of ribosome queuing at the relevant codons on 

initiation frequency and step times at irrelevant codons. 

This effect has now been studied in detail thtough computer 

simulations of protein synthesis (section 3.2). 

It is important to realize that these models make · no 

as·sumption about the relationship between charged tRNA levels 

and step time. It is conceivabl.e that a nonlinear 

relationship exists between these parameters such that a 

10-fold reduction in the measured concentration of the 

relevant charged tRNA could, for example, be associated with 

a 100-fold increase in the step time at the relevant codon. 

Although no evidence exists for a cooperative action between 

relevant tRN~s and the rate of elongation at their ·codons, it 

i s po s s i b 1 e th a t rn et hod s f o r as s a y i n g the 1 e v e 1 s o f c ha r g ed 

tRNA do not reflect the actual concentrations at the site of 

protein synthesis. Another possibility is that the high 

levels of charged tRNA may be an artifact of the isolation 

procedure. For example, it was found that chilling of cells 

in phosph a te buffered saline immediately inhibited protein 

synthesis yet allowed appreciBble charging of tRNA with 

r e s id u a 1 am in o . a c id pr i o r to the . t RN A a s s a y ( St an n er s et a 1 . , 

1978.). Although buffers have now been changed, it i~ still 

possible that a technical artifact leads to overestimation of 

the state of aminoacylation. 

It is al so possible that not all tRNAs are involved in 
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pr o t e in synth e sis und e r all conditions; certain species may 

have special functions, perhaps in response to amino acid 

starvation, and do not b·ecome deacylated even though 

aminoacyl-tRNA · is limiting. Yegian and Stent (1969) found 

that in stringent strains of E.coli starved for leucine, the 

residual acylated tRNA-leu was only partly composed of 

- 1 e u- t RN A-1 e u ; the r em a i n in g t RN A-1 e u w a s pr o t e c t e d b y so rn e 

other group which apparently was neither leucine nor any of 

the other 19 amino acids. 

Figure 1-7 illustrates the standard technique to 

distinguish charged from uncharged tRNA .. Total acceptor 

capacity is measured by reaction sequence A. Since vicinal 

diol s are cle aved by periodate, protected acceptor capacity 

can be measured by r .eaction sequence B. Yegian et al. (1966) 

first found by amino acid analysis that the amount of le~cine 

liberated by mild alkaline hydrolysis could not account for 

a11 o f the pro t e c t e d s p e c i e s o f t RN A i n po p u 1 at i o n _ I . 

Furthermore, it was found that mild alkaline hydrolysis did 

not "deprotect" all of the tRNA since periodate oxidation 

after alkali · reduction did not totally obliterate the 

o cc e pt or capa c it y for 1 e u c in e (Ye g i an and Stent , 19 6 9 ) • The 

protector however was exchanged for leucine during the 

aminoacylation reaction. Since this exchange did not dep~nd 

on AMP or pyrophosphate, Yegian and Stent concluded that it 

represented hydrolysis of the tRNA-protector bond catalyzed 

. bY a n en zym e pre sint in th e preparation of aminoacyl-tRNA 

synth e tas e . The protector function was shown not to result 
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· Technique·s to discriminate chcJr(Sed 
acceptor cnp~city is determined 

from uncharged tRNA. 
by reaction scheme A, 

Total 
where 

mild alkali hydrolysis and acylation with l'+c-:-arnino acid fully 
charges all acceptor species . Protected acceptor is 
determined · by scheme B, where periodate oxidation first 
destroys all unprotected vicinal dials (potential acc.eptors). 
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f~om so~e peculiarity of the tRNA which rendered it stable to 

periodate oxidation (for example if the 3' end was 

d e ox ya d en o s i n e ) ; the a c c e pto r c a pa c it y o f t RN A w h i c h w a s 

deacylated then oxidized after charging in vitro with leucine 

according to scheme A was essentially zero. 

The distribution of the protector among the isoaccepting 

species of tRNA-leu was not . random. In resolving 

leu-tRNA-leu into two species, Yegian and Stent (1969) found 

that ronacylated tRNA, representing 80% of the total during 

leucine starvation was equally distributed over species I and 

II, but of 20% of the protected tRNAleu, 11% represented 

leu-tRNA-leu(II) while all of the remaining 9% was species I 

complexed t0 the unknown protector. Thus, the cognate 

aminoacylation of one (or more) of the isoaccepting species 

during amino 9cid starvation may in fact be essentially zero 

and the dra.stic reduction of ribosome movement at the codons 

corresponding to these species could account for the 

inhibition of protein synthesis (O'Farrell, 1978). In 

general, however, it is only necessary to postulate that all 

of the residual charged tRNAs are not directly engaged in 

protein synthesis (see section 3.2.5). 

St a rvation for other amino acids was also accompanied by 

h i g h r e s id u a 1 am o u n t s o f pr o t e c t e d t RN A , b u t o n 1 y d u r in g 

l~ucine starvation was an appreciable fraction of the 

pr6tected tRNA stable to alkali hydrolysis (Yegian and Stent, 

1969). Furthermore, the observation of an alkali stable 
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protectDr complexed to tRNA-leu was restricte~ to stringent 

strains of E.coli . Leucine starvation of two relaxed 

strains showed high residual protected capacity but only a 

small fract'ion of this capacity was alkali stable. However, 

it is not known whether the protected tRNAs in these other 

situations actually reflect cognate aminoacyl tRNA, and if 

they do, whether they participate in protein synthesis during 

amino acid starvation. Further experimental work is required 

to · determine the significance of the residual levels of 

apparently charged or protected tRNAs during amino acid 

starvation. 

1.5.3 Induction of Mistranslation 

It . has been known for some time that r~striction of 

amino acids for protein synthesis could induce errors. In 

cell~free extracts, poly(U) directed incorporation of leucine 

increases when phen.ylalanine is . 1 imiting (Gorini, . 1969). In 

tRNA-dependent cell-free lysates, the absence of a required 

tRNA slows synthesis and provokes misreading at the relevant 

codon (Holmes et al., 1978). There is now very strong 

evidence that amino acid starvation induces mistranslation in 

intact cells. O'Farrell first observed this phenomenon 

in E.coli usin g 2-D gel electrophoresis to detect charge 

changes in substituted proteins (Parker et al., 1978; 

0 'Farrell, 1973). Parke r et al. ( 1978) studied several cases 

of amino acid starvation in animal and bacterial cells and 

concluded that errors induced by amino acid starvation were 
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cau s ed by codon- ant,icodon mispairing in the third . position. 

Attempts to obtain sufficient quantity of pure, labeled, 

error-containing protein for sequencing of selected peptides 

are in progress (J.W.Chamberlain, personal communication) but 

so far the direct test of th~ proposed substitutions has not 

been made. In this section I will review the indirect 

evidence ~nd arguments in support of the theory. 

Figure 1-8 illustrates the application of 2-D gel 

electrophoresis to the resolution of error-containing 

proteins. If the substituted amino acid carries a charge 

different than the correct amino acid, the aberrant protein 

will have an altered pI. With several substitutable sites in 

the . native protein, a family of Hstutter" spots will appear 

in the isoelectric focusing dimension trailing the native 

species towards the acidic or basic erid of the gel. The 

charge changes oberved upon extreme starvation for different 

·amino acids in both animal and bacterial cells are shown in 

figure 1-9. 
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· ISOELECTRIC FOCUSING GEL 


ACID \ ......)_____~))'""'")))_l.._______) BASE 

l 

SOS SLAB GEL 

+ 
4.1	 . 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 6~7 

pH 

Figure 1-8 

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis for resolution of error
containing proteins. Proteins are resolved in the first 
dimension (i soelectric focussing rod gel) under denaturing 
conditions (urea, f-mercaptoethanol and nonionic detergent) 
according to their pl and in the second dimension (SOS slab 
gel) according to their molecular weight. This schematic 
shows the application of the technique to the resolution of 
n~tive and substituted forms of actin~ 
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Amino Acid Charge Changes Direction of 
Starvation Stutter 

his yes acidic 
asn yes basic 
gln no 
lys no 
met no 
leu no 
val no 
al a no 

Figure 1-9 

Existence and Direction of Stuttering 
During Amino Ac id Starvation 

Data from Parker et al. ( 1978) and Pollard et al., in 
preparation. 

This pattern can be entirely accounted for by 

pyrimidine-pyrimidine mispairing in the third position (see 

Figure 1-6) and no other error such as misacylation or first-

or second-position ribosome error can easily account for it~ 

Post-translational m o d i f i c at ion o f pr o t e in s i s a1 so an 

unlikely explanation for these observations . since the 

st u t t er in g . i s am in o a c j. d spec i f i c . Fur therm or e , pu1 s e - ch a s e 

analy~is of actin stuttering (section 3.2) indicates that 

native actin is not the precursor of the altered species. 

The proposal . that codon-anticodon .mispairing in the 

third position is the mechanism of stuttering is consistent 

with three observations reported in this thesis: first, 
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error frequenci~s calculated for normal protein synthesis on 

the basis of this model are consistent over a range of 

protein syn th.etic rates (section 3.2); seccind, these error 

frequencies agree with previous estimates of the error 

frequency in mammalian cells (section 3.2); and third, the 

observed changes in isoelectric points of stuttered species 

are predicted by the proposed changes in the amino acid 

composition (section 3.3). However, the best evidence that 

stuttering reflects ribosomal ambiguity comes from work with 

streptomycin resistant E.coli . 

St r eptom ye in is known to bind in E.coli to a 30S 

ribosomal protein, S12 (see Gorini, 1974). This protein is 

involved in the specificity of tRNA-ribosome binding since 

binding of streptomycin increases ribosomal errors during . 

mRNA translation both in vitro and in vivo . Mutant strains 

of E~coli resistant to streptomycin have an alter~d S12 

protein which is apparently unaffected by the drug: the 

fidelity of protein synthesis is maintained except at very 

high concentrations of streptomycin. This dependence of 

error frequency on streptomycin concentration in the mutant 

cells is observed during amino acid starvation (Parker and 

Fri e s e n, 1979). In the absence of streptomycin, under 

starvation conditions which induce stuttering in wild type 

cells, the resistant cells do not stutter. Only with very 

high concentrations of streptomycin is the amino 

acid-specifi c stuttering obse·rved in these cells. 
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Together, these data constitute very strong evidence for 
, , 

errors at the level of codon-anticodon pairing during amino 

acid starvation. In fact, there perhaps is no evidence more 

direct than this. Even amino acid sequencing of error 

containing peptides is not conclusive: it cannot completely 

rule out misacylation, and there is alw~ys the possibility of 

contaminating species complicating .the analysis. 

Figures 1-10 through 1-12 illustrate the proposed model 

for mistranslation of actin mRNA during histidine starvation. 

During normal protein synthesis, histidine is added to the 

growing peptidyl-tRNA chain· whenever the histidine codon is 

encountered (figure 1-10). To bring about acute starvation 

for histidine in animal cells, it does not suffice to simply 

remove histidine from the growth medium; degradation of 

cellular protein provides enough histidine to maintain steady 

state synthesis. for several hours at 70-90% of the norm.al 

rate (see parker et al., 1978; section 3. 1). Furthermore, it 

is not desirable to remove histidine completely from the 

growth medium of human cells since this would require 

dialysis of the serum component and other .low molecular 

weight factors essential for normal growth would also be 

. lost. Therefore, histidine is removed from the defined 

(non-serum) component of the growth medium and the histidine 

analog, histidinol is added. 
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H2N-CH-COOH H1 N-CH-CHz.OH 
- I I 

CH 1- CHi. 

h /==\ 
HN + NH v 

histidine hist id inol 

Histidinol binds to histidyl-tRNA synthetase and blocks 

.acylation . of tRNA-his (Hansen et al., 1972). Histidinol is 

not re qui r e.d · if histidyl-tRNA synthetase can be made 

d efe·ctiv e by other means. This is achieved at the 

nonpermissive temperature of temperature sensitive mutants of 

CHO cells involving histidyl-tRNA synthestase (see Parker et 

al., 1978). According .to the proposed mechanism, _ these 

conditions of histidine starvation reduce the concentration 

of his-tRNA-his to levels low enough to induce detectable 

rates of errors which result from mispairing in the third 

position of the codon with a charged tRNA (gln-tRNA-gln) 

(figure 1-11). Thus, glutamine is added to peptidyl-tRNA at 

sites corresponding to histidine codons. If errors at 

histidine codons . in a given mRNA are randomly distributed, 

all species corresponding to O, 1,2,3 ... substitutions ·will be 

observed simultaneously (section 3.4). In actin mRNA there 

are 9 histidine codons. some of the mistranslated species 

are illustrated in figure 1-12. · Since glutamine is a neutral 

amino acid, while about 90-953 of the histidine residues are 

positively charged at the isoelectric point (pl) of actin, 

glutamine sub s t i tution lowers the pl of actin (section 3.3). 

http:N-CH-CHz.OH
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HIS-AMINOACYL (lr
tRNA SYNTHETASE 

' ' ' ' ' 

3' 

crrtRNAHIS 

-~-------i 3' -
mRNA 

RI BOSO.ME 


Figure 1-10 


Addition of histidine to peptidyl-tRNA at sites corresponding 

to histidine codons. In the presence of histidine, 
histidyl-tRNA synthetase acylates tRNAhis. This allows 
incorporation of histidine into growing peptides at sites 
corresponding to histidine codons. The components -of th~ 
protein synthetic app~ratus are not shown to scale. 
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IH1s1 :~ 
FREE 
MEDIUM i~·-·-

\. -~··/ ~ 

•.... 

~Lr-~-J 
~ 

C~-r, .UNCHARGED( tRNAHIS 

.. (3UG 

mRNA 

RIBOSOME 

Figure 1-11 

Addition of glutamine to peptidyl-tRNA at sites corresponding 
to histidine codons. In the absence of histidine and in the 
presence of the analog histidinol, histidyl-tRNA synthetase 
is blocked from charging tRNAhis. In the absence of 
his-tRNAhis, the ribosome pauses at the· histdine codon 
sufficiently long to allow glutamine substitution, 
purportedly, by mispa1r1ng of the histidine codon and 
gln-tRNA g ln at the wobble position. 
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PRODUCTS OF 
MISTRANSLATED ACTIN mRNA . 

(9 species) ls + .+· + + . + .. . + .. + 
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Figure 1-12 

Products of mistranslated actin mRNA. This schematic sho~s 
native actin containing 9 histidine residues. Several 
examples of substituted actins are shown together with the 
calculated ~pI of the substituted species relative to native 
actin. The calculations of isoelectric points are described 
in s~cti~n 3:3· 9 The number of species Si containing i 
sub st1t ut1ons is (i). · 
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The ne~ ative change in pl of substituted actins is also 

illustrated in figure 1-12. This effect allows dectection of 

stuttered protein on 2-D gel electrophoresis. 

Accurate quantitation of stuttering during amino acid 

starvation was not reported by either Parker et al. (1978) or 

O'Farrell (1978). Figure 1-13 illustrates three possible 

means to quantify the error frequency of actin synthesis 

during histidine starvation. Although it is most accurate to 

cut out and count portions of the gel corresponding to 

stuttered protein, it is not practical since very little 

radioactivity is incorporated. The methods used to quantify 

·and compare error frequencies during histidine ~tarvation in 

a variety of cells in tissue culture are described in section 

3 • 1 . 
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QUANTIFYING ERROR FREQUENCIES 
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Figure 1-13 

Quantifying error frequencies. Substituted actins labeled 
with 3:JS-methionine are detected on autoradiograms of 2-D· 
gels. Three me thods of obtaining values for the amount of 
labeled protein in the native and stutter spots are shown: 
cutting out and counting portions of the gel (top); roster 
scanning of autoradiogram~ (i.e. slit height is sma11· 
compared to the diameter of the spots), (middle); and 
scanning of au~oradiograms where the slit height is at least 
as great as the diameter of the largest spot scanned 
(bottom). In each case the fraction of aberrant protein and 
the fr a c ti on , o f s u b st i tut e d s i t e s a r e d et ermin e d b y the 
equations shown. 
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1.6 Su~m~ry - of Introduction 

The cellulaf model of aging and some theories for the 

senescent decline in vitro have been reviewed. Of particular 

interest is the error catastrophe theory which predicts 

alterations in protein synthesis with age. Two aspects o.f 

this theory which have not been dealt with previously a~e: 

(i) comparisons of the rates of protein turnover during 

exponential growth of young and old cells; and (ii) 

comparisons of direct substitution frequency of natural amino 

acids during proteiri synthesis in young and old cells. · The 

fi~st comparison is possible with the approach to equilibrium 

method of labeling proteins and by direct measurements of 

protein synthetic rates and net growth rates. The second 

comparison is not possible with present techniques, but a new 

method of inducing synthesis of aberrant proteins by amino 

acid starvation has provided a more direct assay than was 

previously . available. The studies reported here have used 

these techniques f o r comparing early- and late-passage cells 

from young and old donors and from subjects with genetically 

determined syndromes of accelerated aging. 
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2 PROTEIN SYNTHESIS AND DEGRADATION IN CULTURED HUMAN CELLS 

This chapter describes · some observations d.n protein 

turnover in aging · cells using two procedures: (1) the 

approach to equilib~ium method of ~abeling prot~ins; and (2) 

measurements of protein synthetic and net growth rates. These 

methods haie not been used extensively, an~ to my knowledge, 

no one has previously developed the labeling to equilibrium 

method . for use with cells in exponential growth. In 

addition, measurements of protein export rates are not . 

usually included in studies of protein turnover. I have 

derived equations to determine export rates in approach to 

equilibrium experiments during both exponential ~nd 

steady-state growth. 

These protocols for measurements of protein turnover in 

aging c·ells yield gross "averages" of synthetic'· degradation, 

and export rates. A more thorough analysis would include 

studies of (a) ind iv id ual protein turnover by two-dimensional 

gel electrophoresis; (b) turnover of Short-lived and 

analog-containing proteins by pulse-chase methods; (c) 

turnover of specific and total cellular proteins in cell-free 

extracts; and (d) fractionation of the degradative apparatus. 

Several of these studies have been done in Dr. Goldsteinis 

laboratory by my colleague, J.J.Elliot (PhD thesis, in 

preparation; Elliot and · Goldstein, submitted). My results · 

from labeling to equilibrium analysis are in general 
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agreement with his. 

2.1 Theory: Approach to Equilibrium 

Figure 2-1a shows the components of protein turnover and 

the differential equations describing their time rate of 

change. .These equations are appropriate for a homogeneous 

~opulation of proteins. The solutions to these equations are 

g iv en in fig ur e 2 - 1 b • The ex pr es s i o n s f o r the am oun ts o f 

radio~ctive . protein in the system when labeled amiho acid is 

used as a tracer are obtained by placing a factor "k" in the 

e qua t i o n s .f o r Pc and PY\"\ , i . e . Pt = ·k Pc. and P~ = k Pm • Th e 

factor k will be a function of the specific activity of the 

precursor aminoacyl-tRNA (and hence the specific activity of 

the · labeled amino acid) and the molar fraction of the tracer 

amino acid in the protein. I have assumed that (1) the 

intracellular and extracellular amino acid pools are in rapid 

equilibration; .( 2) the specific activity of the 

amino~cyl*-tRNA is the same as that of the corresponding 

amino acid. Th~se assumptions are valid under the conditions 

routinely used for labeling cellular protein in tissue 

culture report~d here (sections 2.2.2.2 and 3.1.3.2). 

Figure 2-1b gives the expressions needed for deriving 

· values of degradation, export, and growth rates from the 

approach to equilibrium method of labeling protein. The 

turnover parameter during steady state (d+e) is obtained from 

negative slope of the line describing * *the ln(1-~ /Pc«i) as a 
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aCOMPONENTS OF 
CELLULAR PROTEIN TURNOVER 

----------------~--~ 


dP.c s-(d+e) Pc 
dt 

dlfu 
dt 

Confluent {steady stateJ: S=constant 

Log (growth): s=s0 egt 

Figure 2-1 

Cellular protein ttlrnover: Differential equations and their solutions. 
'T;he scheme (a) dcricts synthesis of cellular protein Pc from amino 
acids with zero order rate tonstant (s) and the removal of P~ from the 
intracellular population by degradation and export · (first order rate 
constants (d) and (e) , respectively). There is · no degradation of the 
extracellular pool of protein Pm. The differential equations are shown 
and their solutions for steady state and exponential growth are given 
in part (b) of this figure. 
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SOLUTIONS TO THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS b 
A. Steady State 

dPc = s - Cd+ e.') Pc. 

dl 


Pc ::: 	 J_ (1 - e _(Jte)-t) 
dte . 

,rt\ (.1- _!:__) ::: -<J-. eH 
Pcce 

B. .Growth 

_,t
~.IP.:., ( _<d•e•,)t.)

I - e..
d .. e ... j 

es. e. 
Pc.., ')LHc) 

Pm (i >>o) % es./P.... 
. ')(d H+'j) 

Figure 2-1, continued 
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functt?n of time. (t). Subscript oa indicates tha·t the value 

~

is obtained at large values of · t. The slope of Pm as a 

function of time at large t is kes/(d+e). Since dP~/dt = 0 

d u r in g st ead y st a t e , s =k ( d +e) Pc:~ and thus e c an b e ob ta in e d 
.II.

from dP* /dt and P~. The deg rad at ion rate d is obtained byc 

subtracting ~ from d+e. The synthetic rate s is a zero order 

constant and thus has units of (mass/time). The sum d+e = s/P 

gives the . total synthetic rate normalized to protein mass. 

Dur in g g r o wt h , the f i r st o rd er d e g r ad at ion and ex po rt 

rates are assumed to remain unchanged as a function of time 

since ·they are intrinsic properties of the protein and are 

independent of mass. But the total _syrtthetic rate s is 

dependent on protein mass. For exponential growth, I assume 

that .. s is directly proportional to total protein content so 

that Th e g r o wt h r ate g i s o b ta in e d fr om an a 1 y s i s o f 

total protein accumulation. Solutions to the differential 

equations (figure 2-1b) provide expressions which allow 

e·xperimental determination of the total turnover parameter 

(d+e+g) and · the ex port rate e . The equations for Pc and Prn 

involve Since unlabeled protein increases according to 

whe.re Pr,o is the initial protein content, dividing Pc. 

by P~e 
'3t removes the exponential time function and yields a 

mor e use f u l v a1 u e , Pc. . Pc c an b e 1 in ear i zed as sho wn in 

figure 2-1b. Similarly, pty\ Export rate e = 
-¥ 
r~ · Ct>>O) x g IP~c Degradation is obtained by subtracting 

measured values of g and e from the total turnover parameter 

d+e+g. 
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When Pc and Pm represent the sum of a heterogeneous 

population of proteins, these transformations of the data 

are not strictly valid. During steady state growth, for 

ex ample, 
n -u-te .)t 

P* = ~ (k i.. s i I dt e, ) ( 1 - e .. ' ) 
c i-:::1 

where -k1 ,s;. ,eL, and d(. are different for each protein class 

i=1, 2, 3, ... n. But where the majority of proteins have a 

similar turnover rate and amino acid composition, the 

a ppr.ox im at ion 
11

P * ( k Id ) ( 1 -e-td(+eta."' )t)
c. - n i. .. o...., 13,, sc."°'".9'' c.11~"'., 

can be made. Here, "avg" is not meant to represent a true 

· average, for the approximation is invalid even for n=2. 

Experimentally, plots of ln( 1-Pc,*/P~~) are linear for at least 

o n e · " av er a g e" ha l f - 1 i f e ( i . e . the po in ts · fa 11 on a st r a i g ht 

line from ordinate values 0 through -0.693). Thus, the 

transformation · given above provides an objective means of 

comparing the turnover of proteins in different cell strains. 
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2.2 	 Increased Degradation During Growth of Cultured Human 

Fibroblasts with Age in vitro 

2.2. 1 Introduction 

Orgel (1963) proposed that cellular senescence in vitrQ 

(Hayflick and Moorhead, 1961) may be caused by synthesis of 

aberrant protein (section 1.2.2.2.b). Since it is known that 

certain abnormal proteins are degraded faster in both 

pro·karyotic and eukaryotic cells (see Ballard et al., 1977; . 

Dean and Riley, 1978), many investigators have analyzed 

protein turnover in aging cells to test · Orgel's theory. 

However, differences in the rates of degradation between 

young and old cells need not be the result of changes in the 

am o u n t s of ab no rm a1 pr o t e in ; i n st ead the y m a y i n d ic ate 

differences in the regulation of protein degradation. 

Bradley et al. (1976) showed that WI38 cells degraded 

long-lived proteins at a constant rate until terminal passage 

when d e g r ad at i o ·n inc r ea s e d . Sh o r t - 1 iv e d pr o t e i n s we r e 

apparently degraded faster throughout late passage, but 

late-passage cells were defective in the degradation of 

analog-containing proteins. In contrast, Dean and Riley 

(1978) found no passage-dependent reduction in the capacity 

of MRC5 cells to d~grade either normal or analog-containing 

proteins. Results from other cells in vitro and in 

vivo show no consensus regarding the effects of aging on 
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protein turnover (see section 1.3.3 and Dean and Riley, 

197 8) • 

These discrepancies may result in part from the fact 

that protein synthesis and degradation are regulated · 

processes which are sensitive to growth state, cell density, 

nutritional status (for example amino acid concentration), 

temperature, pH and other factors (see Goldberg, 1974·; 

Ballard, 1977). In this section I report on studies of 

protein turnover in young and old cells using two protocols 

which were designed to minimize perturbations of cell 

metabolism. The results indicate that old cells have an 

increased rate of degradation during exponential growth. 

2.2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.2.1 Cell Culture 

Human skin fibroblasts were obtained from anterior 

forearm biopsies as described by Goldstein and Littlefield 

( 1 96 9 ) . A d e s c r i pt i o n o f c e 11 t y p e s used in th i s. st u d y i s 

found in Table 3-1. The regular growth medium consisted of 

Eagle's minumal essential medium supplemented with 15% fetal 

calf serum ·(FCS, GIBCO, Lot A781020), nonessential amino 

acids, glucose, and pyruvate' (Goldstein and Littlefield, 

1959). Definitions of early- and late-passage cells are given 

in section 3.1.3.1. Highly reproducible inoculation of cells 

into petri dishes was achieved by harvesting an appropriate 

number of cells with 0.125% trypsin (Difeo) and suspending 
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them in a large volume of growth medium using a magnetic 

stirrer. With continued stirring, 2.00 or 5.00 ml of cell 

suspension · was rapidly and accurately dispensed into empty, 

replicate 35 or 60 mm dishes, respectively. 

2.2.2.2 Amino Acid Analysis 

Cells from two normal donors (A2 and TM) were grown to 

confluence in ·100 mm petri d ishes ( Corning P 1 a st i cs) . Five 

dishes . of each strain were rinsed twice with PBS and then 

precipitated in the dishes with 10 ml of 5% TCA ·. The 

precipitated material was washed three times with 53 TCA and 

once rapidly with H 2.. 0 then solubilized with 0. 43 sodium 

.deoxycholate in 0.1N . NaOH (1.5ml/dish, 15 · minutes with 

shaking). The solutions from all dishes were pooled. An 

equal volume of 503 TCA was added ~nd the precipitate 

collected by centrifugation (3000g, 10 min.). Lipids were 

extracted with 953 ethanol by resuspending and respinning the 

precipitate. The ptecipitate was then su~pended in 5% TCA 

and heated for 15 minutes at 90°C. The precipitate was 

collected, dried, and hydrolyzed' with 10 vol um es of 6N HCl 

( v/ w) at 120° C for 24 hours. The hydrolysate was spun at 

8000g for 5 minutes and the supernatant dried under vacuum. 

The solid was dissolved in 1000 volumes of Hi. 0 and the 

· composition determined by a Beckman automated amino acid 

analyzer . (Table 2-1). The average amino acid residue weight 

was calculated as described in Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-1 

Amino Acid Composition of Total Protein 
from Human Fibroblasts 

Cultured Human Fibroblasts Dayhoff' s Average t-

amino molar residue 	 molar 
acid frequency 	 weight x frequency 

frequency§ 

ala 0.07S 5.19 0.087 
arg 0.054 8.43 0.045 
asn* 0. 042 4.79 0.043 
asp* 0. 053 6 .10 0.057 
cys 11 0. 005 0. 52 - 0.031 
gln* 0. 044 5.64 0.041 
gl u* 0. 061 ' 7. 87 0.058 
gly 0.080 4.57 0.088 
his 0. 023 3.2 0.021 
ile 0. 045 5. 1 0.046 
leu ' 0. 086 9.8 0.072 
lys 0. 064 8.3 0.066 
met 0. 018 2.36 o-. 017 
phe 0. 034 5.0 0.035 
pro 0. 058 5.63 0.056 
ser 0. 056 4.87 0.072 
thr 0. 065 7. 22 0.058 
trp11 0. 036 6.69 0.012 
tyr 0. 028 4.57 0.035 
val 0. 075 7.43 0.066 

SUM 1. 000 113.3 	 1. 000 

§The residue weight is the molecular weight of the amino acid minus 
18, i.e. the weight of the residue as it occurs in peptide lirikage. 
The sum of all (residue weight x frequency) gives the mean 
molecular weight of residues in overall protein. 

to~yhoff's Average is the average molar frequency of amino acids 
taken from a pool of 108 protein sequenc,es , each from a different 
family of proteins (Dayhoff, 1972). 

"' Since acirl hydrolys is deamidates asparagihe and glutamine to aspartic 
acid and r,lut arnic a ci,rl, the values given for these arnino acids are 
derived from the measured values of asp and glu and the ratios 
asn/asp and gln/glu determined from Dayhoff's Average. 

11 The C' on c en tr a t i o n o f c y s t e i n e and tr ypt o p h an c an no t b e d et erm i n e d 
accurately by the methods used here (Haurowitz, 1963). The amounts 
shown assume 101 loss ot cysteine and 903 loss of tryptophan. 
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The amino acid composition of fetal calf serum (GIBCO 

lot A181020) was determin~d .as described by de Wolfe et al. 

(1967). 

2.2.2.3 Measurements of Protein· Synthetic Rate 

At indicated times, the regular _growth medium from 

r e pl i 6ate c u 1 tur e s w a s r a pi d 1 y r e p 1 a c e d w i th id en t i c a 1 m ed i um · 

containing additional phenylalanine (0.400 mM final 

concentration) and 3 H-phenylalanine (New England Nuclear, 20 

Ci/mmol, 1. 0 µCi/ml final concentration). The 1 ab el ing medium 

was equilibrated in an incubator prior to addition to the 

cultures which were not rinsed. Dishes were removed from the 

incubator at 10-20 minute intervals ahd rinsed twice rapid.ly 

with ice cold PBS. .Protein was precipitated in the dish with 

cold 5% TCA containing excess phenylalanine (1 mM) and rinsed 

twice with 53 TCA followed by a rapid and thorough rinse with 

· H:i_O. Precipitated material was solubilized with 0.43 sodium 

deoxycholate in 0. 1N NaOH (10 minutes with . shaking at 20
0 

C) ~ 

A portion of the solution was counted in a liquid 

scintilation counter (efficiency = 303) and two other 

portions of differing volume were assayed for total protein 

by the method .of Lowry et al. (1953). The contribution of 

labeled aminoacyl-tRNA to this material was insignificant 

compared to labeled protein as shown by control experiments 

in which the solubilized material was reprecipitated, washed, 

and resolubilized prior to counting. Other expreiments in 

which the original precipitates were heated to 90°C in 5% TCA 

http:rapid.ly
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also .!Save identical measures of incorporation rates. All 

~amples and standards were prepar~d in the same volume of 

0. 1N Na OH, 0.43 sodium deoxycholate prior to litjuid 

scintilation counting or protein determination. 

Incorporation rates were corrected for counting efficiency 

and specific activity of 3 H-phenylalanine. A single lot of 

fetal calf · serum was used for these experiments. The 

concentration of phenylalanine in this lot of serum was 

determined by amino acid analysis (Table 2-2) and used in the 

specific activity calculations. Synthetic rates were then 

expres.sed as nmoles phe incorporated/hour· dish, · or after 

normalization to protein content per dish as nmoles phe 

incorpora~ed/hour ·mg protein. The validity of these methods 

is discussed in section 3.1.3.2. 

2.2.2.4 	 Approach to Equilibrium Measurements of Protein 

Degradation. 

Cells were inoculated at indicated densities into 35mm 

or 60 mm petri d ishes . Growth medium was replaced with 

labeling medium 1-3 days after inoculation of cells and 

dishes assayed at intervals thereafter for total protein 

content and phenyl·alanine incorporation as described above. 

In some experiments, . the labeling medium froin d·ishes was 

saved for assay of acid-precipitable counts to determine the 

ex po r t r at e . 
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Table 2-2 

. * Free 'Amino Acid Composition of Fetal Calf Serum 

amino acid concentration 
( mM) 

al a 1. 13 
arg 0.050 
asp 0. 131 
gln 0.600 
gl u 0.942 
g1 y 0.838 
his 0. 110 
ile 0. 162 
leu 0.280 
lys 0.248 
met 0.055 
phe 0. 153 
pro 0.254 
ser 0.344 
thr 0. 199 
trp 0. 133 
tyr 0. 100 
val 0.408 

cit 0.077 
hyp 0. 151 
orn 0.278 
tau o. 133 

*GIBCO Lot It A781020. Analysis was performed as described . in 
section 2.2.2.2. Only the amino acids whose molar 
concentrations were determined are shown. 
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2.2.2.5 · Measurements of Synthetic Minus Net Growth Rate 

Net growth rates were determined from measurements of 

total cellular protein (Lowry et al., 1953). Growth rate 

parameter g was obtained from linear regression an~lysis of 

ln(prot~in content) versus time. Measurements of protein 

synthetic rate were determined as described above. To 

calculate mg total amino acid incorpor~ted/mg cell protein, 

the measured synthetic rate was divided by the mole fraction 

of . phenylalanine in protein labeled to equilibrium and 

multiplied by the mean molecular .weight of amino acids in 

total protein (Table 2-1). The degradation rate of protein 

was calculated by subtracting the net growth rate at the time· 

of the synthetic rate determination from the total protein 

synthetic rate. 

2.2.3 Results 

Figure 2-2 shows the growth curves for early and late 

passage cells from A2, · a young normal donor, and P5, a 

progeric child (Table 3~1). The first order growth rate 

constant g is obtained from the slope of the growth curves on 

semi-(natural)log plots. The curves are linear during 

exponential growth, but begin to plateau when the growth rate 

declines due to density dependent inhibition of growth and/or 

depletion of serum factors. It is noteworthy that cells were 

visibly confluent before the growth r~te declined 

appreciably, indicating that exponential growth of protein 

content continues beyond a monolayer of cells. 
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Figure 2-2 

Analysis of total protein per dish to determine the net rate 
of protein accumulation during exponential growth. Cells 
from a young donor, A2, at early _ (e) and late passage (0) and 
cells from progeria P5 (C) at early passage were inoculated 
at low densities at time t=-24 hours. Label was added for 
incorporation rate determinations at t=O and dishes. were 
removed for assay at the indicated times. Linear regression 
·analysis of ln(protein content/dish) over the linear portion 
of 
fol

these curves 
lowing datr.i: 

(indicating ·exponential growth) provided the 

g C±S.D.) (hr-1) tDBL(hr) 

A2 early passage 
A2 late passage 
P5 early passage 

(e) 
(0) 
(D) 

0.0216 
0.0065 
0.0130 

(0.0024) 
(0.000LI) 
(0.0022) 

34 
1 1 2 
57 
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~n other experiments, cell number was determined as well 

as protein content (figure 2-3). The rates of increase of 

protein and cell number were identical during exponential 

growth. Cell number plateaus slightly faster than protein 

content indicating that the protein content of confluent 

c e 11 s · i s g r eater, than that · o f ex po n ent i a 11 y g rowing c e 11 s . 

The approach to equilibrium of labeled protein 

norm al i zed to total protein is shown in fig u r e 2 - 4 . · Th e 

p 1 ate au l e v e 1 o f i n co r po r a t i o n w a s d etermin e d and the d at a 

transformed as · described in section 2.1 (figure 2-5). The 

turnover parameter (d+e+g), obtained by linear regression 

analysis of the data in figure 2-5 was similar in early- and 

late-passage normal and progeria cells despite the fact that 

the contribution of net growth (g) to this parameter was 

significantly different for the three cell populations. 

To calculate the export rate (e) of protein, ~hich 

' includes both exocytosis of proteins and sloughing of cells 

from the surface of the dish, samples of the labeling. medium 

were assayed for acid-insoluble radioacitivity at intervals 

during the lab e ling period (figure 2-6). Export rate (e) was 

c a 1 c u 1 ated fr om Pr:~ , g , .and P:
113 

as d esc r i b ed in sec t i o n 2 . 1 • 

Values fr om thr e e expe riments for the combined turnover 

parameter (d+e+g), the growth rate (g), and export rate (e), 

for two nor mal strains at early or late passage and two 

progeria strains at early passage are shown in Table 2-3. 

The deg radation rate d is obtained from these data by 
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Comparisons of Protein Accumulation and Net Growth Rates. 
The natural lo~ of net protein (t) fro~ early passage A2 
cells was determined as described in figure 2-2. Replicate 
dishes in this experiment were . harvested with trypsin 
( 0 . 1 2 5 3 ) and c e 11 ·numb er per d i sh deter min e d w i th a 
hemocytometer ·. The . natural log of this number (a) 
as n function of time. The exponential growth rate 
protein, determin ed by linear regression analysis, 
± 0.002, while the exponential growth tate of cell 
0.021~ ± 0.002. 

is plotted 
of net 

was 0.023 
number was 
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Figure 2-4 

Approach to equilibrium of labeled protein during exponential 
growth. Early (e) and late passage A2 (0) and progeria P5 (D) 

cells were treated as described in figure 2-2. The amounts 
of labeled protein (dpm/dish) were divided by the total 
protein (pg/dish) and plotted as a function of time. 
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Figure 2-5 

Determination of the turnover parameter (d+e+g) during 
exponential growth. The data from figure 2-4 were 
transformed as described in section 2.1. 1 and plotted as a 
function of time for early- (e) and late- (0) passage normal 
A 2 a n d pr o g er i c P 5 (o) c e 11 s . F o r t >50 , Pc,* ~ P~ and the 
transformation of the data involves t8king the natural log of 
a small number. Since this greatly amplifies experimental 
error, the linearization is only valid at small values oft 
(less than two half-lives). Linear regression of all points 
shown except (D) at t = 24 hours provided the following data: 

(g+d+e) C± S.D.)
h-1 

A2 early passage (e) 0.0221 (0.001) 

A2 late passage (0) 0.0197 (0.0004) 

PS early passage (D) 0.0243 (0.002) 
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Figure 2-6 

Export of protein into the medium. Early- (e) and 
late-pa ss a ge normal A2 (0) and progeric P5 (D) cells were 
treated a s d e scribed in figure 2 -2. Labeled protein in the 
me~ium wa s determined by precipitating an aliquot of the 
medium with an equal volume of 20% TCA and washing the 
precipit a t e twi c e by centrifugation and resuspension. The 
precipit a t e was s o lubilized i'n ·0.1 N NaOH in 0.4% sodium 
deoxychol a te, di ssolved in counting fluid, and counted in a 
liquid scintill a tion counter. The amounts of labeled protein 
in the medium (dpm/dish) were normalized to the amounts of 
total cellular protein (µg/dish) to obtain_~~ and pl.otted as · 
a function of time. _The plateau value of P~ was multiplied 
by g and divided by Ploo to obtain e. In this experiment, the 
values of e were 0.0024 (early-passage normal), 0.0016 
(late-pa s s ag e no rmal) and 0.0017 (progeria P5). 
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Table 2-3 


Protein Turnover During Ex pone nti a 1 Growth 


Ex periment Cell Total Turnover 
(d+e+g) 

Net Growth 
( g) 

Export 
( e) 

Degradation 
( d) 

Norm al A2 0.0221 0.0216 0.0024 0-0.0005 
early pass<ige 

Norm al A2 0 . 0197 0.0065 0.0016 0.0116-0.0132 
late passage 

Prog e riri P5 0.024J 0.0130 0.0017 0.0096-0.0113 
ea rly pa ss.1ise 

2 Norm al A2 0.0266 0.023 0.0002 0.0034-0.0036 
early passage 

Norm a l A2 0.0279 0.0080 0.0005 0.0149-0.0154 
lrit e passage 

Pr oger ia P5 0.0252 0.0133 0.0002 0.0099-0.0101 
early pass age 

3 No rmal A 1 0.0222 0.0167 0.0044-0.0055 
early passage 

Progeri a P18 0.0228 0.0098 0. 0119-0.01 30 

All values have units (hours)- 1 . Data from figures · 2-2 through 2-6 werP. 
analyzed a·s described in se ction 2.1.1 to obtain (d+e+g), (g) and (e). The 
degradation rate (d) is obtained by subtracting · (g) and (e) from (d+e+g). 
Th e · error in determining the rate of protein export is largely due to 
difficulties in completely rinsing labeled amino acid from serum proteins in 
the medium ( see fisure 2-6) . Therefore the export rate represents a maximum 
value and the true degradation rate lies between d and d+e. The 
upper bo und (d +e) is rilso shown. 

Fo r experiment 3 , export rates were not determined. The lower bound on 
rleRrad~tion in thi s experimerit was o btained by subtracting the mean value 0f 
(e) obt;:iined in experiments 1 and 2 from (d+ e). 

http:0119-0.01
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sub trac tinG ( g) and ( e) from ( d+e+g). In these ~xperiments, 

the derived value for the degradation rate during exponential 

growth was smaller in early-passage normal cells than in 

late-passage normal or progeric cells. The total turnover 

rate of protein (d+e+g) represents the protein ;5ynthetic rate 

normalized to protein content. This parameter did not vary 

systematically between early- and late-passage normal and 

progeric cells. Thus the substantial reduction in net growth 

rate of late-passage and progeric cells is not due to a 

reduced rate of protein synthesis or an increased rate of 

protein export, but is accounted for by their relatively high 

rate of degradation. 

When cells have been confluent for several days, the 

increase in cell number and net accumulation of protein are 

close to zero (figure 2-7). Analysis of approach to 

equilibrium data during confluence yields a combined rate 

parameter ( d+ e) (section 2.1) (figures 2-8 and 2-9). 

Acid-insoluble counts in the medium were used to estimate the 

export rate as described in section 2. 1. The export rate was 

less than 103 of the total turnover rate (d+e) for early- and 

late-passage normal cells as well as progeria cells in two 

experiments in which the medium was analyzed (not shown) . 

Since the rate of export is small, the degradation rates are 

approximated by the turnover parameter (d+e) obtained 

directly from linearizing the approach to equilibrium data. 

0 age-related differences of total protein turnover during 
steac:1 

Y state growth have been detected (figure 2-9). 
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f jgure 2-7 

Cell number and protein content of confluent cultures. 
Cells from a young donor, A2, at early ( e) and late passage ( +), 
and cells from progeria PS ( •) at early passage were inoculated 
at high density at time t=-60 hours and refed at t=-24 hours. Label 
was added . at time t=O and dishes were removed for assay at indicat.ed 
times. Cell number (a) and protein content per dish (b) were 
cl 0 t c r nrl n (' d . 
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Figure 2-8 

Approad1 to equilibrium of labeled proteins during confluence. 
Early ( •) and late ( •) passage A2 and progeria PS ( •) cells were 
treated as described in fizure 2.7. The amounts of labeled protein 
(dpm/dish) . were divided by th~ total protein (µgm/dish) and -plotted 
as a function of time. 
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D~termination of the turnover parameter -(d+e) during confluence. 
The data from figure 2-8 were transformed as described in section 2.1.1 and 
and plotted as a function of time for early ( e) and late ( +) passage 
A2 and progeric PS (•) cells. Linear regression of the points shown 
provided the following data: 

(d+e) (h-1) 

A2 early passage 0.022 ± 0.003 

A2 late passage 0.019 ± 0.002 

PS early passage 0.018 ± 0.002 


Similar results were found in two other cxrcrimcnts. 
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To determine if degradative rates obtained from approach 

to equilibrium analysis were consistent with direct 

me8surements of protein synthetic . and net growth rates, 

incorporation rates of phenylalanine were converted to total 

·synthetic rates (mg amino acid incorporated/mg protein) by 

. takirig into account the mole fraction -0f phenylalanine in · 

protein labeled to equilibrium. Figure 2-10 shows the 

determination - of synthetic rates in early passage normal 

cells (donor A2) during exponential growth and during early 

and late stages -of confluence. The legend to figure 2-10 also 

shows the synthetic rates in mg amino acid incorporated/mg 

total protein hour and the growth rate in mg net protein 

.synthesiied/mg protein hour. The difference between these 

values is the deg~adation rate. In this experiment it is 

again seen that for early passage cells, the degradation rate 

during exponential growth is small while the growth rate is 

large. The reduction in growth rate during confluence is 

first achieved by an increase in the degradation rate and 

late~ by a decrease in the synthetic rate. The decrease in 

the ~ynthetic rate may be related to the freshness .9f the 

growth medium (see figure 2-11). 

Othef cell strains were analyzed by .this method over a 

ten day period (figure 2-11). Cells from young donor A2 were 

studied at early, mid, and late passage; cells from old donor 

J088 were studied _ at early and late passage; cells from a 

subject with Werner syndrome, WS2, and two subjects with 

progeria, P5 and P18, were studied at early passage. Protein 
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Figure 2-10 

Determination of protein synthetic rates. Synthesis of 
pr o t e i.n i n nm o l e s phe n y 1 a 1 an in e i n c or po r ated I mg to ta 1 pr o t e i n 
is shown as a function of time for eirly passage young donor 
A2 during exponential growth (e) and when cultures were 2 
days confluent (~) and four days confluent (+). The slopes 
of these lines were determined and the incorporation rate of 
total ~g amino acid/mg protein calculated from the specific 
activity of protein labeled to equilibrium. The net protein 
growth rates wer€ determined by total protein assays as · 
described in section 2.2.2. The following results were 
obt a ined: 

( a) ( b) ( c) 

synthetic rate growth rate deg rad at ion 
mg a . ~ . incorp./ mg net protein/ (a)-(b) 

· mg protein x hr mg protein x hr (hr- 1
) 

ex pone n ti a 1 
growth 0.031 0.026 0.005 

2-days 
confluent · 0.032 0.0091 0.023 

l~ - d a y s po st 
confluent 0.020 0.016 
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Figure 2-ll 

Protein synthetic rates and net growth rates. Protein synthetic rates (...,.) are shown as 
nmolcs phenylalanine incorporated/mg protein x hour for cells from young donor A2 at early (a), mid (b) 
and late (c) passage; Werner Svndrome WS2 at early passage (d); progeria donors PS (e) and Pl8 (f) at 
early passage; and old donor jQ88 at early (g) and late (h) passage. Cells were inoculated at low density 
24 hours prior to time 0. At indicated times, growth medium on four dishes of each cell strain was 
replaced with labe.ling medium and cultures subsequently treated at lS minute intervals to determine protein 
synthetic rate as described in section 2.2.2. Each point represents the slope of the incorporation data 
normalized to specific activity of labeled phenylalanine and the total protein content per dish at the time 
of · the analysis. All dishes were refed on day 4. . 

Net growth rates (- - - -) from day 0 through day 4 and day 7 through day 10 were determined from anaiysis of 
total p'rotein. From day 0 to day 4, all cells were in exponential growth. From day 7 to day 10, all strains 
were confluent except· the old donor J088 at late passage and progeric strain PS. Dishes were not available 1-J 
for progeric strain P18 on day 10. Growth rates are expressed as rates of phenylalanine incorp.oration on 
the basis of the equilibrium content of phenylalanine in total protein. .. 

8 
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synthetic . rates could be determined accurately at daily 

inter~~ls but net growth. rates could only be averaged over 

three- or four-day periods during whfch plots of 

ln(protein.content) versus time were linear. It is apparent 

that in most eel~ st~ains, the protein synthetic rate varies 

throughout the growth period and is probably a complex 

function of cell density, freshness of m ed i um , pa s sag e 

level _i_n__v_1_·t_r o , and genotype of donor. Most cell strains 

showed an increase in protein synthetic rate from day 0 to 

d.ay 1, perhaps due to conditioning of medium and/or greater 

inter~ellular communication as the cell density increased. 

Between day 3 and day 4, most strains showed a decline in 

protein synthetic rate, perhaps due to depletion of serum 

factors. Refeeding of cells on day 4 caused another increase 

in protein synthetic rate which then gradually declined to 

d a y lO a s c e 11 d en s i t y i n c r ea s e d and the m e d i um a g·ed . 

Despite the unknown factors involved in regulation of 

growth in these experiments, a comparison of the growth and 

protein synthetic rates again shows the same trend as 

observed with approach to equilibrium analysis: early 

passage cells from young normal donors have a net exponential 

growth rate which is greater than that of "old"' cells and 

which a pproxim a t es the total protein synthetic rate, implying 

a degradation rate close to zero. Cells at late passage and 

cells from old donors or subjects with features of 

accelerated aging all have reduced exponential growth rates 

which are pr inc i pa 11 y accounted for by an increased 
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degrad a tion rate. The total synthetic rates of ~oung and old 

cells are similar. An exception to this rule is the 

terminal-passage cells from old donor J088 which had a 

substantially reduced protein synthetic rate which accounted 

in part for their low net growth rate. But everi {n these · 

cells, the net growth rate was only about half the protein 

synthetic rate. 

Between days 7 and 1 0 the growth rates had declined 

substantially in al 1 cell strains except 1 ate- pas sag_e J088 

and progeria PS, both of which had not reached confluence. 

The decrease in growth was partially due to a decreased 

synthetic rate. The protein syn the tic rates of all cells 

exc~pt terminal passage J088 were similar between days 7 and 

1 0. 

2.2.4 Discussion 

Old cells (cells from ·normal donors at late passage or 

cells from old donors or sujects with features of accelerated 

aging (progeria or Werner Syndrome)) have reduced growth 

rates when cul t"ured at low density compared to young cells 

(early-passage cells from young normal donors). Net 

accumulation of protein corresponds to the increase in cell 

number observed during exponential growth. The reduced rate 

of growth in old cells, prior to terminal passage, is 

accounted for by an increased rate of protein degradati6n. 

The rate of export of cellular protein was small compared to 
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the rate of protein synthesis for all cell strains studied. 

It is · not known whether the increased protein 

degradation of old cells is caused by an increased proportion 

of aberrant proteihs which evokes an elevated rate of 

degradation, or ah inability to reg0lat~ protein turnover in 

response to growth signals. In view of the fact that 

d i ff ·er en c e s between young and old cells are growth-stage 

dependent, the latter possibility seems more likely. 

Furthermore; direct attempts to observe abnormal protein on 

two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and increased error rates 

during amino acid starvation failed to reveal differences 

bet wee· n yo u n g and o 1 d c e 11 s ( Har 1 e y e t a 1 . , s u b m it t e d ; 

section 3.1). Since young cells during confluence have a 

degradation rate essentially identical to that of old cells, 

the increased degradation of low-density old cultures may 

result from an inability to inhibit protein degradation in 

response · to growth signals. It is known that the number of 

lysosomes per cell increases during confluence and during 

aging in · vitro (Robbins et al., 1970; Cristofalo, 1970). 

These degradative · organelles may be responsible for the 

increased rates of degradation seen in confluent, young 

cultures and low-density old cultures. 

Terminal pa ssage cells have a reduced activity of both 

protein synthesis and degradation when normalized to total 

protein (figure 2-11). Since there · are nonviable cells in 

terminal passage cultures (unpublished observations) part of 
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the reduced tu~nover of protein ~ay be caused by .dilution of 

active protein with protein from dead cells. 

Regulation of net growth rates in early-passage cells 

from young donors is achieved by changes in both the rate of 

protein synthesis and the rate of protein degradation. Other 

workers have made similar observations in WI38 (Castor, 

1977), Balb 3T3 cells (Hendil, 1977) and rate embryo 

fibroblasts (Warburton and Poole, 1977)~ However, there are 

also reports that protein degradation is invariant during the 

various stages of growth for chick embryo fibroblasts (Wever, 

1972), WI38 . (Bradley, 1977), Vero cells (Lee and Engelhardt, 

1977), and hamster and rat embryo cells (Baxter and Stanners, 

1978). The reason for these discrepancies is not clear. 

There may be species differences (Hendil, 1977)~ but in 

addition, different methods of measuring degradation and 

different methods of inducing growth and steady-state 

conditions may themselves produc.e different rates of protein 

degradation in the same cell strain (see also section 1.3.3). 

Direct measurements of net growth and synthetic rates provide 

means of validating the measurements of protein degradation 

(Baxter and Stanners, 1978). In view of the potential 

·artifacts in assays of protein degradation, it is advisable 

that this method be used in conjunction with others. The 

measured rates of protein growth, eKport, and degradation in 

human cells using analysis of labeling to equilibrium are in 

agreement with my direct measurements. I conclude that the 

rapid growth of young cells results from an increased rate of 
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protein synthe~is coupl~d with a decreased rate of protein 

degradation while the slow growth of old cells is caused by 

an inability to reduce protein degradation during conditions 

of exponential growth. 
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3 MISTRANSLATION DURING AMINO ACID STARVATION 

Nearly all of the · material presented in this section 

represents work I did in Dt. S. Goldsteiri's laboratory during 

our collaboration with Dr. C.P. Stanners, Dr. J.W.Pollard, 

and J.W. Chamberlain (Ontario Cancer Institute, Toronto). 

Some . data, as indicated, were collected . by Dr. Pollard and 

· J.W. Ghamberlain in Dr. Stanners' laboratory. 

Two m a j or find ing s r e s u 1 t ed fr om th i s co11 ab or at i o n . 

First, error frequencies were shown not to increase during 

aging of human fibroblasts. And ·second, certain types of 

transformed cells were shown to be associated with an 

incr~ased level of mistranslation. I conducted the aging 

studies in Dr. Goldstein's lab and they were confirmed in Dr. 

St an n er s ' 1 ab or a to r y . The f i r st ind i c at i o n o f a d ram at i c 

increase in the error frequency of transformed cells came 

from my observations with three strains of norm·al human cells 

and their SV40-transformed counterparts. This was also 

confirmed and extended to normal versus SV40-transformed 3T3 

cells in Dr. Stanners' laboratory. Other types of 

' transformation, studied in both of our laboratories, were not 

associ~ted with marked increases in the error frequency. 

The manuscripts submitted or in preparation as a result 

of our collaboration are: 
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1. 	 Protein Synthetic Errors ·Do Not Increase During Aging of 
Cul-tured Human Fibroblasts. C. 8. Harley, ·J. W. Pollard, 
J.W.Chamberlain, C.P.Stanners, and S.Gol~stein (Proc. 
Nat 1 • Ac ad . Sc i . U • S. A. ·, in press) ( section 3 . 1 ) 

2~ 	 SV40-Transformation is Associated with an Increased 
Protein Synthetic Error Frequency in Cultured Cells. 
J.W.Pollard, C.8.Harley, J.W.Chamberlain, S.Goldstein, 
and C.P.Stanners (in preparation) · 

3. 	 A Mod el of mRNA Tr an slat ion During Amino Ac id St arv at ion 
Applied to the Calculation of Erfor Rates. C.B.Harley, 
J.W.Pollard, C.P.Stanners, and S.Goldstein (submitted) 
(section 3.2) 

4. 	 · Calculation of Isoelectric Points Applied to Analysis - fo 
Amino Acid Substitutions in Proteins. C.8.Harley and 
S.Goldstein (submitted) (section ·3.3) 

We decided to publish the aging and trahsformation 

results separately (the first two manuscripts above) but for 

this thesis I have pooled my relevant data into one section 

(3. 1 ) en ti tl-ed "SV40-Transforrnation but not Aging is 

Associated with Increased Mistranslation in Cultured Human 

Ce 11 s" . Nevertheless, this section is very similar to the 

submitted manuscript (1, above) and I acknowledge, therefore, 

the help of my colleagues in writing this section of the 

thesis. 
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3. 1 SV40 Transformation but not Aging is Associated with 
' • 

Increased Levels of Mistranslation in Cultured Human Cells 

3.1.1 Abstract 

To t e st · the error c at a st r o p he the or y o f a g ing we 

determined the error frequency of protein synthesis in 

cultured human fibroblasts from young and old donors at early 

and late passage. Error rates were calculated from analysis · 

of native and substituted actins on two-dimensional gels of 

cellular proteins following induction of mistransla~i9n by 

histidine starvation in the presence of histidinol. Early 

passage cells from fetal, young and old donors and cells from 

subjects . with the Hutchinson-Gilford syndrome of accelerated 

aging (progeria) had similar error frequencies. Late-passage 

cells from fetal, young and old normal . donors had . similar or 

. lower error frequencies than their corresponding 

early-passage cells. No correlation was observed between 

error frequency, donor age or . maximum lifespan in vitro . 

To determine if immortal cells had a reduced error frequency, 

,we also examined SV40-transforrned · WI38 fibroblasts. . These 

cells had a significantly elevated rate of mistranslation 

( ".\ 8 ± 0 . 2 x 1 0- 't ) compared to either their untransformed~. 

counterparts {WI38) (0.6 ± 0.1 x 10 
-l\

' mean+ S.E.) or all 

d i p 1 o id c e 11 s c om b in e d ( 1 . 1 ± 0 . 1 x 1 0-i.t) . Ta k e n to gethe r th e 

d~ta fail to support the error catastrophe theory of aging. · 
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J.1. 2 Introduction 

The error catastrophe theory of cellular aging (Orgel, 

1963) postulates that errors in protein synthesis lead to a 

prbtein synthetic machinery with progressively lower fidelity 

and the eventual accumulation of a lethal proportion of 

aberrant proteins (section 1.2.2.2(b)). A corollary of this 

hypothesis is that the abrogation of senescence by 

transformation of fibroblasts into permanent lin~s should be 

associated with a lower rate of translational errors. 

A major difficulty in testing these predictions has been 

the lack . of a rapid and direct measure of error frequencies 

in intact eukaryotic cells. Parker et al. (1978) and 

O'Farrell (1978) have recently developed a method in which 

the synthesis of e rror-containing proteins can be induced in 

bacterial and animal cells by amino acid starvation (section 

1.5.3)~ Due to specific amino acid substitution after 

starvation for a particular amino acid, proteins are 

s y n the s i zed wi th a1 t er e d i so e 1 ec tr i c po in t s . Th e s e pr o t e in s 

appear on 2-0 polyacrylamide gels (O'Farrell, 1975) as a 

series of satellite spots trailing the native protein spots 

in the isoelectric focusing dimension (Parker et al., 1978; 

0 'Farrell, 1978), a phenomenon known as stuttering. 

In th i s sec t i o n , I d e s c r i b e the d e v e 1 o pm en t o f th i s 

system into a quantitative assay and its application to the 

. m ea s u r em en t o f e r r:- or fr e qu e n c i e s i n a v a r i et y o f c u 1 tu r e d 
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human fibroblasts. The data are contrary to the error 

catastrophe theory of aging: . error frequencies of 

late-passage cells and cells from old donors or subjects with 

progeria are not increased compared to early-passage cells 

from young donors while· the error fr e q u e n c y o f 

SV40-transformed permanent lines are significantly increased. 

3 .• 1.3 Materials and Methods 

3. 1.3. 1 Cell Cult~re 

. The cells strains used in this study are listed in Table 

3-1. "Early passage" denotes cultures with less than 503 of 

the lifespan completed (Hayflick, 1965) and with greater than 

803 of cells capable of prolife·ration using the thymidine · 

labeling index (Cristofalo, 1976). "Late passage" denotes 

cultures with greater than 90% of the lifespan completed or 

with a thymidine labeling index of 20% or less (Harley and 

Goldstein, 1978). Cel'ls were grown on plastic surfaces at 3'7°' 

C in an atmosphere of 95% air, 5% COa u5ing Eagle's minimal 

essential medium suppiemented with 15% fetal calf serum (FCS, 

Gibco, U.S.A.), nonessential amino acids, glucose and 

pyruvate (Goldstein and Littlefield, 1969). 

3.1.3.2 Amino Acid Starvation and Labeling Conditions 

Cells we re subcultured into 35 mm dishes (Corning 

Plastics, U.S.A.) at 3-5 x 10tt cells/dish. After 2-4 days, 

cells were rinsed once with <X-MEM (Stanners et al., 1972) 

min us h i st id in e a n d m e th ion in e supp1 em en t e d w i t'h O . 2 m M 
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Tissue of Orip.Jn 

Human lung 

Human Skin 

HuniaR Kidney 
adenovirus type-5 
transformed 

Human cervical 
carcinoma 

Chinese hamster 
ovary 

Chinese hamster 
embryo 

Hamster embryo 

Tnble 3-1 


Description of Cell Types 

Cell Strain Donor Age 
(years) 

WI38 fetus 

WI38-SV40 fetus 

M;RCS fetus 

MRC5-SV40 fetus 

A2 11 


GM37 18 


GM37-SV40 18 


RE 11 


J004 24 


J088 76 


J069 69 


PS (progeria) 9 


Pl8 (progeria) 5 


WS2 (Werner Syndrome) 37 


WS3 (Werner Syndrome) 17 


WS4 (Werner Syndrome) 41 


293d fetus 


HeLae 

CHOf 

CHFf 

Nilf 

Nil-1-ISV (hamster sarcoma 
virus transformed Nil)f 
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Reference 

Hayflick, 1965 


Girardi et al., 1970 


Jacobs et al., 1978 


a 


Harley and Goldstein, 

1978 


b 

b 

c 


c 


Goldstein et al., 1979 


Goldstein et al., 1979 


Goldstein and Moerman, 

1975 


Goldstein and Harley, 

1979 


Yatscoff et al, 1978 


Yats~off et al, 1978 

c 


Graham et al., 1977 


Gey et al.' 1952 


see 

Pollard and Stanners, 

1979 


Pollard and Stanners, 

1979 


Zavada and MacPherson, 

1970 


Zavada and MacPherson, 

1970 
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Table J-1 continued 

Chick embryo 
fibroblasts 

see Kawai 
1971 

and Hanafusa, 

CEF-RSV (Rous sarcoma virus Kawai and Hanafusa, 
transformed CEF)g 1971 

CEF-RSVts (ts-68 RSV Kawai and Hanafusa, 
transformed CEF)g 1971 

' I 

Footnotes to Table 3-1 

aR.Holliday and L. Hauschka, unpublished results, from Dr. R. Holliday 

bHuman Genetic Mutant Cell Repository List of Genetic Mutants (1978), 
Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, U.S.A. 

cs.Goldstein, unpublished observations 

dfrom Dr. F.L.Graham 

efrom Dr. H.P:Ghosh 

f . 
from Dr. C.P.Stanners 

gfrom Dr. P.E.Branton 

all other cells were obtained from Dr. S.Goldstein 
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phenyl8l C1 nine a nd 5 % undialyzed FCS and then incubated for 40 

minutes in this medium containing either 0.1 mM histidine 

(unstarved conditions) or 2-20 mM histidinol (Calbiochem, 

U.S.A.) (starved conditions). Th_ese media were then replaced 

· with identical media containing either 2-15 µCi/ml 

3 H-phen yl al an in e (NEN, 20 Ci/mmole) for measurement of 

35protein synthetic rates or 5-150 µCi/ml S-me th i o-n i n e ( N E N , 

> 500 Ci/mmole) for labeling of proteins for analysis by 2-D 

gel electrophoresis. To measure the rate of protein 

synthesis, 3 H-labeled cells were rinsed rapidly with ice-cold 

PBS and precipitated· directly on the dish with 5% TCA .at 10 

minute intervals for a total l ·abeling period of 40 minutes. 

Cells were rinsed thoroughly with 53 TCA, rapidly with H20 

and · finally solubilized with 0.43 sodium deoxycholate in 0.1 

N NaOH. Samples were taken for measurement of radioactivity 

in a liquid scintillation counter or for measurement of 

protein by the method of Lowry et al. ( 1951). For 2-D gel 

analysis, S-labeled cells were rinsed rapidly at the end of 

t-he 40 minute pulse with ice-cold PBS and directly 

solubilized by addition of 400 ul lysis ~uffer A (O'Farrell, 

1975) at room tempe rature. Ten minutes later the . lysate was 

removed from the dish and frozen -70°C until. used. 

The comparison of protein synthetic error rates in 

differerit cell types . is critically dependent on accurately 

measuring the rate of protein synthesis and the validation of 

these methods has been discussed in detail {Baxter and 

Stanners, 1 9 78 ; St an n er s et a1 . , 1 9·79 ) . In b r i e f , a very 
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s m a 11 qua n t i t y o f r ad i o a c t iv e1 y 1 ab el e d am in o a c i.d w a s add e d 

to med'ium c.ontaining a large amount of unlabeled precursor, 

and after a short lag period, linear incorporation of the 

isotope into protein was observed. Incorporation rates 

measured under varying concentrations of non-radioactive 

precursors ( 0. 2-4. 0 mM) were proportional to the · specific 

activity of the labeled amino acid in the medium (figure 

3-1 ) . This shows that the intracellular pool of 

~minoacyl-tRNA rapidly reaches a constant specific activity 

equal to that of the amino acid in the medium .(McKee et al., 

1978; Stanners et al., 1979). For 2-D g~l analysis, labeling 

.with )5 S-meth.ion1ne was carried out in medium lacking 

methionine to increase the radioactivity incorporate~. 

Control experiments showed that omission of methionine had no 

effect on the protein synthetic rate either under normal or 

starvation conditions (Table 3-2). 

The measurement of total protein ~ynthesis and the 

analysis of -error-containing proteins are also dependent on 

the rate of protein turnover during the 40 minute labeling 

period. However, protein degradation of either native or 

substituted actins was not seen during a two-hour chase after 

the standard pulse (see section 3.2.2.2). 

3.1.}.3 Two-dimensional Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 

Two-dimensional separation -of proteins was carried out 

as described by O'Farr.ell (1975) with minor modifications. 
35· 

The S-labeled cell lysates were centrifuged at 8000g for 3 
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Figure 3-1 

Protein synthetic rates at various concentrations of 
phenylalanine in the medium. Cultures of WI38-SV40 cells 
were treated as described in section 3.1.3.2 for unstarved 
and starved conditions (5mM histidinol) as shown, except the 
medium concentration of phenylalanine was 0. 2mM (tJ,o), 1.1rnM 
~,A)or 4. 8mM (11:1,c:V. The incorporation of total radioactive plus. 
nonradioactive phenylalanine in . nmoles/mg pro~ein was 
determined for each case assuming that the specific activity 
o f '3H- p he - t HN A·phe w a s id en t i c a 1 to the s p e c i f i c a c t i v it y o f 

3H-phe in the medium. There was 0. 405 mg protein/dish in this 
e x pe r i m en t . Sim il a r r e s u 1 ts we r e ob ta i n e d w i th WI'38 , e a r 1 y 
and late-pas sage A2, and progeria PS cells. 
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Experiment Cell Omission Addition · Synthetic Rate · 
(Arbitrary Units) 

A2 hls,mct 
his,met NaCl 40mM 

1211() 
ll90 

40 
70 

A2 hi s ,mct 
his ,met 
his,met 

phe 
phe 

0.9mM 
l1.6mM 

8.4 
7.9 
7.8 

0.3 
0.4 
0.3 

his,me t 
his,met 
his,me t 

his-OH SmM 
his-OH SmM + phe 
his-OH SmM + phe 

0.9mM 
4.6mM 

0. 7 
0. 7 
0.8 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 

J WIJ8 his ,met 
his,met 
his ,me t 

phe 
phe 

0.8mM 
2.0mM 

4.8 :!: 
4.9 
4.8 

0.2 
0.2 
0.2 

his,met 
his ,me t 
his ,me t . 

his-OH SmM 
his-OH SmM + phe 
his-OH SmM + phe 

O.SmM 
2.0mM 

l. l 
1. 2 
t. ·2 

0. l 
0.1 
0.2 

WIJ8 
me t 
hi s 

his,met 

23 
24 
20 
19 

WI38 his ,me t 
his 

his-OH SmM 
h i s-OH SmM 

765 
769 

A2 E.P. his,rnet 
hi s ,met 
hi s ,me t 
his,me t 

liis-OH 
his-OH 
his-OH 

2mM 
5mM 
lOmM 

100 
16 
10 

5.7 

11 
1 
3 
0.5 

ti.2 L. p. his.me t 
his ,met 
his,met 
his,me t 

his-OH 
his-Oll 
his-OH 

2mM 
SmM 
lOmM 

100 :!: 
17 
10 

5.6 

10 
1 
1 
0.5 

A2 r: . r . 
hin 0. lm't 

1. 5 
1. 5 

0.1 
0.1 

A2 I.. P. 
his O. lmM 

l. J 
l.) :!: 

n.1 
0.1 

8 W138 
his 
his 

his-OH 5mM 
his-OH SmM + his 0. lm."'1 

9.5 
0.8 
8.9 

l 
0.2 
1 

Table 3-2 

Protein Syrithetic Rates Th.iring 

Amino Acid Starvation 

Cells were treated as described in section 
·3.1.3.2 with the omissions or additions as 
indicated. Synthetic rates are in arbitrary 
units. 
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mi nut e;; t c} pe ll e t nu c l e i. a nrl membr a ne fr ag ment s , 8nd portions 

of the supernatants containing 30-80 pg protein were directly 

layered on pre-run isoelectric focusing rod gels (1.6% . 4-6 

ampholine, 0.43 3.5-10 ampholine (LKB)) and electrophoresed 

for 20 hours ~t 400 volts. These g~ls were equilibrated for 

30 minutes in SOS sample buffer 0 (0 'Farrell, 19'75) and 

sealed to 93 SOS slab gels with agarose (O'Farrell, 1975). 

The second dimension electrophoresis was for 800 volt-hour~ 

after which the gels were fixed in ethanol/acetic a6id/water 

(1 :0.4:2). Gels were dried with or without staining 

(Coomassie Brilliant Blue) or impregnation with 

2 , 5 - d i p hen y1 ox a zo 1 e ( Bonn er and La s k e y , 1 9 7 4 ) and ex po s e d to 

X-ray film (Kodak XR-1 ). Since the response of X-ray film is 

not linear to exposure at low inte~sities of light, gels used 

for quantitative analysis were neither stained . nor 

impregnated with 2,5-diphenyloxazole. 

3.1.3.4 Quantifying Autoradiograms 

Actin wa s chose n as a reference .Protein for three 

reasons: it is the major protein synthesiz~d in human 

fibrobla s ts; it .has a known number of substitutable histidine 

residues; a nd its stutter spots can be readily resolved and 

qu a ntified. Th ~ actin regions of autoradiograms were scanned 

wi. t h Cl t1 o y c c - L. o c b l mi. c r o d en s i tom e t e r u s i n g a s l i t h e i g h t t h a t 

e ncompa s s e d th e largest spot scanned. The available 

condens e r s on t h i s mi c todensitometer did not allow a slit 

height of great e r than 4mm. To obtain a slit heisht of 6mm, 
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which wa$ r~quired for some autoradiograms, a new condenser 

was built. A 70mrn focal length, 1 inch diameter, single 

·convex lens was used. To accommodate the increased focal 

length of the condenser, a plexiglass stage 1.5 cm iri height 

was built to sit ori the existing sample stage~ 

Selected points on the scan were given coordinates and 

areas integrated numerically with a computer programmed to 

correct for non-linearity of th~ X-ray film (saturation) 

(section 6.2 and figure 3-7). The fraction of the total area 

under the scan was determined for native actin ( and ) and 

each stutter spot s. 
L. 

. ( i represents the number of 

substitutions). These fractions were used to calculate the 

fraction of substituted sites or error frequency P': 

. q . , 

. p ' = Lis l I 9 ( '¥ + (3 + .I Si ) = 
i.°-1 . i,-:1 

Since· there are 9 histidine residues in both P- and ~-actin 

· (Collins and Elzinga, 1975; Vandekerckhov and We·ber, 1978) 

the possible range of i is 1 to 9. However, the more highly 

substituted actins were seen only with extreme starvation, 

8n d in most c as es i d id not ex c e en 4 or 5 . The v a 11 e y s 

between peaks of scans showing clear stutter spots were 

identified . to assign integration boundaries between native 

and substituted actins. The observed differences in pI 

between stutter spots (0.065-0.085 pH units) agreed well with : 

the theor~tical value of ~0.07 based on the amino acid 

composition of actin (section 3.3), and this value was used 

to assign integration boundaries when the spots were not well 
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resolved (see Figure 3-7). The ~ifference in the isoelectric 

point of(3- and j-actin is 0.02 pH units (Garrells and Gibson, 

1'97 6) ' This difference is exadtly the ~irference calculated 

on the basis of the amino acid. composition of these actins 

(section 3.3). Such calculations show that substituted 

spec -i e s. o f /3  and 't - a c t in a r e a 1 so s e par ated by 0 . 0 2 · p H 

units. This difference in isoelectric points is expected to 

result in some loss of resolution between stutter spots but 

it is assumed that areas calculated for each (3-actin stutt~r 

spot include the corresponding ~actin s~utter spot (see also 

section 3.4). , 

Since the densitometer averages trahsmittance rather 

than absorbance, optical densities obtained by scanning 

autoradiographic spots containing a non-uniform distribution 

of grain d_ensities are not strictly proportional to the 

absolute number of grains present. However, as . suggested by 

0 'Farrell ( 1975), the relative areas under the scans were 

found to be in close agreement with the relative intensities 

determined by the more accurate but time consuming method of 

quantitative roster scanning (figure 3-8 and Table 3-4). 

3.1.4 Results 

Figure 3-2 shows autoradiograms of newly synthesized 

proteins resolved ·by 2-D gel electrophoresis from early- and 

late-pass~ge human skin fibroblasts. The error catastrophe 

theory predicts that late-passage cells will have increased 

levels .of mistranslation which should be visualized as ~n 
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Figure 3-2 

Autoradiograms of proteins from early- and late-passage cells 
during unstarved and starved conditions. Early-passage (a,b) 
and late-passage (c,d) human fibroblasts (A2) were grown in 
medium lacking methionine (a,c) or in medium lacking 
histidine and methionine and containing histidinol at 20mM 
(b) or 10mM (d). The arrow indicates the position of 

p-actin. 	 The pH gradient was determined from the isoelectric 
focusing gel and molecular weights estimatP.d from proteins of 
known molecular weights co-electrophoresed in the second 
dimension. 
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altered pa ttern of proteins, particularly in the isoelectric 

focusi~g dimension. Figure 3-2A and C show that under normal 

(unstarved) conditions, most proteins form a single discrete 

_spot. This sugge~ts that extensive heterogeneity is not 

present in eithe~ the charge or molecular weight of proteins 

from late-passage cells. When extracts of labeled proteins 

from early- ~nd late-passage cells were co-electrophoresed, 

virtually all the proteins were identical in molecular weight 

and {soelectric point. 

To ind u c e det e c tab 1 e l e v e 1 s o f m i st r an s l at ion , c e 11 s 

wete starved for histidine. Due to the relatively high rate 

of protein .degradation in animal cells (Stanners and Baxter, 

1978; section 2.2) acut~ depletion 6f the intracellular amino 

acid pool cannot be achieved by removal of histidine from the 

medium alone. However, histidine starvation can be effected 

by treating cultures with histidinol in histidine- free 

medium. Histidinol competes with histidine for the active 

site on the histidyl-tRNA synthetase but does not become 

ligated to histidyl-tRNA (Hansen et al., 1972). Proteins 

synthesized · under these . conditions exhibited a trail of 

stutter spots leading from the nat'ive form towards the acidic 

end of the 2-D gel (figure . 3-2B and D). . This has been 

int e rpr e t ed t o be the c onse quence of s ubstituting glutamine 

( a ne utral arnino acid) for histidine (a basic amino acid) 

resulting in new proteins with similar molecular weights but 

reduced isoelectric points (Parker et al., 1978). The extent 

6f mistranslation at equival~nt degrees of inhibition of 
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protein synthesis was similar in the early- and late-passage 

fibroblasts (figure 3-2B and D). 

In order to induce .stutter spots that could be readily 

quantified, protein synthetic rates were required that were 

2-103 of unstarved rates. All cultures of human fibroblasts 

required similar concentrations of histidinol (5-20 mM) to 

reduce the synthetic rates to these levels. It is unlikely 

· that histidinol itself produces an artifactual response in 

th~ cell since in the presence of normal medium 

concentrations of histidine, histidinol had no effect on 

either the protein synthetic rate or the pattern of spots 

seen on 2-D gei autoradiograms (figure 3-3). Furthermore, in 

studies with a temperature-sensitive mutant of CHO cells 

affecting histidyl-tRNA synthetase, cells starved for 

histidine at the non-permissive temperature in the absence of 

histidinol synthesized native and error~ containing proteins 

similar to those of wild~type cells following histidine 

starvation with histidinol (Pollard et al., unpublished 

observations). The patterns of proteins synthesized under 

unstarved conditions were essentially identical in all cell 

strains (figures 3-4 and 3-5, left side). With histidine 

starvation, ;:ill of these cell strains exhibited similar 

levels of mistranslation at equivalent degrees of inhibition 

of protein synthesis (figure 3-5, right side). 

A corollary to the error catastrophe· theory is that 

transformation, which rescues cells from senescence, should 
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Figure 3-3 

Autoradiograms of proteins synthesized in the presence of 
histirlinol plus histidine. Cultures of WI38 cells were 
treated as described in section 3.1.3.2 for unstarved (a) or 
starved conditions (b) except in (b), histidine (0 .1 mM) was 
added in addition to 5mM histidinol. The protein synthetic 
rate of cultures given histidine plus histidinol was similar 
to control synthetic rates (Table 3-2) . The synthetic rate 
of replicate cultures given 5mM h i stidinol alone in this 
expe riment was 8 . 2 %. 
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Figure 3-4 

Autoradiograms of proteins synthesized during unstarved 
conditions in several strains of human fibroblasts. Cultures 
were labeled with 35S-methionine in methionine-free medium 
for 1 hour and prepared for 2-D gel electrophoresis as 
described in section 3. 1. 3. 2. Shown are the central regions 
of autoradiograms of proteins from the following donors: 
normal child RE (A); normal young adult J004 (B); progeria 
P5 (C); young adult GM37 (D); progeria P5 (E); progeria 
P18 (F); and old normal donor J069 (G). These 
autoradiograms come from gels run in three separate 
experiments over the course of two years. Since the 
technique changed slightly during this time (for example 
longer first dimension gels were adopted), the autoradiograms 
are not directly comparable. Autoradiograms A,B,C come from 
the same experiment, as do D,E,F. 
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YOUNG DONOR A B 
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OLD DONOR 

G H 
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Figure 3-5 

Autoradiograms of the actin region showing protein•synthesized in several strains of human fibroblasts during 
unstarved and starved conditions. Cells were labeled in 
complete medium lacking methionine (left panels) or in medium 
lacking histidine and methionine and containing histidinol at 
20 mM (b) or 10 mM (d,f,h). Cell strains include early 
(a,b) and late- (c,d) passage A2 fibroblasts, old donor J069 
(e,f) and the premature aging syndrome progeria PS (g,h) . 
The lines are drawn through ~-actin. 

UNSTARVED STARVED 

Fi g ur e 3-6 

Autoradiograms of the act 1·n ·region showing protein
synthesized in WI38 and WI38-SV40 ce 11 s during unstarved and 
starved conditions. Cells were labeled in medium lacking
methionine (a,c) or in medium lacking methionine and 
histidine and containing histidinol at 10mM (b) or 5mM (d) . 
The lines are drawn through ~-actin. 
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reduce the error rate in prot~in synthesis, at l~ast below 

the ra'te observed in late-passage cells. Therefore, we 

compared the degree of mistranslation upon histid.ine 

starvation of SV40-transformed human fibrdbl~sts versus the 

parental diploid strain. Figure 3-6 shows the actin region 

of autoradiograms from WI38 and it~ SV40-transformed 

counterpart. Cqntrary to expectation, transformation was 

associated with a greatly increased error rate in protein 

synthesis. Similar results were obtained with 

SV40-transformants · of two other human cell strains: another 

fetal lung fibroblast, MRC5, and an adult skin fibroblast, 

GM37. 

To quantify mistranslation, actin regions of the 

a~torad iogram were scanned (figure 3-7). The error frequency 

(fraction of substituted histidine sites) was calculated by 

weightirig the f~actional areas on scanning densitometry which 

corresponded to aberrant proteins by the number of 

substituted histidine sites (see section 3.1.3.4). The 

fraction of substituted sites calculated from the scans in 

figure 3-7 was greatly increased in WI38-SV40 compared to 

WI38 (Table 3-3 and 3-4). The fraction of aberrant proteins, 

i.e. the fractional area of the combined stutter spots, was 

also elevated in the transformed cell line. These differences 

were q~arititatively similar to those found with the more 

accurate method of roster scanning (figure 3-8 and Table 

3-4) . 
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Figure 3-7 

Quantifyirig error frequencies. Densitometric traces from the 
a c t i n r e 8 i o n o f a u to r ad i~ r a rn s o f pr o t e i· n s s yn the s i zed b y WI 3 8 
( a ,b) anrl WI38 -SV40 ( c ,d) are shown for unstarved ( c:i ,c) and 
starved conditions (10mM histidinol) (b,c). The units from 
the densitometer scan have been scaled to show optical 

· density (y- axis) and. pH relative to 13-acti n (x-axis). 
Coordinates were assigned to points on the scans (•) and the 
fr a c t i o ri s o f t h e to t a 1 a r e a c o r r e s po n d i n g to n a t i v e a c t i n (.8 J) 

and substituted actins S1, S2, S3,... were calculated 
(Table 3-3). 



Table 3~3 


Quantitation of Error Frequencies 


Fraction 
of aber-

Relative -rate fraction of the total area*
Cell rant

of prot einStrain Protein
synthesi s y s· sl s2 s3 s 4 . SS 

Error 
Frequency 
(fraction of 
substituted 
sites) i

WI38 Unstarved 1. 0 .106 .88 6 .0085 

Starved .05 9 .078 .807 .095 .012 .0005 .108 0.0084 

WI38 Unstarved 1. 0 .153 .805 .030 .010 
SV40 

Starved .051 .079 .547 .19.2 .104 .053 .023 .002 .374 0.0683 

*Data taken from figure 3-7. 

~ The ~rror frequency (fraction of substituted sites) was calculated as 


P' = L:iS./9., 
l 

~ 

f-l 



Figure 3-8 

Roster scanning of autoradiograms. For roster scanning, the 
microdensitometer had a slit height of 0.5mm and serial scans 
were adjacent. Scans of autoradiograms of the actin region 
from WI38 (A); WI38-SV40 (B); and CHO (C) c~lls during 
histidine starvation are shown. The ihset in each figute 
shows the scan obtained when the slit height was equal to the 
diameter of the largest spot. The error frequencies 
determined from these scan~ are shown in Table 3-4. · VJ 

l\) 

f--1 
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Table 3-4 

Quantitation of Error Frequencies by Roster Scanning 

Autoradio- Fraction of Substituted Sites (P') 
gram 

Roster Scan Total Scan 

A 0.0178 0.0223 
B 0. 0677 0.0794 
c 0.0893 0.110 

Areas corresponding to native actins and each stutter 
spot were determlned for roster and total scans shown 
in Figure 3-8 and the fraction of substituted sites 
calculated as described in section 3.1.3.4. 
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A theoretical model of mistranslation during amino acid 

starvation suggests that a linear relati6nship exists between 

error frequency and the inverse of the relative rate of 

protein synthesis (section 3.2). Therefore, the error 

frequencies calculated from autoradiograms were plotted 

against the reciprocal protein synthetic rates (figure 3-9). 

In WI38, WI38-SV40 (figure 3-9), and all other cell strains 

tested, the error frequency increased as the protein 

synthetic rate decreased. Late-passage WI38 cells qid not 

ave elevated error frequencies compared to early-passage 

c e 11 s • But in contrast, WI38-SV40 cells had dramatically 

elevated error frequencies compared to their untransformed 

counterparts. 

Table 3-5 shows the mean error frequencies of the cells 

~fter normalizing high level mistranslation to the protein 

synthetic rate. Late-passage cells from fetal, young, or old 

norm al donors did not have elevated error frequencies 

c om par e d to e a r 1 y - pa ssag e c e 11 s . In fa c t , t wo o f the c e11 

strains (WI38 and A2) at late passage had a reduced error 

frequericy compared to their early-passage counterparts (p< 

0.05). Furthermore, cells from old donors or subjects with 

progeria or Werner syndrome did not have elevat~~ error 

fr·equencies -"I compared to young normal donors. In c~rntrast, 

the elevated error frequency of WI38-SV40 cells was highly 

significant when compared to either untransformed 

counterparts or all diploid fibroblast cells c·ombined ( p< 

0.0001). 
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Figure 3-9 

Error frequencies plotted against the reciprocal protein 
synthetic rate for early and late passage WI38 and WI38-SV40. 
Error fr~quencies represent the fraction of substituted 
histidine sites P' as defined in section 3.1.3.4. Each point 
represents the error frequency determined by quantifying the 
scan of the autoradiogram from a single gel. 
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Table 3-5 

Error Frequencies of Hum~n Cells 
from Young, Old, Progeric, and Werner Syndrome Donors . 

a~ Early and Late Passage 
and from SV40-Transformed Human Cells 

Cell Type Replicative Error Frequency (P) ± S.E. (xl04) (n)b 
Lifespana 

Early Passage Late Passage 

Young Donors 

WI38 55 	 0.6 ± 0.1 (7) 0.4 ± 0.1 (4)c 

MRC5 . 65 	 1. 5 ± 0.2 ( 2) 

(8) c 	 .A2 65 	 1. 2 ± 0.2 (10) 0.9 ± 0.2 

GM37 50 	 1. 6 ± 0.1 (3) 

Mean of Young Donors 	 1. 0 ± 0.1 (22) 0.7 ± 0.1 (12) 

Old 	Donors 

J069 50 0.8 ± 0.2 (3) 0.8 ± 0.1 (3) 

JOSS 48 1. 0 ± 0.3 (4) 

Progeria 	PS 42 1. 2 ± 0.2 (6) 


Pl8 53 1. 3 ± 0.3 (4) 


Werner Syndrome 	WS2 37 1. 3 ± 0.3 (2) 


WS3 0.7 ± 0.2 (2) 


WS4 0.5 ± 0.1 (3) 


Mean of Old, Progeric and ws Donors 1.1 ± 0. 1 ( 24-) d 0.8 ± 0.1 (3) 

Mean bf All Diploid Cells 	 1.1 ± 0. 1 (45) 0.8 ± 0.1 (15) 

Immortal Cells 

WI38-SVLiO 2.8 ± 0.2 (10) e 

MRCS-SV40 2.3 ± 0.2 (3) 

GM37-SV40 · 3.1 ± 0.4 (2) 
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Foofnotes to Table 3-5 

aMaximum number of population doublings (Hayflick, 1965) 

bError frequency P is derived by normalizing the f ractioh 
of substituted sites P' to the relative protein synthetic rate 
(r) · as described in ·section 3.2 using the following 
equation 


P = P'/12.~3(r - 0.92) ·. 


n is the number of separately analyzed extracts of proteins 
labeled during histidine starvation. 

cThe hypothesis that late-passage cells from young donors 
have an · error frequency greater than that of the corresponding 
early-passage cells is rejected (p< 0.05). 

dThe hypothesis that early-passage cells from old donors have an 
error frequency greater by 33% than that of early-passage cells 

.from young donors is rejected ( p <0. 05) . 

eSV40-transformed WI38 cells have an elevated error frequency 
compared to WI38 (p< 0.0001) or all diploid cells combined 
at early or late passage (p< 0.0001). 
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Table 3-5 also lists the lifespans of the cell strains 

in max-imum population doublings until senescence. If the in 

vitro lifespan were influenced by . the inherent error 

frequency, one might expect to find an inverse relationship 

between the total number of population doublings of a cell 

strain and the calculated level of mistranslation. However, 

by linear regression . analysi~ and analysis of variance, rio 

such correlation was found (p )' 0.4), despite the four-fold 

range in error frequency observed among normal cell strains~ 

Tab l e 3-6 1 i st s som e error fr e q u e n c i e s ob ta·i n e d fr om 

other human and non-.human cell lines. It c~n be seen that 

there is a wide variation in ·the calculated error frequencies 

from different cell types. Both trarrsformed human lines, 

HeLa · and 293, have error frequencies greater than the mean 

observed for normal diploid fibroblasts. However, 

appropriate control cells for comparison are not available. 

Neither CHO nor NIL-HSV had error frequencies significantly 

greater than their "normal" counterpar·ts, CHF and NIL, 

respectively. The observed error rates of Nil hamster cells 

are about an order of magnitude less than those of the CHO 

and CHF hamster lines. 

Chick emb~yo fibroblasts had the highest error frequency 

obs e rved of any cell tested (Figures 3-10, 3-11, and Table 

3-6). These cells were the only non-mammalian cells 

examined. Although the chick cells infected with the 

temperature sensitive mutant of RSV showed elevated error 
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• Table 3-6 

Error Frequencies of Other Human and Non-Human Cells 

Cell Error Frequency P 

x 10
4 

± S. E. (n) 

HeLa 3.7 ± 0.5 (3) 

293 1. 9 ± 0.1 (6) 

CHF 
CHO 

3.4 ± 0.9 
4.3 ± 0.6 

(2) 
(3) 

NIL 
NIL-HSV 

0.5 ± 0.1 
0.4 

(J) 
(1) 

CEF 

CEF-RSV 

CEF-RSVts 

36° 
41° 
36° 
41° 
36° 
410 

18 
23 
26 

8 
42 
14 

± 1 

± 2 
± 1 
± 2 
± 3 

(2) 
( 1) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

Cells were treated as described in 
section 3.1.3.2 except for CEF, CEF
RSV and CEF-RSVts cells. These cells 
were grown for four days at the indicated 
temperatures prior to time zero and then 
assayed as described in section 3.1.3.2 
at the indicated tP.mperatures. 
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Figure 3-10 

Autoradiograms showing proteins synthesized by chick and 
RSV-infected chick fibroblasts. Cultures were treated as 
described in section 3.1.3.2 except the temperature was 41 C: 
(A) normal chick cells labeled in control medium (100% 
protein synthetic rate); (B) chick cells infected with wild 
type RSV labeled in the presence of 10mM histidinol (5.5% 
protein synthetic rate); (C) normal chick cells labeled in 
the presence of 10 mM histidinol (8.43 protein synthetic 
rate). 
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Figure 3.,..11 

Scans of actin regions from autoradiograms of proteins 

synthesized by RSVts-infected chick cells during histidine 

starvation at the permissive and nonpermissive temperature. 


· RSVts-infec·ted chick cells were treated as described in 

section 3. 1.3.2 with histidine starv.ation (5mM histidinol) 

e s c e pt t h e t e r in pe r a t u r e wa s 3 6 ° ( A ) o r ti 1° ( B ) • Th e pr o t e i n 

synthcti~ rate of control RSVts-infected cells (OmM 

histidinol) was 57% greater at 1~1° thnn at 36°. The protein
1

synthetic rate compared to the relevant control during 
histidine starvation was 15.5% (A) and 5.6% (B). 
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0
frequencies at the permissive temperature (36C) compared to 

· the nonperrnissive temperature (1~1°C), the wild type virus 

· also showed an increased error frequency at the reduced 

temperat~re. Unlike the RSV-infected · cells, uninfected chick 

cells did not have a reduced error frequency ~t the higher 

temperature. The error frequency of the cells infected with 

wild type RSV was not increased compared to uninfected cells. 

These results are discussed in greater detail in the context 

of a larger collection of normal/transformed pairs (Pollard 

et al., in preparation). 

3.1.5 Discussion 

Our ·direct measurements of mistranslation in human cells 

do not support the error catastrophe theory of aging in four 

respects: First, under normal, unstarved conditions "old" 

(late- passage cells from young donors and cells from old, 

progeric, or Werner syndrome donors) have proteins that· are 

essentialiy indistinguishable from "young" (early-passage) 

cells 0 f . normal donors. Second, · under cond·itions of 

histidine starvation; "old" cells have similar or reduced 

levels of ·mistransl,ation compared to "young" cells. Third, 

no correl·ation exists between error frequency and replicative 

l i f e s pa n () f c u l t u r e d d i p 1 o id c e 1 1 s . F o u r th , S V 1-lQ - tr an s f o rm e d 

("immortal") eel ls have elevated error frequencies during 

histidine starvation compared to early- or late-passage 

mortal cells. 
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It is important to ask whether comparisons of error 

frequencies at drastically reduced rates of protein synthesis 

are relevant to error frequencies under normal conditions. 

Three points suggest that such comparisons are valid: (1 ·) 

conditions which augment mistranslation such as antibiotibs, 

·high magnesium concentrations, low temperature, high pH and 

organic solvents, appear simply to amplify the ambiguity 

inherent in the protein synthetic apparatus (Woese, 1967, 

Gorin i , 19 7 4 ) . (2) Our values for mistr~nslation during 

various degrees of amino .acid starvation give estimates of 

error frequencies at the histidine codon during normal 

(unstarved) conditions that ar~ consistent over a five-fold 

range of protein synthetic rates (see section 3.2). (3) The 

derived error frequencies (Table 3-5) are similar · to 

previously reported data at other codons measured by 

indepel'.ldent means (Loftfield, 1963; Loftfield and Vanderjadt, 

19 7 2 ; Ed e 1man n and Ga 11 an t , 19 7 7 a ) . Th us , we b e 1 i ev e that 

the error frequencies measur~d here during amino acid 

starv~tion provide an accurate estimate of mistranslation 

under normal conditions. 

Al though a small increase (for example less than 30%) in 

the error frequency of old cells may have gone undetected, it 

is unlikely this would be biologically significant . for the 

following reasons: First, .in bacteria, error frequencies 20

fold greater than normal can be induced without loss of 

viability (Gallant and Palmer, 1979). Second, cultured human 

cells (Ryan et al., 1974) and Drosophila (Shmookler Reis, 

I 
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1976) can tolerate substantial incorporation of amino acid 

analogs into protein without reduction of their lifespan.. 

Third, our studies show that large differences among the 

normal cell strains do not correlate with lifespan. For 

example, A2 had a calculated error frequency about twice as 

large as WI38, but the in vitro lifespan of A2 is in fact 

about 203 longer than that of WI38. Indeed, SV40-transformed 

cells, ·which are immortal, have the greatest error 

frequencies of any of the human cells analyzed. Therefore, 

it seems that an elevated level of mistranslation is not 

involved ih generating the "aging" phenotype. 

The error catastrophe theory of aging has received some 

s~pport, but the evidence has so far been indirebt (section 

1.2.2.2(b)). As we were preparing this work, two repo~ts 

appeared on comparisons of proteins from "young" and "old" 

cells by 2-D gel electrophoresis. Wilson et al. (1978) 

analyzed tissue extracts from young and old rats and 

· Engelhardt et al. (1979) analyzed early and late passage 

WI38. Both of these reports showed that nearly identical 

patterns of proteins are found in young and old cells. My 

·results on cells under unstarv~d conditions confirm and 

.extend these observations. In cell-free extracts from human 

fibroblasts, the error rate of protein synthesis directed by 

polyuridylic acid does not increase in late-passage cells or 

in cells from old, progeric, and Werner syndrome donors 

(Wojtyk and Goldstein, 1979). 
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Our observations with SV40-transformed cells suggest 

that the synthesis of aberrant proteins may be involved in 

cell transformation, and hence . may play a role in 

carcinogenesis and/or tumor progression. For example, 

error-containing pr6teins could lead to an elevated mutation 

rate or abnormal regulation of gene expression with ultimate 

loss of of growth control. It is note.worthy that HeLa and. 

293 cells (both transformed human lines) had error 

frequencies greater than normal human cells. However, 

comparisons of some other transformed/untransformed pairs 

have not supported a general cortelation between 

transformation ·and error frequency (Table 3-6; Pollard et 

a 1 . , i n pr e pa r at i o n ) . It ha s a 1 so b e en suggested that 

transformation might affect parameters leading to 

stabilization of error r~tes, thus preventing the putative 

catastrophe and establishing immortality at an el~vated error 

frequency (Holliday, 1975). Our observations on 

SV40-transformed cells are in ac6ord ~ith this idea, but the 

r e 1 at iv e 1 y 1 ow error fr e q u enc ie s o f o 1 d c e 11 s a r e no t . . · 

The results presented in this paper represent the first 

direct measurements of mistranslation in human cells. We 

have compared the error frequencies of cell strains from 

fetal, young, and old normal cells at early and late passag.e, 

from subjects with progeria and Werner syndrome and from 

SV40-transformed cells. While our results indicate that 

SV40-transformed cells have an elevated error freque0cy, they 

do not support the error catastrophe theory of aging. 
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3.2 Mo~el for mRNA Translation during amino acid starvation 

applied : to the calculation of· protein synthetic error rates . . 

3. 2. 1 Introduction 

Starvation of cells for a single amino acid can induce 

errors in protein ~ynthesis which are detectable by 2-D .gel 

electrophoresis (section 1.5.3). of "stutter spots" trailing 

the native (unsubstituted) species towards th~ basic or 

acidic end of the gel depending on whether the sub~titution 

increa~es or decreases the isoelectric Although the degree of 

substitution can be used directly to assess high-level 

m i st r a n s1 at i o n in a v a.r i e t y o f · c e 11 s ( s e c t i o n 3 . 1 ) , t he 

utility of this technique would be greatly extended if it 

provided a measure of the error rate during normal protein 

synthesis. 

O'Farrell (1978) proposed that . the increased error 

frequency · observed during amino acid starvation is directly 

related to the increased step time of the ribosome at the 

relevant codon, and has presented a method for estimating 

this increase based on the inhibition of protein synthesis. I 

have developed thi~ model further using computer simulations 

of protein synthesis to include other effects of amino acid 

starvation which influence the synthetic rate. This extension 

o f 0 ' F a r r e 11 ' s rn o d el prov id es a mea n s o f ex tr a po 1 at in g er ro r 

frequencies at certain c-0dons determined during amino acid · 



starva~ion to the error frequencies occuring in protein 

synthesis under normal conditions. 

3.2.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.2.1 Cell Culture 

Human fibroblasts were grown on plastic surfaces at 37°C 

in Eagles' minimum essential medium supplemented with 153 

f e ta 1 c ·a1 f s er um ( G i b co , U • S . A • ) , no n e s s e n t i a 1 am in o a c id s , 

glucose and pyruvate (Goldstein and Littlefield, 1969). A 

temperature sensitive mutant of Chinese hamster ovary cells 

involving asparaginyl-tRNA synthetase (asn-7) (Thompson et 

a 1 . , 197 5) was g~own at 34
0 

C in suspension in ~-minimal 

essential medium (Stanners et al. , 1971) containing 

asparagine-H 2 0 at 50 µg/ml and 10% fetal calf serum ·cReheis) 

using magnetically stirred spinner flasks in temperature 

controlled · water baths. 

3 . 2 . 2 . 2 Me a s u r em en t s o f Mi s tr an s 1 at i o n Dur in g Am in o Ac id 

Starvation 

Conditions for amino acid starvation, measurements of 

protein synthetic rate, and preparation of cell lysates for 

2-D gel electrophoreses were as described previously (Parker 

et al., 1978; section 3.1). Human cells were sta~ved for 

histidine in the presenc€ of histidinol (section 3.1) and the 

mutant CHO cells were starved for asparagine at the 

nonpermissive temperature (Parker et al., 1978). Analysis of 

autoradiograms of the 2-D gels for the calculation of error 
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freqDencies during histidine star~ation · was carried out as 

rlescribed in section 3.1. Actin was chosen as a reference 

protein for reasons given in section 3.1.3.4. 

3.2.2.3 Determination oT the Weight-Average Molecular Weight 

(MWw) of Proteins 

Lysates fr om . cells labeled for 40 minutes with 

'3SS th . .. -me ion1ne during unstarved (no rm al) and 

h.istidine-starvation conditions were prepared as described 

pr .eviously (section 3.1.3.2). The lysates were made 5% in 

sodium dodecyl sulfate (SOS), brought to 90° C for one · minute, 

and then .· elettrophoresed on 2ci% SOS slab gels (O'Farr~ll, 

1975). Gels were fixed in methanol/ acetic acid/water 

(1:0-.4:2), dried, and exposed to X-ray film · (Kodak XR-1). 

Fi lm s we r e s c an n e d w i th a Jo y c e-Lo e b 1 m i c rod en s i tom et er . 

Tracings of the scans were cut out and the Rf c~rresponding 

to the position of the weight-average molecular . weight of 

labeled proteins was determined by cutting the tracings 

vertically into equ a l-weight halves (Singer et . al., 19.79). 

This Rf was related to MWw from a semilog plot of the 

molecular weight of standards vs their Rf. The loss of very 

low molecular weight proteins during fixing and drying will 

cause a slight overestimation of MWw. 

3.2.2.4 Measurement of the Fraction of Ribosomes on mRNA 

Ribosomes and polysomes were prepared from cytoplasmic 

extracts and ·separated from lighter material on linear 
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sucrose gradients essentially as described earlier (Stanners 
7

and Becker, 1971 ) . In brief, approximately 1 x 10 cells, 

labeled for 2 or 3 generations with lli c .d' . - ur i ine (0.025 

µCi/ml, 680 mCi/mmol, Arner sham Searle) were harvested, washed 

and suspended in hypotonic buffer containing Tween 40 arid 

sodium deoxycholate (2: 1 v/w, 1.3% final concentration). 

After passing the suspension through a 26 gauge needle six 

time~, the tonicity was restored to normal and nuclei removed 

by centrifugation (800g, 3.5 min). The cytoplasmic extract 

was layered over li.near sucrose gradients (10-40%, human 

cells; 5-50%, CHO cells; 5-40%, HA and T cells, w/w) and 

centrifuged for 100 minutes at 32000 rpm, 4°C, in an SW 41 

rotor. Gradients were pumped through a recor.d ing 

spectrophotometer and 0.27 ml fractions collected. 

Acid-precipitable material ·from each fraction was collected 

on Millipore filters and counted in a low background gas flow 

counter. The portions of gradients corresponding to 

polysomes and ribosomes were identified by plots bf the 

optical density and radioactivity vs fraction number (see 

$tanners\ and Thompson, 1974). Since the monosome peak has 

previously been shown not to contain ribosomes engaged in 

protein synthesis (Stanners and Becker, 1971; Stanners and 

Thompson, 1974), the fraction of ribosomes on · mRNA was 
I 

calculated as the number of counts in th~ po.lysome portion of 

the curves divided by the number of counts in the combined 

monosome and polysome areas. 
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3.2.2.5 Computer -Simulation of Protein Synthesis 

Simulations of protein synthesis were performed ~ith a 

CDC 6400 computer. The program is described in detail in 

section 6.4 but its operation can be understood by examining 

the fl o w d i a g ram sho wn in fig u r e 3 - 1 2 . In put pa r am eter s a r e 

( i ) mRN A 1 en gth , ( i i ) po s i t ion o f mod u1 ator cod on s ( hi st id in e 

or · asp8ragine codons), (iii) · minimum interribosome distance, 

(iv) initiation frequency, (v) step time of the ribosome at 

each codon. Initiation frequency is the probability of 

ribosome initiation given that the initiator codon is 

. exposed .. The termination frequency is the reciprocal of the 

step time of the ribosome on the last sense codon in the 

message. In some simulations, the step times at the modulator 

codons were random variables uniformly distributed over a 

specified . range ( figur.es 3-20b and 6-3). The actual 

initiation frequericy and step · times at certain codons 

differed from the input specifications during the simulations 

whenever ribosome initiation or translocation was hindered by 

"queueing" of. previous ribosomes. The program is initiated 

with one ribosome at the initiator codon and at each 

iteration, the first ribosome (the one closest to the 3' end 

of the message) is advanced one codon ,if the time spent at 

the current codon w~s ~t least as great as the defined step 

time at that codon. If subsequent ribosomes were to advance, 

an r.idditional criterion had to be met: the· next codon · could 

no t b e . b 1o c k e d b y t he pr e v i o us r i b o so m e . In ea c h s i mu1 at i o n 

the times of initiation, termination and each translocation 

http:figur.es
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Figure J-12 

Flow diagram of computer program simulating protein synthesis. 
The upper panel depicts the process being simulated. Shown are 
three ribosomes on the message and another about to initiate. 
Ribosome Rn is translating a modulator codon j=88(his) on actin 
mRNA and has caused ribosome Rn-l to pause at nonmodulator codon 
j=75(gly). The minimum interribosome distance in this case is 
13 codons. Ribosomes initiate at exposed initiation sites with 

·probability ki' The lower panel presents a simplified vie~ of 
the logic flow for the actual program (figure 6-3). Each ribosome 

·is given a number Rn. Associated with Rn at any given time, 
·are two other numbers: the ribosome's current position; and how 
long it has been there. If ribosome Rn has spent at least the 
defined step time at a particular _codon, and ribosome Rn+l is 
more than D codons further along the message, then ribosome Rn 
can advance. 11 FIRST 11 is the value of Rn for the ribosome closest 
to the 3'-end of the message. "LAST" is the value of Rn: for the 
ribosome closest to the 5 '-end· of the message. At each initiation 
or termination event, FIRST and LAST are modified accordingly. 
Most input values are defined in sections 3.2.2.5 and - 3.2.4.2(b)~ 
SDIST is a matrix which keeps track of the occupancy time of 
each codon by each ribosome,and NR is the number of ribosomes 
to be monitored. 
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event of every ribosome were available for analysis. 
- , 

Reiterations were continued until a steady state was 

achieved. 

3.2.3 Symbols and Notation 

Un pr i m ed s ym b o 1 s d en o t e the norm a 1 · ( u n star v ed ) state . A 

prime (' 1 
) _ deno~es starvation for amino acid X. Symbols which 

are not primed represent parameters which are assumed to be 

independent of amino acid starvation. 

X . the a~ino acid for which cells are starved 


Y the amino acid which can substitute for X by codon

anticodon mispairing between Y-tRNA and X codons 


M length of the specified mRNA (codons) 


m number of X codons in . the mRNA 


n,~' number of ribosomes engaged in translation 


ts.~ ,td_x · mean step time of the ribosome at . X codons 


t~ ,t~' mean step time of the ribosome at codon 

po s i t i o n j ( j =1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , M ) 


L ;,)( ,t' s,i mean step of the ribosome at non-X (irrelevant) 

codons 

ki. ,k~ .initiation frequency (time units) 

D minimum permissible interribosome distance (codons) 

R,R' protein synthetic rate 

A mean frequency of Y-tRNA interactions with a 
r ib·o sorn e leading to incor po ration of amino acid 
Y at sites correspondirtg to amino acid X 

, P , P' error frequency at codon X (frequency of 
am in o ·a c id Y s u b st i t u t ion s at X s i t e s ) 
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3.2. ·4 Re su l t s 

3.2.4.. 1 Mistranslation during Amino Acid Starv·ation 

Analysis of gel autoradiograms of proteins synthesized during 

histidine starvation has · been used to determine the error 

frequency P' of actin synthesis during hi~tidine starvation 

(section 3. 1). In general, the series of spots seen on 2-D 

gel autoradiograms are scanned with a densitometer. For a 

protein with m su~stitutable sites (m X codons), the fraction 

of the total area under the scan of this protein is 

calculated for native (S 0 ) and . substituted proteins (Sc. , 

i;::1, 2, 3, ...m; i denotes the number of substitutions in Si. ) ~ 

Allowing Si to represent these fractional areas, the error 

frequency P' is therefore obtained by weighting the area 

under the scan of each stutter spot by the number of 

substitutions in the protein(s) giving rise to that spot and 

dividing the total · sum of these products by the number of 

sites available for substitution: 

m 

P' = .7- iSt/m ( 1 ) 
t -:: 1 

Both f3 - and o'- act in cont a in n in e hi s.t id in e· ( H ) res id u e s 

and eig ht asparagine (N) residues (Collins and Ellzinga, 

1975; Va ndek e rckhove and Weber, 1978). Thus 

'l 

p~ - Lf . i s i I 9 (2 ) 

.11
p I = ,2 is "I 8 (3) 

·"' l ' I 

Results of analysis of mistran~lation during histidine 
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and asparagine starvation of WI38 and asn-7, respectively, 

· are given in Table 3-7a. The measured error frequency at the 

-his codon during amino acid starvation increases as the 

overall prdtein synthetic rate decreases. In the next se-0tion 

we discuss a method of normalizing the error frequency to the 

overall synthetic rate to yield an estimate of the inherent 

. error rate. However, first it must be shown to what extent 

premature termination, selective degradation of abnormal 

proteins, or changes in the number of functioning ribosomes 

influen~e the measurements of error frequency or protein 

syn the t i c r ate . 

Since a shift towards a lower mean molecular weight of 

proteins synthesized during amino acid starvation · would 

indicate either premature terminatio.n or preferential 

translation of small mRNAs, we examined the molecular weight 

distributions of newly synthesized proteins on SDS gels. 

Figure 3-13 shows quantitative scans of auto~adiograms of 

proteins synthesized during unstarved and starved conditions. 

The weight-average molecular weight of proteins syn.thesized 

in . these experiments decreased from 42000 in complete medium 

(100% protein synth~tic . rate) to 38000 in medium lacking 

histidine and containing histidinol (10.5% protein synthetic 

rate). These dat a indicate that in histidine-starv.ed human 

cells at a relative protein synthetic rate of 103, there is 

not a dramatic change in the rate of premature termination or 

in . the size distribution of translated mRNA. 

http:histidine-starv.ed
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Table. 3-7 

Error Frequencies at the Histidine Codon in WI38 and 
· · the Asparagine Codon in Asn~7 

a b 

Cell Relative Protein Error Reiative Error 
Synthetic 

R'/R 
Rate Frequency 

P' 
Step 
t' 

SiX 

Time 
It S,)( 

Fr equer:ic y 
p x 10~-t . 

WI38 0.0276 0.019 442 0. /~4 ± 0.02 ( 2) 
0.0405 
0.0450 

0.016 
0.022 

298 
267 

0.55 
0.81 

± 0.2 ( 3) 
( 1 ) 

0.0549 0.015 217 . 0.69 ( 1 ) 
0 . 0592 0. 011 200 0.54 ( 1 ) 
0.0909 0.005 126 0.40 ± 0.03 ( 3 ) 
0. 105 0.009 108 0.80 :t 0. 2 ( 2) 
0. 126 0.005 88 0.54 ± 0.2 (2) 

mean 0.56 ±. o. 1 ( 15) 

Asn-7 * 0. 0117 0. 013 192 0.67 ( 1 ) 
..._.. _____ 

*The experimental work in obtaining autoradiogram of Asn-1 
stutterin~ was done by .J.Pollard, J.Chamberlain, and J.Parker~ I 
quantified the scan of the autoradiograrn and calculated the 
error frequency. 
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Figllre 3-13 

MolccuL:1r weight distributions o[ lc:ibeled proteins. Cells 
were labeled for 40 minutes with 35s-methionine as described 
in section 3.1.3.2 during (A) normal conditions (100% protein 
synthetic rate) an~ (B) histidine-starvation conditions (5 mM 
ld.s tiu i.nol, 10. 5% protein synthetic rate). J\utoradiograms of 
labeled protein resolved on 20% polyacrylamide SDS gels were 
scanned and quantified as described in section 3.2.2.3. The 
dotted· lines indicate the position of the weight-average 
molecular weight proteins. The major peak in the scan is 
act in. 
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To determine if error-containing prot~ins were being 

degraded significantly during th'e 40 minute labeling period, 

we analyzed stutter spots of actin on autoradiograms from 

cell lysates during pulse-chase experiments (figu~e 3-14). 

The data indicate. that for at least one hour following the 

pu~se, there is no detectable turnover of either native or 

substituted actin under conditions of histidine starvation 

(Table 3-8). 

The relative rate of actin synthesis during histidine 

starvation was determined by rate measurements on actin 

isolated from one dimensional IEF and SDS gels. In human 

cells actin synthesis was proportional to the relative rate 

of overall protein synthesis in (Table 3-9). This may 

reflect the fact that actin is the major protein . synthesized 

and is typical of overall proteins in molecular weight and 

frequency of histidine codons (figure 3-13, Table 3-11). But · 

this proportionality is not a prerequisite of the 

normalization procedure described below. Except for extreme 

deviations from the mean molecular weight and amino acid 

composition of total cellular protein, the degree of 

stutfe~ing can be normalized and used to calculate an 

inherent error frequency for any protein (see below). 

Fi g u r e ·3 - 1 5 s ho w s pr o f i 1 es o f r i b o som e s and po 1 ysom e s 

e~tracted from cells before and after amino acid starvation. 

The fr action o f mater i al in the po 1 y some port~ o.n s o f these 

cµrves decreases 10-603 for a variety of cells for either 
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Figure 3-14 

Pulse-chase analysis of native and substituted actins. Early-passage WI38 cells were 
treated as described in section 3.1.3.2. Following the 40 minute labeling period in 
the presence of histidine (left panels) or 10 mM histidinol (right panels), all dishes 
were ·rinsed twice then chased in medium identical to their pulse medium except lacking 
label and containing excess nonlabeled precursor (phenylalanine or methionine). Shown 
are scans of · the actin region of 2-D gel _au_toradiograms from lysates prepared at 20, 40, 
60, and 80 minutes following the pulse (as indicated). The major peak in each scan is 
fo-actin; i -act in is the minor . peak to the left of {3-actin. Scans were integrated f-J 

and quantified as described in section 3.1.3.4 (see Table 3-8) .Analysis of total acid Vt 

insoluble material at the end of the chase time indicated degradation of 10.5% of total '° 
protein in control cultures (unstarved) and degradation of 47.8% of total protein in 
starved cultures. 
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Table 3-8 

Stability of Native and Substituted Actins 

Hist id·inol 
(mM) 

Chase 
Time 
(min) 

Fraction of Total Area Under Scan 

"'6 ~ s
1 s2 s3 

0 0 
20 
40 
60 
80 

0.171 
0.174 
0.205 
0.181 
0.147 

0. 771 
0.782 
0.749 
0. 771 
0.805 

0.0584 
0.0441 
0.0457 
0.0486 
0.0475 

P' 

10 0 
20 
40 
60 
80 

0.128 
0.132 
0.105 
0.082 
0. 072 

0.601 
0.583 
0.593 
0.658 
0.652 

0.176 
0.139 
0.201 
0.158 
0.179 

0.0608 
0.0930 
0.0765 
0.0616 
0.0676 

0.0338 
0~0530 

0.0239 
o. 0411 
0.0290 

0.0443 
0.0538 
0.0473 
0.0449 
0.0446 

Quantitation of data from figure 

3-14. 
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Table 3-9 


Relative Rates of Synthesis of Actin and 

Total Cellular Protein 


Histid.inol Relative Rate of -Relative Rate of 

(mM) 
Total Protein 
Synthesisa 

Actin Synthesisb 

IEF Gels SDS Gels 

0 1. 00 1.00 1.00 

10 0.072 ± 0.005 0.075 ± 0.01 0.066 ± 0.01 

Cell strain used for this experiment was normal donor A2 at 
early passage. Similar results were obtained with late-passage 
A2. 

aRelative rate ~f total protein synthesis was determined as 
described in section 3. 1. 3 ."2. 

bActin from one-dimensional gels was analyzed rather than actin 
from 2-D gels because of difficulties in obtaining quantitative 
transfer of protein from IEF to SDS gels. Gels were run .of protein 
labeled for 10, 20, 30, and 40 minutes with 35s~methionine. The 
major actin band was cut from the gels and labeled protein was . 
counted following elution (24 hours with shaking at 370 C in 
lN NaOH). Relative rates of actin synthesis were determined 
from graphs of incorporation versus time during unstarved (0 mM 
histidinol) and starved (10 mM histidinol) conditions. Labeled 
~ctin comprised 3.7% of total .labeled protein in this experiment. 
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·Figure 3-15 

Polysome profiles. Ribosomes and polysomes from WI38 (a,c) 
and asn-7 (b,d) cells labeled for 3 days with 14c-uridine 
·were resolved on linear . sucrose gradients as described in 
section 3.2.2.4. Prior to the preparation of lys~tes, culture~ 
were divided into two portions and either grown under 

:unstarved conditions (a,b) or under starvation ~onditions (c,d) 
(see section 3.1.3.2 for WI38 cells, histidine starvation; 
and Parker et al., 1978, for asn-7 cells, asparagine 
starvation. The vertical lines on each profile delineate 
the monosome peak. The fraction of ribosomes on mRNA was 
calculated as the number of cpm in material heavier than 
monosomcs (total cpm to the right of the second vertical line) 

. divided by the total cpm in the combined monosome plus 
polysome fractions (total cpm to the right of the first 
vertical line). See Table 3-10 for quantitative analysis of 
these and other polysome profiles. 
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Table 3-10 


Fraction of Ribosomes on mRNA 


Ce 11 t . Relative Protein Re 1 at iv e Number of 
Synthetic Rate Ribosomes on Message~ 

WI38 0.20 0.64 ± 0.02 
0. 13 0. 71 ± 0.07 

WT38 0.20 0.82 
SV40 0. 14 0.92 

A2 early 0.20 . 0.69 ± 0.03 
passage 0. 18 0.79 ± 0.02 

- A2 late 0. 16 0.72 ± 0.02 
passage 0. 11 0.73 ± 0.03 

1( 

Asn-7 0. 10 0. 81 ± 0.05 

CHO 0.022 0.46 ± 0.05 
0.014 0.63 ± 0.02 

HA 0.055 0.36 ± 0.03 
0.024 _O. 37 ± 0.03 

T 0.056 0.48 
0.033 0.57 ± 0.04 

~Cell types are described in Table 3-1 except HA and T (Stanners 
et al., 1963) 

§The mein fraction of ribosomes on mRNA during 

normal gro~th (100% protein synthetic rate) 

was: 0.53, WI38; 0.56, WI38-SV1rn; 0.37, 

A2-early passage; 0.3~, A2-late passage; 0.52, 

asn-7; 0.55 CHO; 0.73, H~ 0.78, T. 


*Data collected by J.Pollard and J.Chamberlain. 

Results show mean.:!:. one-half range of duplicate gradients. 



histdine or asparagine starvation (Table 3-10). It is 

noteworthy that the fraction of ribosome.s on mRNA apparently 

increases slightly at higher degrees of starvation. This has 

been observed in other cell strains (Vaughan et al., 1971) 

and has been interpreted as an increasing effect of 

starvation on the elongation rate. However, certain 

qualifications need to be made. First, it is impossible to 

know whether the extraction procedure has left all polysomes 

intact in all situations. Second, only for ~HO cells were 

the ribosomes of the monosome peak shown to be not engaged in 

protein synthesis~ And third, in some cells it is 

technically difficult to resolve monosomes from polysomes and 

the division between these fractions on the poly~ome profile 

is somewhat arbitrary. 

3.2~4.2 Mistranslation Under Normal Conditions . 

(a) The Hypothesis 

It is known that amino acid starvation results in low 

levels of the cbrresponding aminoacyl-tRNA and that the rate 

of protein synthesis is somehow coupled to the state of this 

tRNA (Stanners et al., 1979; Lofgren and Thompso·n, 1979). If 

mistranslation occurs at the codon corresponding ·to the 

"starved-for" amino acid by mispairing of a charged 

irrel~vant tRNA with the relevant codon (section 1.5.3), then 

it is logical to construct the folowing hypothesis: 

Dur in g st a r v at i o ·n f o r am in o a c id X , 1 ow 1 e v e 1 s o f 
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cha r ged tRNA ( X - tRNA-)<_) reduce the frequency o f interactions 

between X-tRNA-X. and X codons. The reduced frequency of these 

interactions causes ribosomes to pause at X codons, lowering 

the · protein synthetic tate. The increased step time of 

ribosomes at X codons also increases t .he probability .that a 

ch a r g e d i r r e 1 e v an t t RN A ( Y - .t RN A-Y) · w i 11 sub st i tut e . am in o a c id 

Y at X-sites through codon-anticodon mispairing. 

We assume that: 

(1 .) the normal ribosome step time at codon X (t 5,J<.) is 
representative of the step time for all codons. 

(2) Starvation for amino acid X increases the step time at X 
codons. 

(3) The frequency of interactions between Y-tRN~Y and the X 
codon which lead to incorporation of Y at X sites does not 
change with starvati6n for X. 

These assumptions allow us to relate the error frequency 

during starvation CP:> t~ the correspcinding ·error frequency 

CPx ) through the increased step ti~e of the ribosome at the 

relevant codon: 

p')( "At <;.,, ( 4)= ) 

p ' 
')(. = 1' t ~/")( (5) 

Therefore p)( = Px' I ( t ~ ,x /t ;y_ ) . ( 6), ,, 

We now descri.be how the ratio t~,.Jt~,~ can be obtained from 

the measured rates of protein synthesis. 

(b) A model of mRNA translation during amino acid starvation 

Several models of rnRNA translation have been developed 

to analyze the protein synthetic apparat·us (Vassart et al., 

http:descri.be
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1971, Lodish, 1971-i; . Heijne et al. ·, 1979), but so far the 

direct effect cif amino acid starvation on restricting 

ribosome move:nent has not been studied theoretically. In the 

previous sec.tion (j.2.4.2.a) I described how an estimate of 

the increased step time of the ribosome at codons 

c o.r r e s po nd in g to the r e st r .i c t e d am in o a c id c an b e used to 

relate the inherent error frequency (P) . to the observed error 

frequency (P') measured by 2-D gel analysis of mistranslated 

proteins. The purpose of this section is to derive the 

relationship between the step time at the relevant codons and 

the protein synthetic rate . 

.Th~ rate of synthesis .R for a protein of length M codoris 

depends on the ribosome initiation frequency (kt), the step 

time of the ribosome (t~) at each codon, j=1,2,], ... M, and 

the minimum permissible distance (D) between ribosomes on the 

mRNA. For simplicity, during normal (unstarved) conditions, 

we set j=1,2,3, .•. ,M-1. Although under normal= 1 ' 

conditions elongation rates may vary slightly along the 

message · according to the structure of the mRNA or the 

av ail ab i 1 it y o f c ertain tRNA s , these effects are sm a11 (Hunt 

e t a1 . · , 1 9 6 9 , Sm i t h , 1975 ; f-I e i n j e et a 1 . , 1979 ) and a r e 

a ssumed to be ne g ligible compared to the effect . on tsx of 
I 

starv ·ation for amino acid X. However, we have allowed for a 

po s s i b re d i r e c t o r ind i r e c t e ff e c t o f am in o a c id st a r v at ion 

on initiation frequency and the elongation rates at 

irrelevant codons. 
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Values for kt., D and e; (termination frequency) were 

hosen to agree with previously reported values for the 

av er age and minimum interribosome distances and the 

termination frequency (see Vassart et al., 1971; Lodish, 

1 9 T4 ; ·He i j n e et a1 . , 1 9 7 9 ) . 

The positions of histidine and asparagine codons in 

actin mRNA and several hypothetical proteins are shown in 

Table 3-11. The frequency of histidine in actin is the same 

as the frequency of histidine in total protein from human 

fibroblasts; the frequency of asparagine in actin is one 

half the corresponding frequency in total protein (see Tables 

2-1 · and 3-12a). The hypothetical prot~ins have the amino 

acid composition of total cellular protein from human 

fibroblasts but a random amino acid sequence of length 373 

residues (secti6n 6.3). 

In the first analysis, we assume that t~,5< =1, that is, 

the step time at non-X codons is not directly affected by 

starvation for amino acid X. Figure 3-16 shows actin 

synthesis as a function of time for several defined values of 

t ~,H and q,N . Al though in these simulations the number of 

ribosomes on the message during steady state declines from n::::. 

13 for ts.u =1 ton' ·~ 10 fort'> 20, this decrease is not the 
1 • • S. II 

result of a defined change in the initiation frequency: ki 

=0 . 0 5 8 8 f o r a11 s i m u 1 at i o n s sho wn i n fig u r e 3 - 16 • In fa c t , 
. . 

for larger values of t 
, 
5,H, the synthetic rate was found to be 

s ur prising 1 y insensitive to the initiation frequency 
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· Table 3-11 

Position of Histidine and Asparagine Codons in 
mRNAs of Actin and Hypothetical Proteins H1-H5 

·mRNA Position of 
Histidine Codons Asparagine Codons · 

act in Ll 0 73 87 , 88 79 92 1 1 1 115 
101 161 173 274 128 251 279 295 
371 

H 1 20 39 128 1 30 4 57 148 164 
156 217 286 ·289 186 192 221 250 
324 272 297 301 307 

328 332 344 348 

H2 56 88 147 162 39 44 47 54 
167 168 197 246 55 79 106 120 
250 136 158 196 212 

225 303 309 313 

H3 7 170 229 233 6 9 32 58 
237 274 279 330 68 82 11 8 190 
338 197 297 211 224 

236 248 270 339 

H4 1 0 23 71 94 20 34 73 79 
103 104 223 241 81 99 102 129 
289 143 166 242 264 

289" ·301 319 332 

H5 69 127 143 150 40 61 78 91 
205 216 270 323 133 174 188 187 
330 197 20.0 215 232 

248 267 273 308 
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3-16 

Simulations of actin synthesis during · histidine and 
asparagine starvation. Release of the first six actin 
molecules are shown as a function of time during histidine 
(a) and asparagine (b) starvati6n. Translational parameters 
were set at 0=13; k =0.0588; tkx =1; t~73 =5. · Values for the 
step · time at the re 1 e v ant cod o'n s ( t 's,H , t 's N) are as shown 
on the figures. The rate of synthesis>relative to the 
unstarved rate ( t~ H=t~ N =1) is sho~,m as a function of t5HCc) 

t i (d). ~ . ,an d s N 
J 

I 
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(Fig.3-1'7). An eight or sixteen fold decrease in k·
I.. 

has 

essentially no effect of the synthetic rate when t~," is 

greater than 50 . When t 's, H i s r e 1 at i v e 1 y s rn al 1 , · i . e . d u r in g 

mild amino acid starvation, a lowered initiation frequency 

has a dramatic · effect on the protein synthetic rate, which 

can be accounted for by the reduced number of ribosomes on 

the message (Fig. 3-17a&b). Th~ explanation for the anomaly 

at large values 0 f t ~.H was found by studying the 

distribution across the mRNA of the actual step times of the 

ribosomes (Fig. 3-18). Figure 3-18a shows the transit of the 

first ribosome for t;,H =100: it pauses for 100 time units at 

the his codons only. However~ the transit of the fifteenth 

· ribosome (figu~e 3-18b) shows further d~lays at non-histidine 

codons · at the 5' end of the message. Ribosome queuing 

extending from a pair of histidine codons at positions 87 and 

88 · back to the initiator codon inhibits initiation of new 

ribosomes. In these instances, therefore, variation in the 

"defined" initiation frequency has no effect on the protein 

synthetic · rate. A similar argument applies to the 

termination frequency. Ribosomes arrive at the last codon so · 

infrequently that large changes in tsM do not affect the 

syn the tic rate (not shown). 

An apparent paradox is that ribosome qu.e ui ng 

progressively decreases the initiation fr equ_enc y and · 

in. c r ea s e s the tr an s i t t i m e o f the f i r st 5 or 6 r i b o so m e s , ye t 

the prate.in synthetic rate is constant after termination of 

the very first ribosome (figure 3-l6a&b). This results from 

http:prate.in
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Figure 3-17 

Synthetic rates and number of ribosomes on actin mRNA as a 
· function of initiation frequency. The step time at the 
·histidine codon (t'sH) was set at 10 (D), 50 (.&),and 100 
( • ) and for eacli the . value of ki was varied from 0. 0588 
(relative frequency = 1) to 0.0036 (relative frequency= . 
1 /16) . . Other paramet~rs were as described . in figure 3-16. 
Shown are the relative rates of protein synthesis (a) and the 
mean number of ribosomes on actin mRNA during the simulations 
( b) . 
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Actual step time of the ribosome ~t each codon in actin 
mRNA during simulations of histidine starvation. The defined 
step time of the ribosome at histidine codons was t' =100. 
Other parameters were as described in figure 3-16. Ribosome 
number 1 (a) pauses at the nine histidine codons only. 
Ribosome number 15 (b) pauses at additional codons due .to 
queuing behind histidine codons 87 and 88. 
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the fact th~t the rate of ribosome release (i.e. the 

synthetic rate), .is dictated by the rate at which ribosomes 

negotiate the s1 owes t · " c 1 us t er" of X codons . Tn is rate is 

established with the first two ribosomes. 

Since clusters of X codons are a property of the mRNA, 

it is important to determine whether the effects of 

starvation · on · the protein synthetic rate of actin are 

representative of all proteins. Figure 3-19 summarizes the 

data of figure 3-16a&b and similar data for the hypothetical 

proteins with a random amino acid sequence and the amino acid 

composition of total cellular protein (Table 3-11). The 

relationship between protein synthetic rate and the step time 

at X codons is in fact relatively insensitive to the actual 

actual amino acid sequence (given that it is essentially 

random). The synthetic rate depends more on the frequency of 

X codons in the message since this determines the probable 

size of clusters and thus the minimum length of time between 

ribosomes at termination. 

The frequency of histidine codons in act.in mRNA is 

typical of tot~l cellular protein: the relationship between 

R/R' and · t\t, /t.;, 1 , for actin mRNA also applies to hypothetical 

proteins H1-H5 (figure- 3-19) and should apply to total 

cellular protein. However the frequency of a~paragine codon~ 

in actin mRNA is roughly one half the frequency observed in 

total cellular protein. Thus, actin mRNA is translated 

faster during aspatagine starvation than most hypothetical 
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Figure 3-19 

The reciprocal of the relative protein synthetic rate as 
a function of step time at ·the histidine and ~sparagine 
codons for actin and several hypothetical proteiris. The 
standard translational parameters as define in figure 4 were 
used. Values for the step time at the histidine (a) and 
asparagine (b) codons v·aried from 25 to 250. Simulations for 
actin ( •), H1 ( \l), H2 .( e), H3 ( o), H4 (.A), and H5 ( 6) }-J 

-'2 are shown. The solid lines are drawn through the mean v3lue~ +:
o f RI R ' at e a c h · t ' s, x f o r a c t i n .and H 1 - H5 ( a ) , and H 1 -H 5 .Cb ) . 
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proteins · (and hence average cellular m.RNA). The simulated 

effects of asparagine starvation on actin synthesis are in 

fact typical of .hypothetical proteins that have th·e 

a spar a g in e fr e q u e n c y o f a c t in ( n_o t sho· wn ) . 

Since · synthetic rates are routinely measured for total 

cellular protein, we require the relationship between R/R' 

and t
I
,_,,J<. /ts .~ for the · average cellular protein. The solid lines 

in Figure 3-19 were drawn to represent average cellular 

protein. The equations describing these lines are: 

t ~' H It sI H = 1 2 • 5 3 ( RI R ' - 0 • 92 ) ( 7 ) 

t~,t" lt ::. ,t-1 = 9.43(R/R'-0.89) ( 8) 

Derivation of equations 7 and 8 was the purpose of the 

simulations. These equations allow us to determine the 

relative step time .at the histidine or asparagine codons from 

the measured inhibition of protein synthesis. However, other 

simulations de~cribed below were required to determine 

whether these equations were robust, i.e. insensitive to the 

assumptions of the model. 

The v~lue of the minimum interribosome distance, D, used 

in the simulations above was 13 codons (39 · nucleotides). The 

amount of · inHNA prot_ected by a ribosome from nuclease 

digestion ~_:_~-~!:r:_o_ is about 25 nucleotides · (Steitz, 1973; 

"Le h n i n_g e r , 1976), but the maximum density of ribosomes 

observed on mRNA . is about one per 11-13 codons (Kazanian and 

Freedman, 1968). Values used for D in other simulations . of 

http:9.43(R/R'-0.89
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protein synthesis have ranged from 10 to 15 (Vassart et al., 

197 1 ; Lo d i sh , 1974 ; H e i n j e e t a1 .. , 1979 ) . Si n c e the num ber 

of X codons the ribosome covers in a cluster ultimately 

determines the protein synthetic rate for a given t~,'}(., we 

varied D to see if the synthetic tate w~s sensitive to this 

parameter (Fig. 3-20a). For actin, the effective size of the 

cluster of histidine codons at positions 87,88 and 101 

_changes from 2 to 3 when D changes from 14 to 15. Thus the 

synthetic rate at D greater than 15 is about 33% slower than 

the rate at D less than 15. Hypothetical proteins H1-H5 have 

cluster sizes of 2 or 3 which do not change over the range of 

0=11-17. The synthetic rate of actin is similar to H1 and H5 

at low values of D and H2-4 at high values of D. Similar 

results were found for asparagine starvation (not shown). It 

is reasonable to assume, therefore, that the relationship 

between R/R' and ts,l( /t~,7( given in equations · 7 and 8 are 

insensitive to D. 

Not all X codons may be translated at the same rate. 

Different histidine and asparagine codons, (CAU,CAC and 

AAU,Af\C), for example may translate or mistranslate with 

different e"ffic ienc ie s. Furthermore, the influence of 

neighboring bases, mRNA secondary structure and the 

stochastic nnturc of molecular interactions will c6ntribute 

to variability in tlx· Figure 3-20b&c show the results of 

simulations where all nine histidine codons of actin were 

al lowed to vary ·about the mean t ~,f.f (fig. 3-20b) · and where the 

one of the codons was allowed to . assume a step time twice 
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Figure 3-20 

Relative synthetic rate during histidine starvation as a 
function of some · translational parameters. The mean step · 
time at the histidine codon was set at 100 in all cases. The 
synthetic rate to which all values are normalized is the 
unstarved rate with the standard parameters as d~fined in 
figure 3-16. The relative synthetic rate is shown as a 
function of: (a) D, the minimum permissible interribosome 
distance, for actin (•), H1 (v), H2.(e), H3 (D), H4 (•), 
HS (L:::.); ( b) the coefficient of variance of the step t ·ime at 
the histidine codon, where a uniform distribution about the 
mean (100) is assumed; (c) position of a "slow" histidine 
cbdon which has a step time twice that of all other histj.dine
codons. 

The dotted 1--'
line in each figure shows the relative synthetic rate of 

-..J 
-..J 

actin at tsx =100 with the standard parameters (figure 3-16).
I 
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that o.f all the others (fig. 3-20c) . . In both cases, the 

synthetic rate was again found to be relatively insensitive 

to these variations in the basic model. 

Although in size, actin is typical of total cellular 

proteih, it is of interest to note the effect of mRNA size on 

rate of translation during amino acid starvation. For a 

given freq0ency of X codons, the larger the mRNA, the greater 

the probability of increasing · the cluster size of X codons. 

Therefore, large proteins will tend to be synthesized at a 

s'lower rate than small proteins (figure 3-21). This effect is 

probably sufficient to account for the observed decrease in 

average molecular weight of proteins synthesized during amino 

a c id · st a r v at i o n ( fig u r e 3 -1 3 ) . The st e p t i m e s . a t r e 1 e v an t 

codons will be the same in large and small mRNAs, yet their 

rates of translation will differ. Theref6re the relationship 

bet we e n t s,t- I t S/f, and RI R ' sho u1 d b e d et ermin ed id ea11 y b y 

weighted averages of relationships from a variety of mRNAs 

with a size distribution equivalent to that of the cell. 

However it is unlikely that suc.h an average would differ 

significantly from the average determined with proteins of 

average size and amino acid composition. 

Although no evidence exists that amino acid starvation 

has a general eft'ect on elongation rates at all codons, we 

also examined the relationship between synthetic rate and t' 

f o r g i v en v a 1 u e s o f t ·~, H . ( f i g u r e 3 - 2 2 ) When t ~, H> 50, 

doubling or even quadrupling the step time at irrelev'ant 
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Figure 3-21. 

Effect of mRNA size on relative protein synthetic rate. 
Hypothetical proteins ( T ) with 2,4,6,8,10,15 and 20 
histidine residues in random positions were generated with 
the restraint that they ha~e the amino acid composition of 
total cellular protein. The sizes of the respective mRNAs 
were therefore 87, 184 260,347,435,652, and 870 codons in 
length. The translation rates of these mRNAs with t'sx =100 
and the . standard parameters (figure 3-16) were determined · in 
simulations and normalized to the unstarved rate. The 
relative rate of actin shynthesis ( • ) during these 
conditions is also shown. 
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Relative rate of actin synthesis during histidine 
starvation as a function of step time at nonhistidine codons. 
Step time at the histidine codon was set at 10 ( D), 25 ( v), 
50 ( A ) , 100 ( •) and 200 ( 'Y ) and the step times at other · 
codons allowed to vary from 1 to 4. Other parameters were as 
defin ed in figu r· e 3-16. 
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codons had no significant effect on R' IR . For t ~ ·'°' <. 2 5 , the 

synthefic rate is sensitive to t' s,~ - ~ However, even a four 

fold increase in the step time at non-hi~ codons at small 

values of t;,~ · will not lower the synthetic rate to values 

observed ·· during extreme amino acid starvation (R'/R<...0.1). 

Since amino acid starvation is known to cause queuing of 

ribosomes at the reJ.evant codons (see section 1.5.2), one can 

as~ume that the inhibition of protein synthesis duririg 

extreme amino acid starvation is entirely due to the 

increased step time at relevant codons: changes in the 

elongation rates at other codons need not be considered in 

the derivations of equations 7 and 8. 

During mild amino acid starvation, t~,x has only a small 

effect on the synthetic rate (figure 3-16c&d) and under these 

· cond it i o n s , the ·e ff e c ts o f un c ha r g ed t RN A o n the f o rm at ion o f 

the initiation complex (see Vaughan et al., 1971 ) or on 

elongation rates in general may account for most of the 

bbserved reduction in the synthetic rate . .Indeed, our data 

on the fraction of functioning . ribosomes (Table 3-10) req'uire 

an effect of amino acid starvation on the initiation 

' . frequency; mi 1d star v at ion , .wh en ts ,~ i s sm a11, 1 ead s to a 

greater reduction in the number of functioning ribosomes than 

rn ore s e vere starvation. If there were no effect on 

initiation frequency, mild starvation would actually increase 

the number of ribosomes on the message (figure 3-17b). 

Therefore, during mild amino acid starvation, analysis of the 

inhibition of protein synthesis must include determinations 
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of the initiation frequency. Error frequencies P' are 

measured at synthetic rates of about 10% or less and it is 

under these conditions that we find the felationship between 

R/R .' and ttx /ts-;~ given by equations 7 and 8 to be extremely 

insensitve to the assumptions of the model. 

(c) Error Frequency P 

Data from the simulations of protein synthesis during 

extreme amino acid starvation. suggest that measurements of 

the relative protein synthetic rate provide an accurate 

estimate of the increased step time of the ribosome at - the 

rel·evant codons. combining equations 2,6,7 and 3J6,8 we have 

p = P' I {12.53(R/R'~0.92)} ( 9 ) 
q 

~ i S ;_ I 9 { 1 2 . 5 3 (RI R'-0 . 9 2 ) } . ( 1 0)= 
p = p -' I {9.43(R/R'-0.89)} ( 1 1 ) 

~ 

~ iS /8{9.43(R/R'-0.·89)} ( 1 2)= 

The calculated error frequencies at the histidine and 

asparagine codons during normal growth . from observed values 

of R, R', and P' . are shown in Table 3-7b (page 156). At the 

histidine codon, the error frequency in WI38 cells was · 0.56 ± 
-it 

0.1 x 10. Although the error rate varied from o'.40 to 0.81 

-'•x 10 over a five-fold range in protein synthetic rate, there 

was no apparent correlation . between - these parameters: the 

v a r i a t i o n i n e r r or fr e q u e n c y r e fl e c t s . e x p e r i m e i1 t a l e r r o r i n 

measuring synthetic rates and in quantifying autoradiograms. 

In one det€rmination with asn-7 cells, the error frequency at 

http:9.43(R/R'-0.89
http:12.53(R/R'~0.92
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_q 
the asparagine codon was 0.67 x 10 . 

3.2.5 Discussion 

Curr en t met hods. of d eterm in ing the error frequency 

during normal protein synthesis in ·· intact cells suffer major 

limitations. Direct attempts to measure the substitution 

frequency of natural amino acids by protein sequencing 

(Lo ft field, 1963; Loftfield and Vanderjadt, 1972) or by 

· incorporation of an amino acid known to be absent from the 

na t iv e pr o t ·e in ( Po pp e t a 1 . , 19 7 6 ; Ed e 1 m an n and Ga 11 an t , 

1977a) are restricted to specific proteins in specialized 

tissues. These methods are usually applied to stable 

populations of proteins and thus cannot assess the true 

synthetic error rate: the error rate will be underestimated 

if selective degradation of error-containing prbteins occurs 

(section 1.3.2). Furthermore, error-containing proteins (or 

peptides derived from these proteins) may be lost during the 

isolation procedure. For example, errors which give rise to 

charge changes in peptides will be overlooked if the peptides 

are isolated for sequencing on .the basis of electrophoretic 

properties and only the native spot is analyzed. Such 

· approaches are fur th.er limited in that they require 

essentially 100% removal . of contaminating proteins. Also, 

these direct measurements of error frequencies do nDt 

discrimate between translational errors and altered mRNA 

which may arise from transcriptional errors or mutan-ts within 

the cellular population. Nevertheless, such analyses have 
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indicated that the error frequency in the final product is 

-5less . than 1o- 3 and perhaps as low as 10 per residue. 

A third method, . which measures a specific type of 

aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases error, utilizes incorporation of 

amino acid analogs into protein (Lewis and Tarrant·, 1972; 

·O g rod n i k · e t a1 . , 19 7 5 ; H i r s c h e t a 1 . , 19 7 8 ) • Th i s method i s a 

sensitive assay of synthetase-charging errors (Hirsch et 

al., 1978) but only if the ability of the synthetase to 

discriminate between the analbg · and natural amino acids is 

similar to its ability to di~tinguish one natural ~mino acid 

from another. ~ncorporation of o<--aminoisobutyric acid into 
tt 

mouse hemoglobin was found to occur about once per 1.4x10 

am in o a c id s ( H i r sch e t a1 . , 1978), but insufficient anilog 

was incorporated to determine by sequence analysis which 

synthetases· misacylated their tRNAs. 

If specific translational errors could be induced to a 

readily measured frequency, most of the limitations inherent 

in direct analysis would be overcome. Although many agents 

were previously known to induce protein synthetic errors (see 

Davies, 1969; Gorini, 1974; Hirsch et al., 1978), they were 

not useful in determining the normal error frequency since 

there was no means of extrapolating from the high-level error 

frequencies to the normal rate. This report is the first 

describing such an extrapolation. There are three steps in 

the procedure. First, starvation of animal cells for a 

:single amino acid is used to reduce the protein synthetic 
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rate to low levels (' < 10%) and allow quantitation of error 

frequencies on 2-D gels. Second, the inhibition of protein 

synthesis is related to the increased step time of the 

ribosome at the relevant codon by a computer simulation of 

mRNA translation. Anrl third, measured error rates are then 

normalized to the increased step times to dete~mine the error 

frequency at the relevant codon under normal conditions. 

Our data from analysis of actin synthesis have allowed 

determination of the error frequency at the histidine and 

asparagine codons. In WI38 th.e frequency of errors in 

misr e.ad ing histidine cod on s was 0.56 x 
-'t10 . In other human 

str.ains, the error frequency varied from 0.4 to 1. 6 x 10-~ 

(section 3 . 1 ) . In CHO cells with a temperature sensitive 

defect in asp a r~ginyl-tRNA synthetase the error rate at 

aspar~gine codons was 0.7 x 10-~. · Interference of proteins 

on the basic side of ~-actin with stutter spots make the 

measurements of errors at asparagine codons less reliable 

(section 3. 4) . However, the correspondence of error 

frequencies in these cells from two different animal species 

suggest that the error rate for codon-anticodon mispairing in 

the third position may uniformly be about 10-~ in mammalian 

cells. This is slightly higher than the error frequency 

measured by Edelmann and Gallant ( 1977a) - for cysteine 

incorporation into fla g ellin in bacteria. At first, this 

~ight seem surprising since animal ribosomes are expected to 

have a greater fidelity than bacterial ribosomes (see Burrans 

and Kurtz, 1977 ) . Ho we v er , m i s in co r po r at i o n o f c y st e in e b y 
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codon-anticodon mispairing cannot occur by 

pyr i mid in e - p yr i m id in e mi spa i r in g in the wobble position 

(figure 1-6). Edelmann and Gal1ant (1977) in fact provided 

indirect evidence that one or more of the arginine codons 

were being ciisread for the cysteine codon by first postion 

error. Th~refore, these data may indicate that first position 

errors are much less frequent than third position errors. 

Lag er k v i st ( 19 7 8 ) ha s pro po s e d " 2 out o f 3 " tr an s 1 at ion 

for certain families of codons where interaction between the 

fir st t wo b as e s m a y b e s u ff i c i en t 1 y strong to · d i r e c t 

inc or po r at ion . Thus , cons tr a int s on s p·e c if i c it y o f b ind in g 

in the third position may be . somewhat relaxed in all cases 

and the greatest frequency of errors may result from 

misreading at this position (see also section 1.4.2.1). 

Consistent with this ~ypothesis is the degree to which 

asparagine and lysine codons are misread. In both bacterial 

~nd animal cells, asparagine starvation readily induced 

misreading of the asparagine codons producing stutter spots 

with an increased pI: presumably the asparagine codoris are 

misread for lysine codons by third position 

pyrimidine-pyrimidine mispairing. Initially, extreme 

starvation for lysine did not reveal amino acid substitutions 

at the lysine codon, where either first or third position 

errors would have been detected on 2-D gel electrophoresis 

(Parker et al., 1978). However, low levels of errors (stutter 

s po ts on the. a c id s id e o f n at iv e spec. i es) ha v e now b e en 
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detected in bacterial cells with very extreme lysine 

starvation (Parker and Friesen, 1979). It will be 

interesting to determine whether the substituted amino acid 

is implying third position purine-pur·ine 

mispairing, or glutamic acid, implying first position 

purine-purine mispairing. Since substitution of glutamic acid 

for a lysine residue is a double charge change, whereas 

asparagine for lysine is a single charge change, these · 

po s s i b il it i e s could be resolved quickly by analyzing 

isoelectric points of stuttered proteins where the amino acid 

. ccimposition of the native species is known, as described in 

section . 3-3~ 

In strains of E.coli with the "stringent response", 

( re1+ .st r a in s) , the effects o f am in o a c id star v at ion on 

protein synthesis a r e con f o u n d ed b y the· s y n the s i s o f 

guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp) which has a pleiotypic 

effect on metabolism (Gallant and Lazzarini, 1976; O'Farrell, 

1978 ; s e c t i o n 1 • 5. ) • Th e ind e pe n d en t suppr e s s ion o f pr o t e in 

synthesis by ppGpp can explain the lack of correspondence 

between amino acid starvation and mistranslation in these 

strains (O'Farrell, 1978). Rel~ bacteria, which lack the 

stringent response, are affected by amino acid starvation in 

a manner sfmilar to animal cells (Parker et al., 1978; 

O'Farrell, 1978) and in accord with the model described here. 

Consistent with this are -the results suggesting that animal 

cells do not possess a "stringent response" (Stanners and 

Thompson, 1974; Pollard and Parker, 1977; Pollard et al., 
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submitted). 

O'Farrell (1978) has suggested that ribosomes forced to 

pause at codons that are difficult to ~isread are more likely 

to terminate prematurely than ribosomes that pause at easily 

misread codons. Histidine codons are easily misread as 

asparagine codons by third position pyrimidine-pyrimdine 

mispairing but leucine and most arginine codons cannot be 

misread in this manner. Thus, O'Farrell found that histidine 

starvation apparently did not increase premature termination 

while arginine and leucine starvation, which induced very low 

1 e v e 1 s o f st u t t er in g , 1 e d to 1 a r g e inc re a s e s tn the pr e sen c e 

of low molecular weight · proteins. Whether these low 

molecular weight proteins reflect premature termination or 

preferential synthesis of small mRNAs (for example ribosomal 

protein mRNA) has not been established. However, as yet there 

is no adequate analysis of error frequencies allowing 

extrapolation to normal rates when premature termination is a 

significant factor. 

Our data on the size distribution of total protein 

synthesized in human fibroblasts during histidine starvation 

(figure 3-13) suggest that any shift towards smaller 

molecul ar wei g ht proteins is negligible and in fact may be 

explained by the relatively greate~ rate of translation of 

sma11 er mRN As d ur in g am in o a c id star v at ion ( fig u r e 3 -2 1 ) • 

Induction of protein synthetic errors by amino acid 

starvation and detectioff of these errors by 2-D gel 
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electrophoresis also provides a unique opportunity to study 
' • 

degradation of abnormal proteins. Overall protein degradation 

in human cells increased on · acute amino acid starvation 

(figure 3-14), as it does in sever al other cell types (for 

review, see Ballard, 1977), but neither native nor 

error-containing ac tin were degraded to a measurable extent 

· during the course of the experiments (1-2 · hours). lb . is 

noteworthy that Baxter and Stanners (1978) did not find 

increased degradation of total cellular protein on amino acid 

star~ation of HA and T cells, and other workers have failed 

· to see increased degradation of actin species in CHO cells 

(Pollard and Chamberlain, personal communication) or 

in E. Co 1 i (Parker, personal communication). Since these 

observations are in contrast to others showing increased 

deg rad at ion of · abnormal proteins (section 1. 3. 2), a more 

thorough, quantitative analysis on many proteins . is required . 

. Native and substituted actins may be unique in their 

resistance to cellular proteases. 

· I have restricted my analysis of error frequency to 

conditions of histidine starvation where premature 

tetmin~tion, changes in the population of translated mRNAs, 

·and degradation of error-containing proteins are . not 

significant. Th e r e fo r e , I h av e no t i nco r po r ated the s e 

possible features of mRNA translation into the model. As I 

have argued, the omission of thes~ variables should not 

affect the conclusions on the error frequency at the 

hi~tidine and asparagine codons in cultured human and CHO 
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c e 11 s . Ho we v er , i f th i s method i s to b e ex tend ed to o the r 

systems and other codons further refinements of the theory 

may be required. 

The f id e 1 it y o f tr an s 1 at ion w a s pr e v i o us 1 y sho wn to 

correlate inversely with the s'peed of · ribosome movement 

d u r ing mRN A tr an s 1 at ion (_see Kur 1 and , 19 7 7 ) . Th i s i s not at 

odds with the observation of increased mistranslation during 

amino acid starvation where elongation rates are reduced for 

the following reason. During evolution, selection for 

changes in translational factors which increase the 

specificity of codon-antic6don interactions (and hence 

fidelity of synthesis) are expected to compromise the speed 

of peptide bond formation. And on the other hand, mutations 

which ·relax the constraints on codon-anticodon interactions 

and lead to increased rates of elongation will tend to 

increase the probability of .error. However, the reduction in 

the av a i 1 ab il it y o f c ha r g ed t RN A d u r in g am in o a c id · starv at i o n. 

will increase the probability of amino acid substitution 

through its direct effect on increasing the step time of the 

ribosome at the relevant codons. It is unnecessary to assume 

a change ·1n the frequency of codon-anticodon mispairing, i.e. 

the inherent fidelity of the ribosome. Under thes~ 

conditions, errors will increase as the synthetic rat.e 

decreases. 

However, the assumption that the fidelity 6f the 

ribosome .has not been altered by amino acid starvation is 



critical to the analysis. I s~spect that ribosomal fidel .ity 
.. 

may decrease with prolonged and extreme amino acid starvation 

(see section 3.5), and thus have analyzed error frequencies 

during acute st~rvation when the . r~lative rate of protein 

synthesis is usually between 3 and 12%. The finding that 

calculated error rates are consistent over this range suggest 

that under these conditions, the inherent ribosomal fidelity 

is unchanged. 

Levels of uncharged tRNA measured during amino acid 

starvation in both animal cells and rel- E.coli are not 

reduced as much as the calculated step time at the relevant 

codon is increased (section 1. 5. 2). In its simplest form, the 

pro po s al . · o f 0 '·Far r e 11 ( 1 9 7 8 ) that c er ta in i so acc e pt in g 

species may become completely deacylated while others have 

high levels of charging cannot be applied to histidine 

starvation. The histidine codons CAU,CAC are both translated 

by tRNAs carrying anticodon GUG or QUG (Q is a derivative of 

G) (see .Harada and Nishimura, 1972; Smith, 1975) ·. Anticodon 

AUG does not exist since ·its presence would be lethal: 

anticodon d earn inase converts 5'-A to 5'-I and hence, 

according . to the wobble rules (Crick, 1966), would allow 

misreading of histidine codons for asparagine codons (Topal 

and Fresco, 1976a&b). However, the relative abundance and 

translation efficiences of these tRNAs (Smith, 1975) rule out 

the possibility that the disparity between charging levels 

a n d st e p t i mes c an ·b e a c c 6 u n t e d f o r on the b as i s o f a 

differential effect of starvation on charging of these 
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isoaccepting species. If in fact step times are increased to 

the levels predicted by the model, then either a nonlinear 

relationship exists between levels of charged tRNA and 

ribosome step time, or techniques for measuring charged tRNA 

concentrations do not accurately reflect the concentration of 

charged tRNA at . the site of protein synthesis in vivo 

(section 1.5.2). 

It has recently been shown that there may be specificity 

for the anticodon in the P site (section 1.4 . 2.3). 

Noncognate interactions of peptidyl-tRNA analogs at the P 

site influence the binding of cognate tRNA at the A site in 

vitro . If this observation applies to translation in vivo , 

it suggests that elongation rates at codons immediately 

following mistranslated codons may be somewhat reduced. This 

would have a very minor effect on the overall protein 

synthetic rate since nearly all codons are translated 

properly, even at very low synthetic rates. However, we must 

question whether the perturbation in binding at the A site 

could alter the error frequency. This would affect the 

analysis presented here only if the error frequency increased 

at these irrelevant codons and these errors contributed to 

the error rates measured by 2-D gel electrophoresis. Data 

from dipeptide analysis of the products of poly(U) mRNA 

t r an s l at i o n l.Q__~~~i::_~ ( Bod 1 e y a n d Dav i e , 1 9 6 6 ) s u g g est th a t 

misincorporation errors are in fact independent. Since the 

phenylalanine codon UUU can be misread as a leucine codon by 

either fir st 01~ third position pyrimidine- pyrimidine 
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mispairing, it is unlikely ~hat noncognate-peptidyl tRNA in 
... 

the P site affects our analysis of error frequencies at most 

histidine codons. However, we have no i_nformation on what 

might happen when a pair of adjacent histidine codons present 

themselves to the ribosome during histidine starvation. 

There is such a pair in actin at positions corresponding to 

amino acid residues 87 and 88 and the increased time of 

noncognate interaction at P site 87 could ad~ersely affect 

translation of hi~tidine codon 88 (see also section 3~5). 

In conclusion, I have developed a method of calculating 

the n~rmal error frequency at certain codons during mRNA 

translation which combines · experimental and theoretical 

an~lysis of error-containing proteins and the kinetics of 

protein synthesis during amino acid starvation. T~e error 

frequency at histidine and asparagine codons in cultured 
-•.t.

human WI38 and hamster asn-7 cells is 0.6 and 0.7 x 10 ~ 

respectively. 
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3.3 	 Calculation of Protein Isoelectr·ic Points: Application 

to Analysis of Amino Acid Substitutions 

.The 	 isoelectric point (pl) of a protein, the pH at which 

its · net charge is zero, is a property of the protein's 

primary structure and its environment (see Tan ford, 1962). 

Although only five of the natural amino acids carri a charge 

at physiological pH within the peptide linkage (arginine, 

lysine, histidine, glutamic acid, and aspartic acid), all 

amino . ~cids can influence the pl of a protein. The sequence 

,of residues, by defining the primary and secondary structure 

of the protein, plays an important role in determining the 

iohic environment and hence the pK~s of the charged residues. 

Sophisticated attempts to predict the electrical properties 

of pr6£e~ns in their native state on the basis of amino acid 

. composition and molecular shape have met with limited success 

(see 	Tanford, 1962). 

Here I report that the pis of ~-, ~-, and ¥-actin 

calculated from a simple analysis of their amino acid 

c'omposition are close to the observed pis for these proteins 

under denaturing conditions. Moreover, the changes in pl of 

f>- and ~-actin produced during amino acid starvation 

consequent to multiple substitutions of glutamine for 

histidine or lysine for asparagine are predicted by the 

·compositional . analysis. This analysis assumes that the pKas 

of the charged residues in denatured proteins are similar . to 
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in free amino acid form and that the overall 

charge in a protein can be obtained by summing the 

independent contributions of each residue. 

-t 

The equilibria applying to acidid (A~-) and basic (HBj) 

residues are 

( 1 ) 

HB
1" 

J 
· (2) 

Applying the Henderson-Hasselbach equation · (see Lehninger, 

1976) to these equilibria and rearra~ging . to obtaih th~ 

fraction of charged species: 

A~ /(HA.: +A~) = {1+10(pKa(Ai) - P~f1 · (3) 

HB: /(HB: + Bj) = {1+10(pH - pKa(Bj))r1 (4) 

where pKa. (Ai. ) and pKa (BJ ) are derived from the acid 

dissociation constants of HAc: and HBj, respectively. 

To obtain the net charge as a function of pH, let n(Ai) 

and n( Bj) be the numbe.r of Ai. and Bj residues in the protein, 

respectively, and sum over all of these residues: 

Net Charge= ~ ±:.n(Ai )/{1+10(pKa(Ai)-pH) 

+ ±n ( Bj ) I { 1+1 0 (pH-pKa (B}) ( 5) 

The amino acid composition of ~-, p-, and ~-actin is 

shown in Table 3-12a. The number of arg, his, lys, asp, and 

glu residues in these proteins and the pKa s of the side 

groups of the residues are shown in Table 3-12b. The pKas 

for side groups in free amino acid form and the average pKas 
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Table 3-12a 

'Amino Acid Composition of o<-, /3-, and i-Actin 

<rnd Divergence of fi- and 't-Actin Rela~ive to o<-Actin 


Amino Number of Res id ue·s Changes Relative 
f\c id to o{-Actin* 

tX fd '{ (J ~ 

al a 29 29 29 -2+2 -2+2 
18 . arg 18 18 0 0 

asn 1 1 8 8 -3 -3 
asp 23 24 21 -1 +2 . -2 
cys 5 6 6 -1+2 -1+2 
gln 11 1 2 12 +1 +1 
gl u 28 26 29 -2 +1 
gly 28 28 28 0 0 
his 9 9 9 0 0 
ile 29 27 28 -3+1 -3+ 1 
leu 26 27 27 -2+3 -2+3 
lys 19 1 9 1 9 0 0 
met 16 1 6 16 -2+2 -2+2 
phe . 12 1 3 1 3 +1 . + 1 
pro 19 19 19 0 0 
ser 22 24 24 +2 +2 
thr 28 27 27 -5+1~ -5+4 
trp 1.~ 4 l~ 0 0 
tyr 16 1 5 1 5 -1 -1 
val 21 22 21 -3+4 -3+3 

To tal 374 373 373 

Summarized from 
W_e b er ( 1 9 7 8 ) . 

*The divergence 

Collins and Elzinga (1975) and Vandekerckhove and 

of~- and ~-a6tins from muscle ~-actin is ~ctually 
greater · than appears from the amino acid 
proteins. Therefore the number 
residue is shown. For example, although nll 
al~nine . resiudes, four changes involving 
6uring the 

. been no 
· re·sidues. 
represent 
proteins. 

divergence of~- and ~-actins from 

composition of these 
of changes for each 

three species have 29 
alanine ·have occurred 
~-actin. There . have 

changes in the number or posi·tion of arg, his or lys 
The differences in the number of asp and glu residues 
changes in the first three or four residues of these 
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Table 3-12b 

Ch~rged-Residue Composition of o<;.., (3-, and i-Actin 
and pKa of Charged-Residue Side Groups 

Number of Residues 
in Ac tin pKa 

Basic Residues o( (3 () (a) (b) ( c) ( d) 

arg 
his 

18 
9 

1 8 
9 

18 
9 

· 12.5 
. 6. 0 

12.43 
6.67 6.5 

12 ~ 5 
6.5 

lys 19 1 9 1 9 10. 5 10.64 10. 5 

Ac id ic Residues 
asp 
glu 

23 
28 

24 
26. 

21 
29 

3.9 
4.3 

3.89 
4.43 

3.9 
4.3 

*The pKa of the side gr6ups for these redidues were determined by 
titration of (a) the free amino acids (see Lehninger, 1976); (b) 
small · oligopeptides containing histidine (Sober, · 1972); (c) 
metmyoglob.in . from horse and sperm whale (Cohen et al., 1972). The 
average pKa s of the resiudes measured in (b) and (c) are showh. 
Column (d) shows the values used in the calculations reported 
here. 

http:metmyoglob.in
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of these groups in small peptides or proteins are similar. 

Although microenvironmental effects can influence the pK s of 

certain residues within proteins, the overall average is 

close 'to the pKa of the free am.ino acid form. For example, 

the · pKas of histidine residues in myoglobin ranged from 5.37 

·.	 to 8. 05, but the average pKa was 6. 5 (Cohen et al., 1972). 

The pKas used in the c.alculations reported here are shown in 

co 1 um n ( d ) of Tab 1 e 3-1 2 b . The N- term in a 1 am in o group and 

the C-terminal carboxyl group were - assigned pKas of 8.7 and 

3, respectively. Solutions to .equation (5) were det~rmined ~t 

several pH values and plots. of net charge versus pH were used 

to obtain the predicted pI of each protein (figure 3-23 and 

Tabi"e 3-13). 

The theoretical pis are surprisingly close to the pis of 

o<-, .13-, and 6-actin from rat cells measured in isoelectric 

focusing gels under denaturing conditions (Table 3-11). I 

measured similar isoelectric points for /3 and "t-actin in 

cultured human fibroblasts (see. figure 3-2) and Chinese 

hamster ovary cells. The observed ApI of 0.02 pH units 

between (3- and 't-actin (Garrels and Gibson, 1976) is fully 


accounted for by the substitution of three gluta~ic acid 


r e s id u e s ( p K d. =J~ • 3 ) in ({ - a c t i n f o r th r e e a s pa r t · i c a c id 


r e s id u e s ( p K d =3 . 9 ) · in ~ - a c t i n . Th e the o r et i c a 1 A p I f o r o< 

and f-actin is greater than the observed LlpI. However, , 


there are 49 differences in their amino acid sequence (Table 


3-12a) and the lack of exact correspondence between observed 


and predicted pis may reflect different secondary structures 
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5a05 5 .15 5a20 5a25 

pH 

Figure J-23 

Calculated nei charge of actin species as a function of pH. The net 
The net charge on o<-, j3-, and c>-.actins were determined 
at several pH values using the equation given in section 3.3. 
The pH values ~t which the net charge is zero (dotted lines) 
indicat~ the p~ of the proteins. 

Table 3-13 

Predicted and Observed pls of Native Actin Species 

f\.c tin Ob ser ved Predicted 

pl* pl 


o< 5.40 5.08 

,8 . 5. l~2 5. 16 

2J' 5.44 5. 18 


*From Garrels and Gib so n (1976) 
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of the s e ·actin species. 

To see whether changes in the pl of proteins can be 

predicted · from theoretical calculations, . I det·ermined 

numerically the pis of native and substituted f-actin (the 

major form of actin in cultured fibroblasts and . CHO cells) 

and compared the ~pl/substitution with the observed changes 

seen on 2-D gel electrophoresis (sections 3. 1, 3. 2). 

Figure 3-24 shows the calculated pis of native and 

substituted 13-actin. Similar curves, displaced 0.02 pH units . 

down ward , we r e ob ta in e d f o r o - a c tin ( no t sho wn ) . F o ur 

predictions can . be made from these analyses: ( i) 

Substitution ·of glutamine (or any neutral amino acid) for 

histidine will initially produce a change in the pI of actin 

of -0.09 pH units; (ii) The magnitude of this change 

decreases slightly on each subsequent substitution; (iii) 

Substitution of lysine for asparagine c·or any other neutral 

am in o a c id ) w i 11 in i ti a11 y prod u c e a ch an g e in the p I o f 

actin of +0.11 pH units; (iv) The magnitude of this change 

increases slightly for each subsequent substituion. 

Quan ti tat iv· e analysis of auto rad iogratns from 

· two - d i men s ion al gel e.l c tr o p ho r e s i s of (3- and O'-actin 

syn the s i zed d u r in g am in o a c id star v at ion .are con s i st en t wi th . 

these predictions (Table 3-14). The initial bpI/substitution 

during histidine starvation was -0.08 pH units and this value 

decreased with increasing degrees of substitution. 

Distortion of the pH gradient near native actin due to large 
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5.0 

1-1 
a. 4 .8 

4.6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 


NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTIONS 

b 

~ 5.B · 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 


NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTIONS 

Figure 3-24 


Calculated isoelectric points of substituted /3-actin. 
Isoelectric points were d~termined as described in 
figur e 3_:23 for ·19 '""'act in with 0-9 substitu.tions of 
g lut amine for histidine (a) and 0-8 substitutions of 
lysine for asparagine (b). 
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Table 3-14 

Predicted and Observed pl Differences 
in Substituted Actins 

Actin Species Predicted versus Observed pl Difference 

HJ.-.1?..t.i<J.!~~t<!I..~~J:j._Q.D. Asparag_~~_§.-~arva tion 

Predicted Observed Predicted Observed 

/3 - sl 0.09 0.080 ± 0.01 0.11 *0.13 

sl - s
2 

0.08 0. 071 ± 0.01 0.13 

s2 - s3 0.07 0.069 ± 0.01 0.15 

*single gel obtained by J. Pollard and . J. Chamberlain, which 
l analyzed. 
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amounts of protein make calculations of pI on the basic side 

of ~ -nctin less accurate. However, analysis of one 

auto rad iograrn of proteins synthesized during asparagine 

starv at ion in CHO cells indicates that the ·PI between 

,.B-actin and S1 actin was +O. 13 pH units, close to .the 

predicted value of +0.11 pH units. Refinements in isoelectric 

focusing techniques that allow resolution of changes on the 

order of 0.005 pH units would be needed to test our analysis . 

more rigorously. 

The equation given · ~ for the calculation of the 

i so e 1 e ctr i c po in t o f a pr o t e in fr om it s am i n.o a c id 

composition should be useful · in predicting changes in the pl 

· of other proteins arising from mistranslated or altered mRNAs 

(for example from mutations) or in proteins which are 

post-translationally modified. 
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3. 4 Overlapping Pattern of (3- and .¥-Ac tin Stuttering 

The theoretical difference in pI of /3- and ~-actin is 

0.02 pH units and this ~pI is maintained throughout 

substitution (sec _tion 3.3). Since the difference in p:T ' 
-
) 

f"
' 

consecutive, substituted species is about 0.07 pH 

· uni ts/substitution · for histidine starvation and 0. 12 pH 

units/substitution for asparagine starvation, it is expected 

that the series of stutter spots for~- and ~-~ctin should be 

only slightly out of phase. With minimal loads of native 

protein, the ~ pI between fi- and ¥-actin is observed to be the 

predicted b.02 pH uni .ts (see ·section 3.3). However, small 

prdtein loads cannot be used in studies of mistr.anslation 

since detectiori of stuttered protein is made difficult. 

Therefore, local distortion of the pH gradient in the 

vicinity of ~-actin due to a high concentration of protein 

displaces t~actin slightly . . But since there are few if any 

native proteins with molecular we -ight 45000 within 0.5 pll 

units of the acid side of (3-actin, species S1 -s, for both 13

and ~-actin should be separated by the predicted ~pH. It is 

assumed that for a given number of substitutions, both~- and 

1- ac tin fall within the same area of the scan. Here it is 

shown . that for stutter~ng to the acid side of ~-actin, the 

er r o r i n -m·a k i nG th i s a s supmpt i o n , sh o u 1 d i t b e fa 1 s e , _i s 

sm al 1. 
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Assume t .hat there ar.e two native species N0 and n
0 

, each 

with m substitutable sites with equal probabilities of 

subs.ti tut ion. Let the minor species n0 · comprise a fraction f 

of the total (N 0 +n 0 ). If n 0 is on the basic side of N
0 

and 

·stuttering of these species is out of phase by one 

_substitution, then the following patterns develop: 

... ;UJ)\

~! 

Vl-i I"\, h.., 
I I I 
I I I 
I f . 

53 \ S, \ 

Figure 3-25 

Interference of Stutteririg of Two Native Species 


Out of Phase by One Substitution 


For acidic substitutions, the calculated error frequency 

· P'(calc) is 

P'(calc) = LiSL/m 

= 2iNi. + Lin,: 

= P' - f(1-(1-P')"")/m 

where P' is the actual error frequency. There is no 

analytical solution to this equation for P', but for small f 

and P', one ca0 make the following approximation: 
. l'n

P':: P'(calc) + f(1-(1-P'(calc)) )/m 
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A similar derivation for stuttering to the basic side yields: _ 

P' = P'(calc) - f/m 

The maximum error in assuming no overlap is at small 

values of P'. For stuttering to t _he acidic side (away from 

n0 ), the error is not larger than f · for stuttering to the
' 

basic side, the error is closer to 1-f. The minor actin 

s p e c i e s ( t ) i s o n the b a s i c s id e o f t he m a j or s p e c i e s ('13 )and . 

comprises ~bout 20% of total actin. Thus, greater confidence 

is · placed in error frequency calculations at the histidine 

codon in actin mRNA (stuttering to the acidic side) than at 

the asparagine codon (stuttering to the basic side). 

Application of the correction factor to error frequency 

calculations at the histidine codon determined in different 

cell strains (sectiori 3.1) incre~sed the error ftequency 

estimates · about 20%, but made no qualitative differences to 

the comparisons reported there. 
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3.5 Distribution of Stuttered Protein is not Binomial 

Parker et al. (1978) and O'Farrell (1978) indicated that 

d iffer.ences in the degree to which different proteins 

stuttered could .not be accounted for entirely by their 

different number of substitutible sites. Furthermore, the 

intensity of stutter spots for a single protein did not 

apparently follow the binomial distribution which is expected 

if all site~ have equal probability of substitution. Since 

neighboririg bases are known to influence a variety of nucleic 

a c id in t er a c ti on s ( Uh 1 en beck . et a 1 . , 19'7 0 ; S. a 1 s er et a 1 . , 

19 6 9 ; Rom an i u k e t a1 . , 19 7 8 ) , s u c h " co n t ex t e ff e c t s 1·1 co u1 d b e 

invoked to explain the deviation from the theoretical 

distribution of stutter spots. Another possibility is that 

degenerate codons and isoaccepting species of ·tRNA 

mistranslate with different efficiencies. In this section I 

reexamine the question quantitatively and show that these 

explanations are not adequate. 

For a prot e in species S with m substitutible sites, 

each with equal probability of substitution P', the fraction 

of . ab errant protein in species S 
0 

, S 1 , S2 , ••• , S"" follows the 

biri6mial distribution: 

sl = c7>CP')I. c1-P·r-(. 

Theoretical values of Sl were determined from this 

equation for certain measured values of P' and the fraction 
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of the total area under the scan corresponding to each 
. ' 

stutter spot was compared to the predicted values. Figure 

3 - 2 6 sho w s s c an s o f a c t in fr om · two c e 11 st r a in s at pr o t e in 

synthetic rates where significant degrees of ~tuttering were 

observed~ The hatched bars have · areas prop~rtional to the 

predicted areas fort-, f-, S,, S2 , S3 , •••• It is seen that 

although a qualitative agreement exists between the observed 

and binomial distributions, the quantitative co(respondence 

is poor (Table 3-15). For low error · frequencies, S is
1 

essentially the .only aberrant protein observed and agreement . 

with the binomial distribution ·is expected. But at high 

error frequencies, more of the highly substituted species are 

observed than would be predicted by the model which assumes 

all sites have equal probability of substitution. This is 

just the opposite to what is expected if "context effects" or 

different de~enerate codons and isoaccepting species lead to 

sites with varying degrees of mistranslation. If certain 

codons were mistranslated more frequent~y than the mean, 

while othcr·s less frequently, then the distribution of 

stutter spots would be shifted towards a greater proportion 

o f pr o t e in wi th f e w s u b st i tut ion s : tho s e " hi g h pr ob ab il it y11 

errors wo u 1 d over po pu l ate S 1 and to a 1 es s er extent S2 , 

while the "low probability" errors would make the higher 

degrees of substitution less likely to be observed. 

The r e f o re , " cont ex t" and codon - or tRNA - spec i f i c e ff e c ts 

cannot account for the deviation of intensities of stutter 

spots from the · binomial distribution. Alternative 
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PreJi c tr~ n.n<l ohn e rverl intensit i es of stutter snots~ 
Scans of autoradiograms of proteins synthesized during 
ld s t i.d inc· s tarvation and th e fraction of substituted 
s i te s (P') wer e obtaine d as describe d in section 3.1. In 
(a), P' = 0.0687; in (b), P' = 0.2224. The relative 
intensities of nativ~ and stuttered protein predicted on · 
the basis of random substitution are shown by the bars. 
The predicted intensity of native actin was divided between 
~and 1 in · proportion .to their observed intensities. 
The absolute values for the observed and predicted 
intensities for these scans are shown in Table ·3-15. 
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Table 3"-15 

Predicted and Observed Intensity of Stutter Spots 
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exp 1 an at ions a re: (1) greater specific activity of 

:i?S - me th·i o n i n e in hi.g hl y substituted s.pecies; (2) scanning 

artifact; (3) preferential degradation of species with 

s m a 11 er n um b er s o f s u b s i tut i o n s ; ( 4 ) cooper a t iv e e ff e c ts s u c h 

that the probability of substitution increases with . the 

number of errors made in a single protein; (5) the error 

frequency increases during the course of the labeling period; 

(6) all ribosomes do not have the same fidelilty. 

Explanation (1) is unlikely since it requires different 

pools of met-tRNA-met and segregation of polysomes with lower 

fidelity into the area of greater · specific activity . 

. Explanation (2) can account - for part of the effect but not 

a11 o f i t . In s e c t i o n · 3 • 1. 4 i t w a s f o u n d th a _t th e " to t a l 

scan" method of integrating 2-D gel autoradiograms caused a 

small over-estimation of the error frequency due to an 

ove~-estimation of the intensity of the weaker (highly 

substituted) spots. There are now sophisticated scanning 

devices interfaced with computers (for example see Bossinger 

et al., 197 9 ; Ga r r e 1 s , 19 7 9 ) and the s e sho u 1 d b~ used f o r 

rigorous quantitation of 2-D gel autoradiograms. However, the 

scanning artifact is not as serious as the deviation from the 

binomial distribution at high degrees of stuttering. 

The observed distribution of stutter spots is consistent 

with the hypothesis of random substitutions if species with 

only one o~ two errors are recognized a~ aberrant actin and 

are degraded by scavenger proteases (section 1. 3. 2) while 
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h ig hl y ·substituted species escape detection. However, 

'. pulse-chase experiments (section 3.2.4.1) gave noindication . 

of turnover · of stuttered protein. 

Po s s i b il it y ( 4 ) , · that coo per at iv e e ff e c ts . w i thin one 

growing chain lead to an increased probability of error with 

increased degrees of substitution requires consideration in 

view of the observations of Wurmbach and Nierhaus (1979) and . 

Luhrmann et . al. (1979). They found that noncognate P-site 

interactions influence binding of aminoacyl~tRNA to the 

A-site (section 1.4.2.3). This raises the possibility that 

an error at one codon could influen~e the error rate at the 

next'. For most codons, such an e·ffe6t would not alter . the 

observed patterns of mistranslation (see section 1.4.2.3 and 

3. 2. 5). But the presence of a pair of histidine codons (in 

actin · at positions 87 and 88), could provide a special 

c i r c um st an c e : a ribosome that made an error at position 87 

must maintain an interaction at the P site between the 

noncognate peptidyl-tRNA and his-87 codon for an appreciable 

time while arrested at codon 88. This could conceivable 

increase the probability of an error at position 88. This 

conjecture should be tested by amino acid sequencing of a 

peptide containing positions 87 and 88. One would compare the 

conditional probability of an error at position 88, given an 

error at position 87, to the probability of error at position 

87 or 88. An observed conditional probability greater than 

the latter probabilities would provide evidence for 

cobperativity. 
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Due to the g radual depletion of histidyl-tRNA-his, the 

' ' 
·~rotein synthetic r~te decreases slightly during the course 

of labeling proteins in the presence of histidinol .. 

Therefore, it is expected that th~ error rate at . ·the end of 

the · in c u b a t i o n w i 11 b e s 1 i g ht l y h i g her than at the b e g in n in_g 

(explanation 5). The sum of binomial distributions is not 

itself binomial; it is shifted in the direction of the 

observed distribution of stutter spots. I will not give the 

mathematical proof . of this statement, but one can confirm it 

b y the ex am p1 es g iv en in Tab 1 e 3 - 15 . This effect is 

minimized by keeping the labeling p~riod short (less than one 

hour_) . It is also possible that even without continual 

reduction in the synthetic rate due to depletion of 

histidyl-tRNA-his ribosomal fidelity decreases during the 

labeling period as a· result of error feedback (Orgel, 1963). 

This requires turnover of ribosomes or some components of the 

translational machinery during the labeling period. · If newly 

synthesized ribosomes ~ontain aberrant protein, for ~xample, 

one mig.ht observe an error catastrophe during prolonged amino 

a c id star v a t'io n . 

Finally, if some ribosomes under normal conditions have 

a lower f~d~lity than others, the distribution of stutter 

spot s · would be shifted from the binomial distribution a~ 

o b s er v e d ( ex p 1 an a t i o n 6 ) . Va r i a t i o n s i n r i b o so rri a1 f id e1 i t y 

in diploid c~lls is expected if genes for ribosomal proteins 

and RNA are polymorphic. Furthermore, non-uniform 

po·st- t.r an s c r i pt ion a 1 and po st- tr an s 1 at ion a 1 mod i c at ion s o f 
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ribosoma l compo ne nt s will produce heterogeneity in the 
.. 

po _pulation of ribosomes. In this case, .the distribution of 

errors in proteins synthesized by a given ribosome might be 

binomial, but the sum of distributions from all ri~oso~es 

would be non-binomial. This effect is similar to the one 

described above where ribosomes with low fidelity are 

produced from abberant protei'n synthesized during amino acid 

s t arv at ion. . 

Since the distribution of stutter spots is not strictl.y 

binomial , the derivation of P' from the fraction of 

substituted sites can only be considered as an "average" 

error frequency. Alterations in the inherent fidelity of the 

ribosome are expected to be most pronounced at very low 

protein syn·thetic rates or during prolonged amino acid 

·st a r v at ion . Under such circumstances, the measured fraction 

of substituted sites may not provide an accurate estimate 

from . which to calculate the error frequency during normal 

protein synthesis (section 3.2). For this reason, I 

attempted to measure error frequencies during acute amino 

acid starvation where the protein synthetic rate was linear 

and was not reduced t o such an extent that large deviations 

from the bin omial distribution of stutter spots were 

ob se rv ed . 
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3.6 Are Translational Errors a Reasonable Explanation of 

Heat Labile Enzymes in Cultured Human Fibroblasts? 

For lack of a convenient, direct assay of protein 

synthetic error rates, indirect assays of protein structure 

had· previously been used to compare translational fidelity in 

different biological systems. For example, heat r ·ability of 

glucos~-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) and 

6-phosophogluconate dehydrogenase (6PGD) in extracts of 

cultured· human fibroblasts were observed to increase with 

culture age (Holliday and . Tarrant, 1972) and in certain 

patnological states associated with pr em atur e aging (see 

Gold stein, 1978). Similar findings were found with some 

enzymes in aging nematodes, rats and mide (see Rothstein, 

1979). These observations were interpreted as evidence for 

the error catastrophe theory ·of aging, which predicts an age 

dependent increase in the protein synthetic error rate 

(Orgel, 1963). Although data such as these may reflect 

significant biological differences between the protein 

po p u l at i o n s o f yo u n g and o1d c e 11 s , i t no w s e em s u n I i k el y 

that old cells in culture have an increased erro~ _ frequency 

(section3.1). 

It is nevertheless useful to determine if translational 

errors could reasonably account for the observed populations 

of "altered" protein. For th"is purpose, we. require · an 

estimate of the error frequency from measurements of the 
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propor~ion of abnormal protein. 

Suppose protein synthetic errors are raridom and occur at 

each codon with equal probability p. Th~n the probability 

P(x) that a protein of length n residues contains x errors is 
n x ri-X' x Y\P

P(x) = (x)P (1-p) ::;:. (np) e /x! ( p<< 1 ) 

If on the average a critical number of errors K~ must · 

accumulate before a change in the protein is evident (for 

. example, increased heat lability), then the probability of 

"normal expression" P (norm .exp.) is approximated by 
z~",-' 

P(norm.exp.):: P(x..:xc.) = 2:.P(z). 

This probability is shown in figure 3-27 for various values 

of n p. 

For proteins such as G£PD and ~PGD with an average 

1 en g th ( n ~ 3 0 0 -5 0 0 re s id u e s ) ·, i t seem s u n 1 i k e 1 y that a11 

substitutions, of any sort, anywhere in the peptide chain, 

would render it "abnormal" ·, even by very sensitive assays. 

If all Proteins with at least two errors per 300 residues 

were aberrant (x~=2), then to explain an observation of 20% 

heat labile enzyme in old cells (see Holliday .and Tarrant, . 
-3 

19 7 2 ; Go 1 d st e. i n , 19 7 8 ) np m u s t b e a t 1 e a st 0 • 8 : i . e • p > 2 x 1 0 

(figure 3 -2 7) . If x c.. is 3-5 , then error freq uenc i es 

approaching 0.01 must be invoked. By the same analysis, error 

frequ~ncies in young cells which have less than 5% heat 

labile protein must be at least two fold less than error 

frequencies in old cells. Increased degradation of abnormal 

proteins (see Ballard, 1977) lowers their frequency in · steady 
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Figure 3-27 

Fraction of normal protein as a function of 
critical number of substitutions for various 
e rror frequencies and protein sizes. The 
probability of normal expression P(norm.exp) 
j s shown a s a f unction of the critical number 
o[ s ubstitutions (xc) for various v a l _ucs of 
np (protein size x p~obability of error) 
f~om 0.02 to 10.24. The equation describing 
the se lines is given in section 3.6. 
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state populations relative to native protein. Since the 

proteins assayed · for heat !ability were · from steady state 

populations, the derived estimates of error frequencies must 

be considered as lower bounds. However, our direct 

comparisons of error rates during histidine starvation in 

early- and late-passage cells frbm young and old normal 

donors and from subjects with features of accelerated aging 

failed to indicate · age-relate~ differen~es . (section 3.1). 

Extrapolation to ~rror rates during normal protein synthe~is 

provides an estimate of ~10-'+ for both "young" and "old" 

cultured human fibroblasts (section 3.1, 3.2). 

These data suggest that the 10-20% aberrant protein 

detected in indirect assays of protein structure do not 

reflect primary sequence changes .. Other direct alterations to 

protein, such as post-translational modifications might be 

involved in the age-related increase in abnormal protein 

(Gershon, 1979; Rothstein, 1979). However, . another 

po s s i b il it y is offered by Dunc an et al. ( 197'7). They found 

that the increased heat labi~ity of G6PD . in late passage 

fibroblasts could be accounted for ~y the increasing fraction 

of G6PD tetramer (heat labile form) compared to G6PD qimer 

(heat stable · form). Since the ·conversion between dimer and 

tetramer is sensitive to the concentrations bf reducing 

agents and cofactors, differences in . "young" and "old" G6PD 

and other macromolecules d~tected by indirect assays such as 

heat · lability, may simply relect changes in their tertiary 

structure which are secondary to more subtle changes in the 
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intrac~llular environment (Duncan et al., 1977). 
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4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This work has answered some specific questions ab6ut 

protein metabdlism in aging cells. In addition, it has led 

to the d ev elopm en t of new methods for an.al yzi ng prot <~ l ,, 

degradation and mistranslation of mRNA which are of . general 

interest in biology. Since the experimental results have been 

discussed in chapters 2 and 3, I will restrict this section 

to a brief summary and statement of the major . conclu~ions. 

For simplicity of discussion, I define "old" cells as 

late-passage cells or cells from old, progeric~ or Werner 

syndrome donors and "young" cells as early~passage cell.s from 

young, normal donors. 

First I have shown that prior to termination of growth, 

the protein synthetic rate of old cells, on a per mass basis, 

is not significantly reduced compared to that of young cells. 

This is despite the fact that old cultures in exponential 

growth have a reduced rate of cellular replication 3nd 

protein accumulation. 

The second conclu~ion, directly related to the first, is 

th a t the net g row th d e f i c it o f o 1 d c· u 1 tu r es r e s u 1 ts fr om an 

incre~scd r ate of protein degradation and is not due t o 

protein export or attrition of cells. 

-Third, proteins synthesized by old cells during 
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exponenti.al growth are e s s e 'n t i a11 y identical to proteins 
.. ' 

s yn the s i zed by young cells when assayed by 2-D gel 

electrophoresis. This technique is capable of detecting 

single charge changes in proteins. 

Fourth, induction of mistranslation by histidine 

starvation and analysis of proteins on 2-D gels does not 

uncover differences in the protein synthetic error ~ate 

between young and old cells, nor does it reveal an ·inverse 

correlation between error rate and in vitro lifespan. It is 

noteworthy that the longest lived cells, the immortal 

SV40-transformed lines, had error frequencies greater than 

their untransformed counterparts. 

Thus, the increased degradation of proteins, slow net 

growth, and reduced lifesp~n of old cells are not due to 

increased rates of errors in protein synthesis, but rather to 

an apparent defect in the regulation of protein synthesis. 

A major portion of this thesis has dealt with derivation 

of equations and construction of theories. Eddington, a 

famous physicist, was noted for saying "Never · fully . trust an 

observational result unless there exists at least one theory 

to explain it'' (Penzias, 1979). This is just the converse of 

the way most people might phrase the relationship between 

data and theory. Indeed, it could be argued that data are 

more trustworthy without the theory, for then there is no · 

chance of experimental bias.· However, I think Eddington 

http:exponenti.al


2~3 

meant th a t all data must be explicable in terms· of 

~ause-effect relationships and if some data are contrary to 

all existing theories, it is as reasonable to doubt the data 

as it is to doubt the theories. It is true that physicists 

tend to have more confidence in their theories than 

biologists: physicists propose "laws" while biologists 

propose "mechanisms". But I think the importance of theories 

in biology should not . be overl9oked. Although biological 

sys t em s · a r e ex c e ~d in g 1 y com pl ex and c r eat e o v er wh e 1m i·n g 

latitude for exceptions, theories become extremely useful 

when we reduce reactions to the molecular level: one 

equ~tion can summarize pages of phenomertology. 

In the studies . of protein turnover, I have derived 

equations which can be used to obtain estimates of the 

average rates of synthesis, degradatio~, and ekport from the 

approach to equilibrium method of labeling protein. Similar 

methods have been used previously for analysis of protein 

degradation during confluence (Bradley et al., 1976), but 

this is th e first report of their application to cells in 

exponential growth. 

In the studies of mistranslation during amino acid 

starvation, I have deve.loped a theory relating protein 

synthesis and ribosome step time into a method of obtaining 

the error rate during normal protein synthesis. I have also 

proposed that alterations in the electrical charge of 

denatured actin (due to mistr~nslation) can be predicted from 
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analysis ·or the amino acid composition and average pK. values 

of the charged re~idues. 

A11 o f the s e -the o r i e s a r e con s i st en t w i th the pr esen t e d 

data. Iri some cases the theories are an integral part of the 

conclusions. However, .Perhaps as important, the theories must 

make predictions which are testable and which can be used to 

refute the model. Iri the next sec~ion, I have outlined some 

predictions and experiments which should be done. Results 

from these experiments will either strengthen, refute, or 

call for modifications in the theories, but in any case, they 

should extend our knowledge · of aging and protein metabolism .. 
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5 PROSPECTIVE 

Since the riddle of aging has not been solved, there is 

still the prospect of making major advances in gerontology. 

In view of the mounting evidence against the involvement of 

protein synthetic errors in the aging process, other a~pects 

of cellular metabolism should now receive greater attention. 

For example, new techniques for detecting changes in DNA 

structure, content, and expression are suited to 

gefontological research and may p~ovide new insights into the 

mechanisms of aging. Within the field of protein metabolism, 

;rn a r e a wh i c h s u g g est s i tsel f fr om the st u d i e s r e po r t e d he r e 

is the regulation of protein turnover. Young fibroblasts 

regulate the number of lysosomes and the rate of p~otein 

degradation during . the normal transitions from the 

proliferative (low cell density) to the rionproliierative _ 

(high cell density) state. Since old fibroblasts have 

reduc ed growth rates, elevated degradation rates, and 

increased numbers of lysosornes (section 2), it is possible 

that old cells have abnormal regulation of the growth 

transition and are "fixed" in the nonproliferative state. 

The defect cannot be quite that simple since it is known that 

young eel ls kep t qui·escent for extended periods do not 

undergo the same decline that continuously dividing cells 

experience;. mitotiGally young but chronologically old cells 

maintain their proliferative potential (D~ll'Orco et ·al., 
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1973; Goldstein and Sing al, 1974; Harley and Goldstein, 

1978). 
. , 

It is possible that a primary defect in regulation of 

protein turnover iri old cells causes the aging phenotype, but 

until further information is available on the normal control 

of protein degradation, no direct test for this hypothesis 

can be made. If the regulatory mechanism were known, it 

could be assayed during aging in vitro and in vivo , but 

even then, i.t would be difficult to distinguish a . secondary 

fr om a primary de feet. Only if correction of the defect 

increased lifespan could a strong case be made _for the 

primary role of the control of protein turnover in 

senescence. 

Induction of synthesis of aberrant proteins by amino 

.acid starvation in cultured cells and the detection of these 

proteins hy 2-D gel electrophoresis is a powerful technique 

with great potential in biological studies. Although all 

available data are consistent with the hypothesis that 

aberrant prot.eins are products of ri.bosomal errors in 

translating mRNA, more direct proof by amino acid sequencing 

is still required. If the proposed substitutions from 

several different starvation conditions are confirmed by 

sequencing, there could be little doubt that these errors 

occur as proposed. Th i s wo r k i s b e i ng - con d uc t e d b y 

J.W.Chamberlain in Dr. C.P.Stanners laboratory. On the 

strength of the indirect evidence . for ·this theory (section 

1.5.3), I have assumed that stuttering reflects 

mis transl at ion. 
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The comp a ri sons r e ported here indicate that old cells, 
.. 

as defined by th·e in vitro mod.el of cellular senescence, do 

not have increased rates of mistranslation. However, other 

"old" cells might al so assayed . For ex ample, 

post-r~plicative cells, such as neurones, from young and old 

donors could be examined. In addition, . cells from different 

tissues in different mammalian and nonmammalian species could 

be assayed and compared to determine if correlations exist 

with re~pect to origin of the cell. Our data indicate some 

species variability; .but no generalization, such as a 

correlation of error frequency with the lifespan of the 

s p e c i e s , co u 1 d b e f o u n d . It wo u 1 d b e o f i n t er e st to test a 

larger collection of normal cell types from various species 

of diverse lifespan:s to explore this notion further. 

The finding that SV40-transformed human cells have 

increased degrees of stuttering suggests that mistranslation 

may be associated with transformation in general. Our 

analysis of other cell types found some support for the 

rel~tionship between mistr~n~lation and SV40-transformation, 

but other types of transformation have not ~hown this trend. 

Par t o f t he d i f f i c u l ·t y i n th i s st u d y i s the u n .av a il ab il it y o f 

appropriately matche.d transformed/untransformed pairs. Since 

normal cells display a wide range of stuttering frequencies, 

it is not pos s ibl e to relate differences in error fr€quencies 

to transformation unless the control cells are essentially 

identical in all other respects. Where differences in error 

fr e q u e n c y d o a pp e a r , i t w i 11 n e v er t.h e 1 es s b e in t er e st i n g to 
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determine (1) the cause of the difference and (2) · its 
. 

physiological significance, if any. 

Is increased mistrarrslation related to expression of 

certain vital genes? Studies with a temperature sensitive 

mtitant of SV40-transformed human cells, analogous to the 

studies reported here with RSVts-infected chick cells, would 

be helpful in ~nswering this question. 

Di r e c t a s s a y s o f m u t a t i o n r ate s co u1 d b e co nd uG t e d ·in 

cultured cells under normal and starved conditions to 

determine if translational errors affect the fidelity of DMA 

replication. Leaky expression of repressed genes could also 

be examined. 

Nonphysiological conditions such as altered pH, 

temperature, ionic strength, or the presence of various toxic 

.agents could be rapidly tested in intact cells fbr their 

effect on the fidelity of protein synthesis by the stuttering 

assay. It is possible that part of the : deleterious effects 

of some of these conditions results from the induction of 

synthesis oT abnormal protein. 

Effective amino acid starvation should be readily 

accomplished in cell free extracts in vitro . If the 

fidelity and duration of protein synthesis are adequate, 

analysi~ of stuttered protein in vitro may· provide a better 

syst~m for testing some of the predictions of the stuttering 

mod el. For example, there is no means of achieving extreme 
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·starvation in intact · mamrn al i an c e11 s . Serine 

' ' 
starvation should lead to arginine substitution at certain 

codons with stuttering to the basic end of 2-D gels. It may 

be possible to test this prediction in vitro .· Furthermore, 

effects of starvation for more than one amino acid may be 

easier to inter pr et in vitro than invivo ---- . What happens, for 

ex ample, when the amino acid which is most likely to be 

substituted is al so removed during amino acid starvation? If 

t .hird position errors are most likely, can first position 

errors be induced by such techniques? Asparagine starvation 

produces basic stutter spots, supposedly due to lysine 

substitution. If lysine is limiting, does the ribosome then 

accept aspartyl-tRNA-asp at asparagine codons by first 

position error (see figure 1-6), thus producing stuttering 

towards the acidic end of the gel? 

The in vitro system also provides a method for studying 

the causes, , at the molecular ·revel, for differences in 

stuttering between cell lines or ·differen6es produced by 

nonphysiological conditions. Does the increased stuttering of 

SV40-transformed human cells reside in their tRNA, ribosomes, 

or soluble factors? This question might be answered in 

r econ s tr uc ti.on e x per im en ts l!:!__v i !:!.:..~ where com po nen ts fr om 

diffe r e nt syst ems a r e mixed. 

Stuttering on 2-D gels can be used to study degradation 

of abnormal .proteins. Pulse-chase analyse~ reported here 

have indicated that native and substituted actin sp~cies ·are 
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stable during the course of the experiments (1-2 hours). 

However, overall degradation was accelerated during amino 

acid starvation and other proteins should be. analyzed 

quantitatively in human fibroblasts and other cell types. 

Proteolytic degradation of aberrant protein may be . spe~ific 

for certain types of alterations or certain classes o-f 

proteins. 

The relationship betwen step time of the ribosome at 

rel ev ant codons an~ prbteih synthetic rate during amino acid 

starvation needs experimerital verifi6ation. This may not be 

poss ib 1 e with pr~sent techniques and even indirect evidence 

may be difficult to obtain in intact cells where a 

heterogeneous population of mRNAs are translated. 

Specialized cells which translate predominantly one mRNA (for 

example reticulocytes) might be used to study the effects of 

amino acid starvation on the kinetics of translation, but 

caution must be exercised since these types of cells might 

possess unique controls of protein synthesis. Cell-free 

extracts- from an "average" cell programmed with a sin g le 

natural mes sage of known sequence may be more useful. The 

di s tribut:ion o f nascent chains during amino acid starvation · 

could be analyz e d by chromatographic or electron microscopic 

s tud ies a nd used t o d e termine whether ribo somes pau s e a nd 

queue behind the · relevant codons (or clusters of relevant 

codcins) as predicted by the computer simulations of protein 

synthesis (section 3.2). 
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Transit time measurements and assays of the number of 
. ... 

ribosomes on mRNA could be used to test th~ predictions of 

the mod el. In preliminary experiments, I encountered 

difficulties in measuring transit times during amino acid . 

starvation (unpubli~hed data). Conditions for isolating 

nascent peptides may not be the same under starvation 

conditions as they are during normal protein synthesis and 

pre~ature termination and increased degradati6n ~f proteins 

may interfere with transit time measurements in some cell 

strains. 

Analysis of nascent chains on 2-D gel electrophoresis 

may prove to be a powerful technique for testing the computer 

model of protein synthesis during amino acid starvation. 

know of no attempts other than preliminary experiments of my 

own (unpublished) to resolve nascent chains by 2-D gel 

electrophoresis. A short pulse period could be used to label 

predominantly nascent peptides. Hydrolysis of the 

peptidyl-tRNA bond and 2-D . gel electrophoresis should reveal 

a trail of peptides from the native spdt which traverses a 

non-linear path towards lower molecular weight as predicted 

by the am~no acid composition of each peptide of a ·given 

size. Under normal conditions, a uniform distribution of 

ribosomes on the mRNA will give ~ trail of peptides whose 

intensity on autoradiograms will be proportional to their 

specific activity. During amino acid starvation, the trail of 

peptides is expected to reveal a series of "spots" 

corresponding to sites where ribosomes pause on the mRNA. It 

I 
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is possible that analysis at various time intervals under 

these conditions .or in pulse-chase experiments could give 

extimates for the variable elongation rates of ribosomes 

along the message. Such experiments may have to be resticted 

to specialized systems which synthesize only a few proteins. 

These prospects for further work on aging, protein 

synthesis, and mistranslation in cultured human cells are 

exciting areas of research for gerontologists anct·molecular 

biologists. Hopefully, co n t i n u e d a pp 1 i c at ion o f n e.w 

· techn iq u e s and id ea s wi 11 1 ead to the so 1 u t i o n o f o n e o f o u r 

oldest questions: why do we age? 
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APPENDICES 

6. 1 A Note on Computer Programming: IFTRAN-2, FORTRAN 

EXTENSION FOR STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING 

The principle programming language used in ·these studies 

was IFTRAN..,;2 (Fleming, 1977). IFTRAN is a preprocessor of 

FORTRAN statements (Cress, Dirksen & Graham, 1970.) containing 

certain extended control types. The preprocessor generates a 

standard FORTRAN program for input to the FORTRAN compiler. 

The advantage of IFTRAN programming is the structuring of the 

code into readily recognized blocks. This aids the 

development of programs in which . the logic flow ii apparant 

and reduces the time required to "de-bug" and test new 

programs. The finished programs are more reliable and are 

more readily modified. All programs illustrated in these 

appendices were written with the IFTRAN-2 extensions to 

standard FORTRAN and were executed on a CDC-6400 computer. 
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6.2 Computer Program for Analysis of Scans of Autoradiograms 

Coordinates assigned to scans of the actin region of 

autoradiograms were analysed by the program shown in figure 

6-1a. The abbreviated documentation in this figure describes 

the function of the program. Areas were calculated by the 

trapezoidal rule: 

b

Sf( x ) d x - ( b - a ) x ( f ( a ) + f ( b ) ) 12· 
a 

Simpsons's rule (see Shampine & Allen, 1973) gives a 

better approximation but was not appropriate for this 

analysis for two reasons. First, points on the scans were 

positioned roughly at points ot inflection and points of 

. local minima and maxima . . Thus, the cumulative error of 

consecutive line segments was nearly ~ero. Simpson's rule, 

on the other hand, is most accurate when at least one 

additional point lies between each point of inflection a~d a 

local minimum or maximum . Second, fractional areas were 

often .adequ a tely d esc rib ed by two points only. The 

trapezoidal rule needs only the two boundry points whereas 

Simpson's rule requires a third intermediate point. 

The output data from a typical set of input cards are 

shown in figure 6-1b. 
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a. a~ NO. <•• >=~ESTihG DEPTH 7'?/ 1 01 

PFOGPAH C6H CINPUT=7001B,OUPUT=7lJ016,TA;>E5:rNPUT 1 T~PE'>= O UTPtJTl 
c 
G oo;uH EhTATIJN ••• c.8.H1RLEY, JA'l.4 1 9 79 
c 
c THIS rs A SP ECIALIZ::O PROGi(~H F:JK A~.. ll'r':SIS OF i)HA TA l( ::fli F'O~ CUMHi'ATIV f 
c SC,NS OF AUTOPA O IO~~A~S !h STUDIES OF H!Gh LEI~- ~ISTRA~s~~TIO~ (P~:s 75 1acs 
c C137e>>. INPUT CATA A~E ••• 
c 
c N NUHBEr< o= <X,Yl JATA POINTS (N LESS fHOJ lo.QI. 
c YSCALE C.D. U'l~TSIUNIT JF Y AXIS 
c XSCt.LE PH LNITSIUNIT CF x AXIS. NOTE, SCA~S JF AUT o=~ o :cGi=l~S wE;E re~~ 
c AT A 5 TJ 1 KkT!), I.E. X~AW=1 UNir=tC~ :JN SCA~ = J.7 c~ c ~ AUT~
c R.ADI OGRA1. 
c 
c ~~~l~R ~~~~~~~!~A~~R2~Ge~~;~~~~I~G IhfUT c~r~ c:oc~J)
c xi=t.W(40) x CGO~uI'IATES :JF ~Ah' CATA 
c YRA\.1(40) Y COORJ!'IATES JF ~AW GATA 
c CClll THE !NOIC ~ S F C~ V~CTOR X ETWEEN W4[:h VALUES PA~TIAL A~EAS QFE0 

c TO BE CA.CULAED <>E:. BELOW).
c 
c WE)GE hUHB~R <WEGGE= 1 2 O~ 3> SETS YSCALE 
c 
c ~i~6k~'c~se~L~u~~ 0 T~2~ 1 :R~~~ ~~$~ Lg1~~N~~~b. 1 ~~~~>!x~~~1rQ~~~A~~~~ ~gs~~~r~I 
c OF BETA-ACTIN <NEGATIVE VALUES ~ ENOTi HO~E ACIJ P~, PGSITIV~ VALU £S, ~O~E · 
c BASIC PH>. 
c N=O IS THE FLAG TO ST:JP COMPUTATION. 
c TH~ C~lGIN FO~ x0 Aw I5 AR S ITRA~Vl BUT THE VRAW J 0 IGIN MUST G ~ Th~ 3~SELI~E 
c OF THE SCAN. POHITS STAl<T 0. T THt. BASIC 00 OF '.;AHHA-ACTI1l At-.C Pi<OCEEIJ 
c TH~OUGH TO THE ACID E~D OF THE STUTT~=Ec ACTI~i St, s2,... CUT POI~TS C<lt> 
c INJICATE THE IhOEX JF THE X COO~OI~AT~ EETWEE'l :;A~HA- AND e:TA-ACTI~l BETA· 
c a~rf~E~~Dp~~fE~~SA~~ ~~lc5[ifEDT~~ ~~~~~I~~g~~. THE :U~VE ~EPi=ESENTIN EACHc 
c 
c VA~IABLE CA IS THE ;u~ULATIVE A~EA. CAL= LAST ;u~uLaTIVE A~~~ AT A CUT POI~T. 
c PA~TIAL AREAS AREACAI> OELINEAT:O OY THE CUT POINTS C<I> ~KE CALCULATED 
c BETWEUI X(Q) AND XC:<lll X(C[1)) ANO X<C<2)), :re. AI IS TH E. f..'<EA INCEX 
c INJICATING ~ow ~ANY PARTfAL A~EAS HAVE EEEN CAL~U.A~EO. THUS A~EA(l) IS 
c ~~~~·c~El6~!T~BEA~f 1 F~~ctib~A~c~~~!sA~~~Ji~Kf 5 ~~~ Ebg?ur~~;N ALL A~:As Htv:c 
c NE(J, A VARIABLE GL~S, P~OPORTIONAL TO THE ~U~3~R OF GLN SU9STITUTIONS PEC 
c ACTIN IS CALCULATED W~~RE St IS ASSUMED TO HA~: ONE SU3STITUTION, S? TWO ETC. 
c FG.NS=GLNS/9 IS THE O~ERALL FRA:TICN OF SUBSTIT~T~D SIT~S <SI ~ CE A:T!N 
c CO~TAihS g HIS SITES>. FAB~R IS THE FRACTION ~F tBERRAhT P~OTEIN SvhtH~~IZEC 
c I.E. 1-FAREllC11-F~REA<2>-0.a45 <BKG OF 0.01+5 SBSTP<ACTEOI ' " 
c 
c 
c PRlBABILITY OF SUBSTITUTIO~ IS ~ORRECTED FOR ~l~KG~OUNO OF 0.005 I . 

c 
c FO~ FURTHE~ DETAIL CO~CERNING THE PROGRA~ OR I~~uT SPECIFICATIONS, CChSULT 
c C.3.HARLEYo 
c 

2 2 
3 l .. .. 

c 

c 
C 09fAIN OATA ANO SCAL: TO Aa50LUTE UNITS 

5 5 
c 

6 
7 

6 
7 

e 6 
3 

10 
12 
l3 
14 
15 
16 
19 
20 
21 

q 
10 
l1 
12 
13 
l'+ 
15 
16 
17 
18 

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 

11 
1l 
1) 
1) 
1)

. z) 
2) 
1) 

23 
Zit 
25 
26 

lq
20 
21 
22 

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 

1) 
1) 
1) 
u 
1) 
1l 
1) 

cg INITIALIZE 

GLNS=O. 
CA=IJ• 
CAL=O. 
AI=O 

27 
30 
l1 
33 
34 
35 
3& 
37 
39 
lt2 
lt3 
lt5 
"8
ft9 
51 
52 

23 
24 
25 
2& 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
:n 
31+ 
35 
36 
37 
38 

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 

1) 
2) 
2) 
3) 
31 
3) 
21 
1) 
1>
2) 
1l 
11 
2)
11 
1l 
1) 
1l 
1) 

c 
c 

DO< g;C~ ! (X CI I - ( <I-11 I • < 'f <I>+ 'f <I· 1> l 12 • 
IF<I.£Q.C<AI+ll I 

AI=AI+l 
Af<.EA CAI> =CA-CAL 
CAL= CA 

Ehr.JIF 
Eh ODO 

CO<~A~E~1~>=A~EA<K>ICA 
ENOOO 

DOl~~~~~~lhs+~LDAT<K-2>•~AREAIKI 
ENOOD 
FABER=1·FA~~Alll-FAREA<2>•e045 
FGLNS=GLNS/9e 

SU~T~ACT A BKG OF o.oa5 FROH FGLNS 

) . ·' : 

53 39 
( 

~ 
1) 
1) 

c 
PMBC=FGLNS-0.005 

r 

Figure 6-1 Computer program for analys~_ s of scans of autoradjbgrams. 
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Fi~urc 6- 1 continue d 

( l) c 
( 1) c OUTPUT FORHAT 
( 1) c 

'40 
r.t 
-.2 
C.J 
..,,,. 

(
(
( 
f
( 

1l 
1) 
1) 
u
t> 

111 

2 

IF<HCDIKPAGE,il,EQ.OlPRINT 111 
FORHAT<1H1) 
KPAGE=l<PAGE+1 
Fl<IH2,HEAOER 
FORl1AT< I ,10XtHI'.JH LEVEL HISTF\ANSLATION••••• t5XSA10/10X,25 

( 1) 
60 45 ( 1) 
r, 1 ft& ( t) 

( 1) 

&3 '+7 ( 1l 
&5 ft8 ( 2) 
&& 49 ( 2) 
&7 50 ( 2)
&e 51 ( 2> 
&9 52 ( 2) 
71 53 ( 2> 
72 5lt ( 2> 

( 2) 
rr. 55 ( 2l 
75 56 ( 2)

( .2) 
11 57 ( 2) 

( 21 
1e 5e < t> 
79 59 ( 1) 

( 1) 

H &O ( U 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1l 
( 1) c 
( 11 c oBrAIN A NEH SET OF I~PUT DATA 
( 1) c 

es &1 ( 1) REA01,HEAQEQ 
56 62 ( 1) REAC•,~,WEOGE, ~SCALE,XBETA 
57 GJ ENO WHILE 
90 64 STOP 
91 65 E~D 

HI GH LEV EL HIST~Al..~UTio : ._. ••• 
························· 

H16•2 H1& Wll8SV40 GEL t5 0 MH b 
XSCALE= 
YSCALE= 

,Q40t. 
.0833 

PH 
00 

UdTS/ Ul,IT XR 
UNITSIU~IT V~ 

XR= 
YR= 

X: 
Y= 
C= 

2. 00 2. e o 3,40 -~· 7 0 
1, t+O 4. o o 1.00 6. 8 0 

-.1212 - • 06 6 g -.064 1) - • I) 52 5 
• 1192 • 35 5 9 • :i 5 l: 0 • 6 36 .s 
4 8 9 10 11 

4. 20 
11.00 

-,OJ23 
1. 12 27 

GAl-'•ACTrn BETA·ALTrn S1-ACTl'°« 

. 5.00 
1 7 .2 a 

0.0000 
2,0553 

S2·ACTI~ 

c;,eo 1.20 g,oo 1. 2 5 

,0323 .0889 
I 8.' Q 3 .1062 

S3-ACTI~ 

g •. ~ a 
• 50 

.11)H
• oz.; 1 

11. o o 
• 2 a 

• 2 42 4 
.0167 

13.00 
o. o a 

• .3232 
o. 0000 

AF.EA 
FARE A 

. -. o n ·e 
• 1 _547 

o 1445
• ~ o3& 

• 00 5 3 
• 0295 

I 0015 
.0085 

• 0007 
• 0 0 36 

FRACTION OF A6ERRA~T PFOTEINS 
F~ACTIO~ OF SUBSTITUTEC SITES 
FSS COR~ECTED FOR BKG, GA~~A 

: 
= = 

-. 0033• o o 64 
• 0013 

HIGH LEVEL HIST~:.~~UITION .....•.....•.......•.......... H16-1·2 HI38SVl+O GEL 19 

XS CALE= 
YSCALE= 

• 0 3 0 3 
• 0 8 33 

PH 
OD 

UNITS/U~IT XR 
UNI r S/Uta T YR 

XR= 

YR= . 

1. o o 
12. oo 

o. 00 
11 3 0 

2. 1 0 
1 31 0 0 

1. 1 o 
.30 

2. <:- o 
15, D0 z. E: I) 

.20 

3.10 
15.'30 

2. 7 0 
o.oo 

31 50 

2. 1+0 

i..20 

6.oa 

s.oo 
g,70 

6000 

r.oo 
8.60 

3. 10 

91 00 

.~.oo 

10.20 

2.i.o 

11.00 

1.50 

x= 

Y= 

c= 

-.1212 -.0879 -.063& 
.2121 .247.4 .3030 

O.'.JDOO ,0932 .22 59 
.11 .oa .a;> 

5 9 12 11+ 1& 17 1e 

-.0515 
.3272 
.2350 

o.oo 

-.oi.55 

.?078 

•10242 

.5535 

0.0000 

,962& 

.0303 

,6580 

.aE-J& 

.3770 

.oa:.e 

.4827 

.1151 

.271& 

.1212 

.2021+ 

.1576 

12078 

.1u5 

.12ao 

AHA 
FARE A 

GAH-ACTIN 

, OO'H> 
.0785 

OETA•ACTI~ 

• o c i: r 
• 51+7& 

51-ACTIN 

• 02 34 
• 1g 26 

SZ-ACTI~ 

.0126 
• 1 0 J7 

SJ-ACTIN 

• 0 0 E: 4 
• 0 529 

54-ACTI~ 

•. o o za 
• 0 231 

S5-ACTIN 

• 0 0 0 2 
I OQ 17 

FCACTION OF A9ERFANT F~OT~I~S 
F~ACTION OF SUBSTITUrEc ~lTES 
.FSS CO~RECTED FGR SK~, Gt~HA 

= = = 
• 3? e 1 
• 0 7 3 j 
• Dd 3J 
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6.3 Generation of a Random Amino Acid Sequence with a 

Specified Amin9 Acid Composition 

To relate high level mistranslation during amino acid 

starvation to the error frequency during normal protein 

synthesis, it was necessary to determine the relationship 

between step time at the relevant codon and the protein 

synthetic rate (Section 3.2). This relationship varies from 

one protein to another depending on its amino acid sequence 

and therefore to determine if actin was representative of 

overall protein, I analyzed several hypothetical sequences in 

addition to the actin mRNA sequence. 

The position of histidine or asparagine residues were of 

most interest. In some cases, a table . of random numbers 

(Selby, 1967) was used to determine these positions. 

However, for general analysis of protein synthesis under 

various conditions, it is useful to have a complete, random 

amino acid sequence for a protein of length M residues with a 

specified amino acid composition. The program shown in 

figure 6-2a was written for this purpose. M integers are 

sequentially selected at random on the interval l1,M1. If 

the integer has been previously chosen, the closest unchosen 

integer, alternately above or below the selected integer, is 

found. The i n t e r v a 1 l_1,M) is subdivided according to the 

frequencies F(i), i= 1,2,3, ... ,20, and the amino acid to 

which the integer corresponds is appended to the sequence. 
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1 
Q 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
~ 

AA'4~ ( 20) 
F <? 0) 
Rf't < 1-)s ( "1) 
FLlGc 

c HETHCC SELECT ~ ;ANDCM NU~~E? ~ P~TWEEN 1 ~N) ~. !I=' ;~E ~U~~E~ Ht~ 

c SE£~. PICl<EC f'f.FOR~, FT 'lO TH: CL:>s::sr t.<UILA8L;: ·w~s:::R 9cLOW (t.!lCV~) iHE 

c SE.£CTE.C 1-CU"EIE~ IF C'L~:;::.r:u:.. (,FO:.LS::.1.

c OlvICE THE S~CEUNCE ~ lNTJ zq PAPTS ••• 


1••• t- F<U 1 M Fltl•1 ... M (l='(U+F<?.», ETC••• IF ~ FALLS I~ T~E !TH£ BLJCK, INSE~T AAMN<Il ONTO TH~ ~Pl SEOUEhCEc 
c 

2 H ·TEGEF OP1 (r:;QQ) ,At.I, AA"1't (?f)) 

3 ~ Olt'E!l;SION F (20)
.. lo 
5 5 ~Hghg~~1> 

7 
& 

7 
6 

2 ~5~g~f~t6FS.3/4FS.J)


' s H= 374 
9 q OO<K=t,~> 

12 1 i) 1) CALL KANPfiOC H,F,AAH~,'(P1,S) 
1) c 

1) c OUTPUT 

1) c 

13 11 1) P!'INT12, M 
tr. 12 1) 12 FORHAT(1H1///f10XtRANOOH PROTEih OF LENGT~tI,.f/////)
15 1J 1) PFINT11 UA~M<I> FCI>,l=t 20)
lf> 14 1) 11 FORHAT<~XtCOHPoslTIONI t//~0(10XAt,3X,F5.~f))
17 15 1.) PHNT10 
18 16 1) 10 FCPHlT(///~XtSE~UEWCElt//) 
19 17 1) PPINT3 (!tP1<II Im:l,1'0 
zo 1~ 1) 3 FCF.HATlsx,sc10A1,2X)/)
71 19 El'<DCO 
;>~ 2'l STOP 
lC. 21 Et-JD 

1 l SUSPCUTINE ~ANPROC~,FA~A~N,R.~t~S>.,?. I~TEGE~ ~Ft<~>fS(M) ,A I,AA~N<2 > 
3 3 OIHE~SION F(20 
4 .. LOGICAL FLAG 
c; 5 FLAG::. FALSE. 

& f, oo<~7Jtd~
q 7 ( 1) 

10 g HODO 
c 
c SELECT A NU'1BE P, WITHJUT ~EPLAC::HENT e~TWEE~ 1 ANO "' 
c 

12 9 OO(J::t lo!) 
15 llJ ( 1) ~=IkG<1~~)
tf, 1l ( t.) IF<FL.<G 
18 1Z ( 2) WHlLEISl"l),t_),Q) 
zo 13 ( 3) N=tl-1 
21 lit ( l) IF Cl'l.E:Q, Jl N=t'I 
7-2 15 ( n ENO WHILEzc; H> ( ?.> ELSE 
Z7 17 ( ?.> HHlLE<S<N>.Ea.o> 
Z9 1! ( 3) N=t1+1 
30 13 ( 1) IFrn.c:a.1'1+1)N:1 
31 Z'l ( 7-) EMDWHILE 
3lt 21 ( 1) ENO IF 
35 22 ( 1) FLAG:, NOT.FLA; 
3ft 23 ( 1) S(N) ::Q 

( 
( t) 

l) c N •US: EEEN DETERt-!INEOa NOW OETERHIHE WHICH AA THIS COR.F.ESPet;os TO. 
( 1> c 

37 Zit ( 1) UI=O 
38 2S ( 1) SFI=O• 
39 2& ( 1) Ut.TIL<FLOAT ('i) •SFI.GE.FLOATCN>•.001) 
ltO 27 c Z> AAI=AA!+1 
ft1 '2" ( 2) SFI=SFI+FlAAIJ 
lt2 29 ( 1) E~OUNTIL 
i.s 30 ( 1> RP1<Jl=AAHH<AAit .... 31 END DO 
t.8 32 RETUl'N 
r.q 33 E~O 

FUhCTION IRG<M~N) . ~Erw-~ l"1 ANO 1.1.1 RA~OCH NU~SER GE~ ~~T~~ TO P~OVIOE A~ I~TEGER ~-~ c NUH 13E RS.Ll~EAq COhGRUENTIAL 11::THOO lf G~NERATING FSEU1)•PA~JOMc 
c DATA l0l!Y/214746J)46,56871l/2 2 IY=HOD< s&2s•rv+2~221,11>3 3 

IPG=~+<N-~+tl•IY/l).. .. 
r; 5 R.ETUPN 

6 6 
 no 

Figure 6-2 Computer program for generating a random 

amino aci<l sequence with a specified composition. 
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6. 4 Computer Simulation . of Protein Synthesis During Amino 

Acid Starvation 

The program shown in figure 6-3a was written to 

theoretically analyze the kinetics of ribosome movement on 

mRNA during amino acid starvation. The prime purpose of the 

simulations was to relate protein synthetic rate to the 

increased step time of ribosomes at codons corresponding to 

the starved amino acid. The logic flow of the program is 

described in section 3.2 and further illustrated by the 

documentation associated with the program (comment (C) 

statements). 

The UNTIL construct "UNTIL(NM.EQ.O) ... END UNTIL" reads 

data cards specifying the mRNA length and position of the 

modulator codons. Any number of the translational parameters 

can be varied as desired with appropriate "DO" constructs. 

For each input mRNA, the simulations are generated for all 

specified variations in the translational parameters. For 

example, in the program illustrated (figure 6-3a), all 

parameters are held constant except TP, the mean "defined" 

step time of the ribosome at modulator codons (i.e. t ~./t5 ,.).1 

The DO construct "DO(TP=50, 150,50) ... ENDDO" generates 

three simulations of protein synthesis as the mean value of 

TP takes on values 50, 100, 150. In each case TP is a random 

variable uniformly distributed about the mean valu~ plus or 

minus 203. At the beginning of each simulation, one ribosome 

is initiated at the first codon and iteration continues until 
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NR=4 ribosomes have completed synthesis of the mRNA. The 

input mRNA for the sim.ul ation shown was actin. The results 

of the simulation are shown in figure 6-3b. 
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Fl N c;:) • F . 6 3 p
,..u,..9ro 1110, t •• 1=~rsnt.r; l)i;~r1-1 igure - · rogram to simulate protein synthesis. 

~~C~C'A~ cg~(!N~U~=7,~P,OUTPU-=·:l2,TA~~S=!NPUT,r:c~~=OUTPUT1 a 

f 

c:'" ;:i r; ·' H' T : c0.., c" T c " ;; t' - :: 1.,, r: v 1; i' 1.1 := r r r ::; !I T c o11 A.,, "' r:: "' A ~ ~ ~ i:- u..., c-:· r oN :i F srs -= 
TI~:~ C. T (~~ct~. c:c ~ r.c:~ ALLU~~ Fe; FL::Y!nL~ ~OC~L!N~ ~c: TCANSLAT:CN 
::c.-:o:i•• ; · :-c s: IH!' !5 P1.r.-r:;ULC:.L v S•JITA:lL: l'"Ci:' A•Jt.LYSIS ~C' oc;CTC:!°" S•n.TH::TIC 
~:T::, ::;!PCS~~· ~u:ur~r. A~~ ncLYSO~: C!ST=!BUTIONS OU~!Ni. A,A, STACVAT:C~. 

(' 
r 
r 

c 
c 
c 
c 

i:'(W',•\ r;rv •-s TP:: oos :-;c~ _.. :;ipto:;o,.c v ON TH!=" 1-:NA c:-c,;;> <!.L'::,t'(•: ,!.1.L:,P..!"I 
l;(O:.~l=G c.-·irr:= s c:1 r.. c r: r:~:: ~·.::.~~l"T !'JI1';A T£'J Y:'.T 
1:fi<.~ I= ~ · 1-+: ('f•. oT::~ C:!nc c::i ..· i..t.~ ~o,..:::L::r::o p.:n1A T;;>Al\':LATIO~l 
C('<."'.'l = TH' L:r;r, ..... O• iP ·"'.' {TJ'•f Ut: ITSI ~!'1C501'' ~ '< ._ll'!T WAIT ON CCOO" ~(1<,l) 
=IK,2) = ! :'.'F" =>ft<,!.l I'5 NOT t: "'0f1UL 6TCC CCQf'l',j <St: ::: ccr-: l'I C: LOWl 
Cf<.:1 A ~ccULATC~ CO~OP..S <~:: er-isl !S A ~A~OO~ V'~!A~L~ WIT~ ~ E 'N TP AP..0 
UNirJ~M ~l~TcIQUTlC~ CV~~ TH£ CANG:'. ,,..,..o.~001 

c 
c 
c 
c 

~=~ 0 i¥~~A~ ~~E~og~Nc~t~N!J <~!i1~~~~ X 0 ri~i ~fy~E~g¥o~~0~L 1 to~~~J;~f C~IT::~IA. 
2. 0 rqosc~E K-1 IS .GT. 0 CODONS FUCTHEO ~O~N T ... ~ HESSAGE. 

,~ 

c 
c 
~ 

~ 

VAi;!llEL:'.S 

NM 0 , 0 i'~E ~U~AEP OF CGOO~S !N T~E ~RNA 
P..C ••• TH~ ~u~~f~ OF ccnoNS F~C TH E STACVfO A,A. I~ TH€ M~NA 
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Figure 6-3a, continued 
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